UTC miniature, wound core, pulse transformers are precision (individually adjusted under test conditions), high reliability units, hermetically sealed by vacuum molding and suited for service from —70°C to +130°C. Wound core structure provides excellent temperature stability (unlike ferrite). Designs are high inductance type to provide minimum of droop and assure true pulse width, as indicated on chart below. If used for coupling circuit where minimum rise time is important, use next lowest type number. Rise time will be that listed for this lower type number... droop will be that listed multiplied by ratio of actual pulse width to value listed for this type number. Blocking oscillator data listed is obtained in standard test circuits shown. Coupling data was obtained with H. P. 212A generator (correlated where necessary) and source/load impedance shown. 1:1:1 ratio.

**MINIATURE STABLE WOUND CORE**

**HERMETIC MIL-T-27A TYPE TF5XSX36ZZ**

**APPROX. DCR, OHMS**

**BLOCKING OSCILLATOR PULSE**

**COUPLING CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS**

**VACUUM TUBE TYPE RATIO 1:1:1**

**TRANSISTOR TYPE RATIO 4:4:1**

**H-45, 46, 60 thru 68 are 3/8 cube, 1 gram**

**H-47 thru 52, 9/16 cube 4 grams**

**H-53 thru 57, 5/8 cube 6 grams**

**AND SPECIAL UNITS TO YOUR SPECS**

While stock items cover low level uses only, most of UTC's production is on special units to customers' needs, ranging from low levels to 10 megawatts.

**UNITED TRANSFORMER CORPORATION**

130 Varick Street, New York 13, N.Y.

PACIFIC MFG. DIVISION: 4008 W. JEFFERSON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF.

EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK 16, N.Y. CABLES: "ARLAB"
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Hughes MEMO-SCOPE®
Oscilloscope

The new Hughes MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope offers you higher performance, greater dependability and easier operation in all of your transient measurements. Maximum accuracy is assured by new advanced circuitry, new panel layout, new mechanical design and many other added features. The MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope eliminates expensive "hit-or-miss" methods of measuring non-recurring transients. It stores nonrepetitive events for an indefinite period—hours, or days—keeping them available for thorough study until intentionally erased.

For full information on how the MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope can help solve your measurement problems, write today to: Hughes, Industrial Systems Division, International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California.

For export information, please write: Hughes International, Culver City, California.

Hughes Scope Cart: Especially designed for the MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope, an all-aluminum, scope cart facilitates movement of the instrument to different locations for varied applications. Features: mounting provisions for two spare amplifiers, 6” retractable power cord for convenience in connecting equipment, ample drawer space, accessibility from both sides, pull-out writing board, 120 media drawer, and a 6” retractable power cord for convenience in connecting equipment. Features: mounting provisions for two spare amplifiers, 6” retractable power cord for convenience in connecting equipment, ample drawer space, accessibility from both sides, pull-out writing board, full-swivel casters for ease of movement from one area to another.

Hughes Multitracer Unit: Designed to operate in conjunction with the MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope, the portable Hughes Multitracer enables you to store and compare up to 90 stepped-down traces in one display. The stored sweeps appear at equal, preselected intervals forming a raster type of display. The all-electronic Multitracer is a combined attenuator, gate amplifier and storage counter designed to be placed between the signal source and the regular MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope input.

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

Hughes

Hughes Aircraft Company
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
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NOW—Two important contributions to printed circuit design—
The Microminiature Kernel
ATE-34 Adjustoroid® and a New Line of Miniature Encapsulated Adjustoroids

Newest addition to the Burnell Adjustoroid line is the microminiature Kernel® ATE-34 and the miniature ATE-11, ATE-0 and ATE-4. One of the unique features of these new Adjustoroids is a flush slotted head providing for ease of adjustment and economy in height.

The new microminiature Kernel ATE-34 Adjustoroid and the miniature ATE-11, ATE-0 and ATE-4 are variable over a 10% range of their inductance. Fully encapsulated, they will withstand high acceleration, shock and vibration environments. All of the above meet MIL-T specifications, 27 Grade 4 Class R and MIL-E 15305 A. Write for Stock Sheet AT-34.

If you haven’t already done so—send for your free membership in the Space Shrinkers Club.

BURNELL & CO., INC.
Pioneers in Microminiaturization of Toroids, Filters and Related Networks
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WASHINGTON, D. C. The most important single market for the electronics industry, understandably, is the nation's capital. For this and many other reasons, electronic research and development companies are burgeoning in the metropolitan area near the Pentagon. Of the 130 R&D firms there, at least 60 are in electronics. And, almost daily it seems, the number increases. Fully aware of this, our Washington bureau has been doing some investigating and checking. Result: the informative story (complete with company names) you'll find on p 34.

FOR MEN. If you speak the language of electronics engineers, think you would find it challenging to discuss technical articles with potential authors and also cover the industry's news, like to write occasionally yourself and are not above doing some indoor editing too . . . there may be an opportunity for you on our staff. In New York. Or Chicago. Write the Editor.

Coming In Our April 29 Issue . . .

ELECTRON TUBES. These days when new semiconductor and quantum-mechanical devices are being reported increasingly often, it is sometimes easy to overlook the steady gains being made in a classic field of our industry—the electron tube. Next week an ELECTRONICS Special Report will bring you up to date on advances that have been made in almost every type of tube during the past decade.

Compiled by Managing Editor Carroll on the basis of information submitted by authorities in the industry, the report spotlights the significant work underway in receiving-type tubes, power tubes, gas tubes, microwave tubes, tv tubes and many others.

Leading off this informative roundup is a discussion of receiving-type tubes by M. B. Knight of RCA's Electron Tube division in Harrison, N. J. Knight has 12 years of electron-tube experience and is presently responsible for Nuvisor application engineering. Next, improvements in high-vacuum power tubes leading to higher frequency and power levels at smaller sizes are described by D. D. Meacham of Eitel-McCullough in San Carlos, Calif. Meacham is a marketing product specialist for power tubes in the Research division.

One of the most exotic areas of electron-tube research, gas-filled tubes, is covered by H. C. Steiner of GE in Schenectady. Steiner is a consulting engineer to the Power Tube department and has 33 years' experience in gas-tube development.

Microwave technology is one of the fastest growing areas of the electron-tube field. Latest trends in linear-beam microwave tubes are explained by V. R. Learned, director of research and development for Sperry Gyroscope's Electron Tube division. Crossed-field microwave tubes are discussed by W. C. Brown, associate director of engineering for crossed-field devices at Raytheon's Microwave and Power Tube division. Both Learned and Brown are IRE Fellows. Brown is a member of the Department of Defense Advisory Group on Electron Tubes, serving as industry consultant.

Extensive effort is being devoted to tv tubes. This work, together with the latest in electrolyluminescent devices, is described by R. K. Gessford, Sr., W. A. Dickinson and J. H. Loughlin of Sylvania's Picture Tube Operations. The authors are chief engineer, section head for design, and coordinator of engineering, respectively. Gessford is responsible for engineering management of Picture Tube Operations and has 30 years' experience in electron-tube field.

Significant developments have been reported recently in the area of storage, counting and phototubes. These are surveyed by A. S. Kramer, senior technical specialist in DuMont's Research division.
HOW TO SELECT HIGH RELIABILITY CAPACITORS

At one time Sprague Electric was the only manufacturer offering true high reliability capacitors. The buyer had no problem. But today there are many manufacturers who claim that their capacitors meet high reliability standards. Some are even so bold as to claim that theirs are the most reliable.

Check the record before you choose

The only sound approach to evaluate these claims is to investigate the reliability record achieved by each of the companies under consideration. Remember, it takes test data to establish the reliability of a product. Claims are not enough.

Now let's look at the record

Sprague Electric can substantiate its claim that its HYREL® Q Capacitors are “the most reliable capacitors made” with the most extensive test data available in the entire electronic industry. The performance of HYREL Q Capacitors is virtually impossible to surpass...now and for some years to come.

But let's start at the beginning—the specifications. Sprague Electric's high reliability capacitors were originally made under Sprague Electric Specification PV-100—the first high reliability capacitor specification for missiles and other critical applications. This specification and a later revision, PV-100A, have proven so comprehensive and so successful in providing “the highest order of reliability known to capacitor manufacturing” that their provisions are currently reflected in every military specification covering high reliability capacitors. This is a distinction shared by no other capacitor manufacturer.

Now look at the record of HYREL Q Capacitors

On accelerated life tests the failure rate of HYREL Q Capacitors has been less than 0.05%, after more than 16 million unit hours accumulated on tests of 250 hours at 140% rated voltage, 125 C. On high frequency vibration tests, there hasn't been a single failure in the more than 50,000 units tested. On seal, moisture resistance, and temperature cycling and immersion tests, the failure rate has been less than 0.1%.

Such performance from production line capacitors can only be achieved through the most intensive (and expensive) kind of reliability program—in design and development, in production engineering, in manufacturing facilities, in testing intensity and extensity—all of which should be investigated thoroughly.

After you've checked the record, then decide for yourself which capacitor is “the most reliable made.”

For complete facts and figures on HYREL Q Capacitors, call your Sprague District Office or Representative, or write for HYREL Bulletin 2900A and Specification PV-100A to Technical Literature Section, Sprague Electric Company, 35 Marshall St., North Adams, Massachusetts.
7. ADJUSTMENTS MAKE THEM VERSATILE

Zero is adjustable—left, right, center, or any uneven division of the chart to fit each particular use. Also, ranges from 0-9 millivolts to 0-100 volts. Such options as temperature recording are provided by interchangeable chassis and matching charts and scales.

1% accuracy; 1 or 2½ seconds full-scale balancing time; portable, bench top or panel-mounted versions; single channel units weigh 15 pounds, dual channel 35 pounds; prices from $365; wide range of speeds and other options described in Varian literature. Write the Instrument Division.

COMMENT

Cathode Followers

A common error related to cathode followers has been repeated in the February 26th issue of Electronics ("Unity-Gain Amplifier Offers High Stability," p 66). In Table 1, page 67, the output impedance of the cathode follower circuit shown in Fig. 1, page 66 is given as $Z_o = r_s (1 + \mu)^{-1}$. This is approximately correct for a cathode follower in which the grid resistor is returned to ground, but is not correct for the circuit shown in Fig. 1 unless the grid is driven by a low impedance source. If this is not the case, the output impedance becomes a function of the source impedance as well as the other circuit parameters. Specifically, at low frequencies it is $Z_o = (R_s R_o + R_o r_s + R_s r_e + \mu R_s R_o + R_o r_s + \mu R_s R_o + R_o (R_s + \mu R_s + \tau_p)$. In this expression, $R_s$ is the grid resistor, $R_o$ the cathode bias resistor, $R_e$ the cathode load resistor, and $R_o$ is the source impedance. Also it is assumed that $\mu >> 1$ and $R_e >> R_o$.

With the component values given in the article, the output impedance depends on the input impedance:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_s$ (Ω)</th>
<th>$Z_o$ (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10K</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100K</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10M</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∞</td>
<td>6150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The increase does not become large until the value of $R_e$ becomes fairly high.

Physically, it is quite apparent why this dependence on $R_e$ exists. With the input open or terminated in a high impedance, a large fraction of any disturbance at the output is fed to the grid as well, so that only a small error signal appears between the cathode and grid of the tube. Thus the tube is essentially inoperative, so the output impedance should be substantially that of the cathode load resistor and the tube plate resistance in parallel. This checks closely with the value given above for $R_e = 0$.

It looks as if these considerations would apply to the circuits of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 also.

WALTER S. FRIAUD

CHALOTTESVILLE, VA.

Author Davidson replies:

Mr. Friauf's comments on the output impedance of a stepped-up cathode follower are certainly correct. Since there is a direct physical link between the input and output circuits, it is to be expected that the output impedance will be a function of the source impedance. This phenomenon was not included in the original article since the circuits were designed for use in computer circuits which would normally be driven by low impedance sources. The output impedance, therefore, would be relatively unaffected.

Unfortunately, Mr. Friauf's specific expression for low frequency output impedance appears to be incorrect. The exact derivation for the simple cathode follower is:

Consider the equivalent circuit of Figs. 1 (left) and 2:

Fig. 1 is the common equivalent circuit showing input and output voltages. In Fig. 2, the input source is shorted through its generating impedance while a voltage $V_o$ is applied across the load terminals. The output impedance will then be equal to $Z_o = V_o/I_o$. The loop equations for the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2 are written:

For loop 1, where $R_o = (R_s + R_e)/(R_s + R_f + R_e)$, $V_o - V_s - \mu e_{in} - (R_s + R_e + r_s) + I_1 r_s = 0$.

For loop 2, $V_o - \mu e_{in} - I_1 r_s + I_2 r_e = 0$. Also, $e_{in} = I_1 [R_s R_e + R_s R_o + R_o (R_s + R_o + R_e)]$.

The complete expression for the output impedance $Z_o$ is:

$$Z_o = \frac{r_s [R_s (R_s + R_e + R_o) + R_e (R_e + R_o)]}{(R_o + r_p) (R_s + R_e + R_o) + R_o (R_e + R_o) + \mu (R_s R_e + R_s R_o + R_o R_e + R_o)}$$

Even with the assumption that $\mu >> 1$ and $R_e >> R_o$, this equation does not reduce to that contained in the letter. As stated by Mr. Friauf, the increase in output impedance is relatively small unless $R_e$ becomes rather high. Similar considerations would apply to the circuits of Fig. 2 and 3.
The low loss, Te value and thermal expansion characteristics of Forsterite ceramics are not equalled by any other impervious ceramic. This is especially important when high frequencies or sealing to metals or glasses is involved.

These properties have created a steadily increasing demand for AlSiMag 243. In the past two years major improvements have been made on this material and its fabrication. We are now producing components formerly unattainable in this material and the number of applications is constantly increasing.

If your application requires the favorable characteristics of AlSiMag 243, why not send us your blue prints and outline your operating conditions? If it is possible that your requirements can be met, we will be glad to work with you at reasonable cost on prototypes for your practical tests. Test discs approximately 1/2" x 3/32" are available with our compliments.
NOW!
4 new microwave sweep oscillators

speed, simplify measurements
2.0 to 18.0 KMC

Covers full band, or any part
Use with 'scope or recorder
All electronic; no mechanical sweep
Direct reading, independently adjustable sweep range and rate controls

Figure 1. Arrangement for high speed microwave measurement to provide rapid visual display with 130A/B oscilloscope.

hp Dependable, quality
Hewlett-Packard Electronic Sweep Oscillators are new measuring tools deliberately designed to give you simpler, faster microwave measurements. Four models are provided, covering frequencies 2.0 to 18.0 KMC as follows: Model 683A, 2.0 to 4.0 KMC; Model 684B, 4.0 to 8.1 KMC; Model 686A, 8.2 to 12.4 KMC and Model 687A, 12.4 to 18.0 KMC.

These instruments make possible microwave investigations and evaluations with a convenience previously associated only with lower frequency measurements. These oscillators provide a wide range of sweep speeds so that measurements of reflection, attenuation, gain etc., can be displayed on an oscilloscope or recorded in permanent form on X-Y or strip-chart recorders.

Electronic Sweeping

Specifically, the new oscillators provide either a CW or swept rf output throughout their individual bands. The instruments employ new backward wave oscillator tubes whose frequency is shifted by varying an applied potential. Thus, troublesome mechanical stops and tuning plungers are eliminated. Sweep range is continuously adjustable and independently variable; sweep rate is selected separately, and either can be changed without interrupting operation. The full band width can be covered in time segments ranging from 140 seconds (very slow for mechanical recorder operation) to 0.014 seconds (high speed for clear, non-flickering oscilloscope presentation).

Linear Frequency Change

The swept rf output from the \( \Delta \) sweep oscillator is linear with time, and a linear sawtooth voltage is provided concurrent with each rf sweep to supply a linear time base for an oscilloscope or recorder. In addition, for convenience in recording and other operations, rf sweeps can be triggered electrically externally and single sweeps can be triggered by a front panel push button. The rf output can also be internally AM'd from 400 to 1,200 cps and externally AM'd or FM'd over a wide range of frequencies.

Rapid Visual Presentation

The variety of sweep rates and band widths available from the new oscillators insures convenience and accuracy for reflection and transmission coefficient measurements and many other production line and laboratory tests. For maximum speed, an oscilloscope such as \( \Delta \) 130A/B may be used as indicated in the diagram on opposite page. For maximum information and a permanent record, an X-Y or strip chart recorder may be used.

Complete details of a rapid visual method using an oscilloscope or a maximum-data, permanent record method using a recorder may be obtained from your \( \Delta \) field engineer. Detailed discussions of these methods are also contained in the \( \Delta \) Journal, Vol. 8, No. 6, and Vol. 9, No. 1-2, available on request.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Below are specifications for \( \Delta \)-hp. 686A Sweep Oscillator, 8.2 to 12.4 KMC. Specifications for \( \Delta \)-hp. 683A, 684B, and 687A (F-pack) are similar except for frequency range and other minor variations.

Types of Outputs: Swept Frequency, CW, FM, AM.

Single Frequency Operation

Frequency: Continuously adjustable 8.2 to 12.4 KMC.

Power Output: At least 10 milliwatts into matched waveguide load. Continuously adjustable to zero.

Sweep Frequency Operation

Sweep: Recurrent; externally triggered; also manually triggered single sweep. Rf sweep linear with time.

Power Output: At least 10 MW into matched waveguide load. Output variation less than 3 db over any 250 MC range; less than 6 db over entire 8.2-12.4 KMC range.

Sweep Range: Adjustable in 7 steps 4.4 MC to 4.4 KMC.

Sweep Rate-of-Change: Decade steps from 32 MC/sec to 320 KMC/sec.

Sweep Time: Determined by sweep range and rate; from 0.014 to 140 seconds over full-band.

Sweep Output: \( \pm \) 20 to \( \pm 30 \) volts-peak sawtooth provided at a front-panel connector coincident with each rf sweep.

Modulation

Internal Amplitude: Square wave modulation continuously adjustable from 400 to 1200 cps; peak rf output power equals cw level \( \pm 1 \) db.

External Amplitude: Direct coupled to 300 Kc; 20 volt output reduces rf output level from rated cw output to zero.

External Pulse: \( \pm \) 10 volts or more; 5 millisecond minimum duration.

External FM: Approx. 350 v peak to modulate full frequency range.

General

Input Connectors, Impedances: BNC above 100,000 ohms.


Power Requirements: 115/230 volts \( \pm 10\% \), 50/60 cps; approximately 540 watts.

Price: \( \Delta \)-hp 683A (2.0 to 4.0 KMC) \$3,000.00.

\( \Delta \)-hp 684B (4.0 to 8.1 KMC) \$2,900.00.

\( \Delta \)-hp 686A (8.2 to 12.4 KMC) \$2,900.00.

\( \Delta \)-hp 687A (12.4 to 18.0 KMC) \$3,400.00.

(Prices above are f.o.b., factory for cabinet models. Rack mount instruments \$15.00 less.)

Data subject to change without notice.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

4475A Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.

Field Representatives in All Principal Areas

Cable "HEWPACK"  Davenport 5-4451

instruments that speed and simplify your work
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CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
NEW!

ADVANCED DESIGN POWER TRANSISTORS FROM CLEVITE

Three new lines of germanium power transistors by Clevite feature new advances in controlled gain spread, fully specified collector-to-emitter voltage characteristics and low current leakage — even at maximum voltages and high temperatures.

The new 3 ampere switching series can be used to replace the older, more costly ring-emitter types in 3 to 8 ampere service.

The new 8 ampere switching type offers exceptionally low saturation voltage and is available with either pin terminals or solder lugs.

The new Spacesaver design not only affords important savings in space and weight, but its significantly improved frequency response means higher audio fidelity, faster switching and better performance in regulated power supply applications. Its low base resistance gives lower input impedance for equal power gain and lower saturation resistance, resulting in lower "switched-on" voltage drop. Lower cut off current results in better temperature stability in direct coupled circuits and a higher "switched-off" impedance.

CLEVITE NOW OFFERS THESE COMPLETE LINES

Switching Types
- 5 ampere
- 8 ampere
- 15 ampere
- 25 ampere
- 3 ampere Spacesaver

Amplifier Types
- 2 watt
- 4 watt
- 2 watt Spacesaver

For latest data and prices or application assistance, write for Bulletin 60...

A DIVISION OF
CLEVITE CORPORATION

CLEVITE TRANSISTOR

254 Crescent Street Waltham 54, Mass. Tel: Twinbrook 4-9330
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BUSINESS THIS WEEK

New Mode of Transistor Operation Being Explored Excitedly By Several Companies

A new and as yet little understood mode of transistor operation which may give the transistor a new dimension of frequency and noise performance, has been discovered at Lenkurt Electric Co., San Carlos, Calif., and is being explored excitedly by a number of companies including Hughes, Philco and Sylvania, ELECTRONICS learned this week.

While designing a transistor converter circuit for optimum performance, Lenkurt's V. W. Vodicke found that a Philco 2N502 micro-alloy diffused base transistor with maximum frequency of 700 Mc operated instead at a maximum frequency of 2,500 Mc. It was discovered that other commercially available transistors with heavily doped base regions, such as the Motorola 2N701, produced comparably startling results.

According to Vodicke, the frequency extension is possible because of a new effect which appears to have the characteristics of a combination of "tunneling" and "avalanche" effects. However, he says the tunneling is not yet fully understood and may not be true "tunneling."

Apparently, what happens is this: When certain conditions of impedance and bias, plus a careful adjustment of the voltage and phase relationships are set up in conjunction with the Vodicke circuit, the result is a big increase in transistor bandwidth and sharply reduced noise.

Lenkurt and Hughes scientists have been working together recently to design transistors that "favor the effect." They have quickly advanced the state of the art beyond that of an early Lenkurt configuration which used a parametric diode in addition to an MADT transistor to obtain a voltage gain of 96 db at 400 Mc with a bandwidth of 75 Kc. Noise figures approached those achieved with parametric amplifiers.

Several recently fabricated Hughes transistors have given scientists reason to conclude that "in the extremely near future" it should be possible to make transistors that will operate in the 6-8 Kmc range. ELECTRONICS learns that recent intensive exploitation of the effect found by Vodicke is changing the state of the art month by month.

A Lenkurt spokesman says that while it is believed that there are no inherent limits to the frequencies obtained, there may be a practical circuit limit of 10 Kmc. Lenkurt and Sylvania are both subsidiaries of General Telephone & Electronics Corp.

Interest in Printed Motors Mounts As Electric Auto Talk Is Revived

A surge of interest in printed motors (see p 80) for traction applications seems to be taking place because of the revival of interest in the electric automobile. All of this ties in with several developments that are taking place simultaneously, and coming together in one place: developments in high-efficiency fuel cells in combination with developments in better performing batteries, semiconductors and printed motor techniques for gearless drives.

Last March in Chicago, at the American Power Conference, Claude R. Erickson of the Board of Water and Light of Lansing, Mich., said there was a resurgence of interest in the electric automobile. There are about 45,000 electric trucks used in England today and many thousands in this country. Allis Chalmers, Union Carbide, Chrysler and other companies are working on various types of fuel cells; Cleveland Vehicles, Electric Marketer and others are producing electric trucks.

Activity in the traction field prompts Photocircuits Inc., Glen Cove, N. Y., to produce a 3 horsepower printed-motor that shows promise for traction applications. Efficiency is 80 percent, commutation is smooth, performance is quiet and the motor fits into the wheel.

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER

New data-processing systems continued to make news this week. RCA announced its 301 and 601 systems, said it can now provide all-transistorized computer service for small companies with 300 employees to large corporations.

The 301, for which RCA has 35 orders, has a memory of magnetic discs, similar to 45 rpm records, in five "juke box"-like units of 5 million characters each, and will rent for up to $9,000 a month.

The 601, which will rent for above $20,000 a month, can make up to 666,667 decisions or add 183,000 11-digit figures in a second. RCA says the modular system has a memory expendable to 262,000 numbers, letters or symbols, adds that up to 64 tape stations can be linked to the system's main memory storage. Memory cycle is 1.5 millionths of a second, with tape speeds up to 120,000 data characters a second.

Army announces a 25-lb "ruby maser" developed by Hughes Aircraft, which is cooled to -452 F and maintained by liquid helium but requires no pump and uses a 12-oz magnet costing $10. The Army says the new maser can detect radio beeps millions of miles away.

Office of Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology in the Commerce Department has been recommended in the report of a special advisory committee of the National Academy of Sciences on "The Role of the Department of Commerce in Science and Technology."

Ten-member committee, headed by Marvin J. Kelly, former president and board chairman of Bell Labs, (ELECTRONICS, p 9, Jan. 9, '59), recommended that the office have responsibility for the Bureau of Standards, Patent Office, Coast and Geodetic Survey, Weather Bureau, Office of Technical Services and "cognizance of the science and technology activities of the Maritime Administration and the Bureau of Public Roads."
THE PLANAR STRUCTURE

THE MOST IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT IN SEMICONDUCTORS SINCE THE MESA, THE PLANAR STRUCTURE GUARANTEES A NEW ORDER OF RELIABILITY: SILICON SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS WITH COMPLETE SURFACE STABILITY.

DEVELOPED THROUGH FAIRCHILD RESEARCH, THE PLANAR STRUCTURE HAS BEEN APPLIED AND TESTED IN TRANSISTORS AND DIODES TO AN ACCUMULATION OF MORE THAN 5,000,000 SEMICONDUCTOR HOURS.
ANOTHER FAIRCHILD FIRST

THE UNIVERSAL TRANSISTOR

FAIRCHILD'S 2N1613
DIFFUSED SILICON PLANAR TRANSISTOR

GUARANTEED USEFUL BETAS FROM
100μA to 0.5A:
15 @ 0.1mA 20 @ 1mA 30 @ 150mA 15 @ 500mA
 Guaranteed minimum Beta over a 5,000 to 1 range of collector current makes the 2N1613 the most versatile transistor presently on the market.

WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS: in Fast Switching (logic and high current); Amplifiers (low level, low noise, wideband, VHF power).

RELIABILITY IN A NEW DIMENSION: The Planar Transistor is the most thoroughly proven transistor ever introduced commercially, with over 5,000,000 transistor hours plus 300°C. stabilization on all units.

SOME IMPORTANT PARAMETERS: 7 db — Noise Figure: 100 megacycles — Gain-bandwidth product: 0.0005μA ICBO typical at 60V, 25°C.

IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY: Quantities from 1-999 from franchised Fairchild distributors at factory prices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENTATIVE SPECIFICATIONS — FAIRCHILD 2N1613</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fT typical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE @ 25°C, Case Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hFE (see Beta paragraph above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBESAT. (Max.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCESAT. (Max.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICBO @ 25°C. (Max.) measured at 60V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

545 WHISMAN ROAD / MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. / Yorkshire 8-8161

For full specifications, write Dept. A.

FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

A WHOLLY OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT COMPANY
WASHINGTON OUTLOOK

The political rumpus over alleged influence peddling on defense contracts by retired military brass is coming to a climax. The House has passed a bill regulating employment of former officers. The Senate will now take up the measure.

At this point, the outlook seems clear: There will be little if any direct impact on defense contractors who now hire retired military officers. So long as the ex-brass do not engage in clear-cut selling activities—something they are already barred from doing—contractors can continue to employ retired military men.

The House bill is considerably milder than the measure pushed by Rep. Hebert (D., La.), who conducted a headline-making probe last year.

It bars retired brass from "selling" to the military services for two years after retirement and requires contractors to report retired officers on their payrolls to the Pentagon. Violation of the rules calls for court martial and withholding of retirement pay for the officer, suspension of contract payments to the company.

The registration provision is new. But the two-year selling ban for the retired brass is essentially a clarification of the present law which many critics consider too vague.

Hebert and other lawmakers who've made this a hot issue have plumped for tough criminal penalties for both retired officers and their employers in cases where influence peddling on contracts can be proven.

- Complete reversal on patent policy in government space work has been taken by the House Space Committee. It approved 14-4 an amendment allowing a contractor to keep patent rights (except for royalty-free government use) on any developments growing out of research done on a space contract.

Industry has fought the provisions of the 1958 law setting up the space agency. This law denied patent rights to the company unless the agency made special dispensation. NASA officials convinced the committee they were having trouble placing contracts. A company which already had patent advantages in space-related work sometimes refused a NASA contract for fear of jeopardizing its patent position. Another complication was that since the Pentagon allows companies to keep patent rights, a company doing work for both Pentagon and NASA, often on related contracts, was working under two different patent arrangements.

The original law had been designed to prevent companies from gaining patent advantages out of government-financed research in the infant field of astronautics. The committee's reversal is sure to arouse the ire of the Senate Patents Subcommittee headed by Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D., Wyo.). The Senate group has been studying government patent policies for two years in hopes of establishing among all agencies a uniform policy which would guarantee the widest possible dissemination of the fruits of government-financed research. The new amendment would also give NASA the right to change patent provisions in existing contracts.

- Bureau of Standards has begun new low-frequency calibration broadcasts at 20 Kc at its Boulder, Colo., laboratory. Purpose is to enable frequent calibrations of electronic gear for quality control in production, research and other projects.

Unless you can now receive signals in the low-frequency range, you will require special receiving equipment. Bureau officials say the new broadcasts are another step in their drive to improve facilities for calibration of test and control apparatus. They say the 20-Kc frequency will provide a much more stable transmission than the short wave frequencies of WWV and WWVH.
NEW \( \frac{1}{2} \) INCH CARBON CONTROL

another Mallory "first"
in miniaturization

Only \( \frac{1}{2} \)-inch in diameter, the new Mallory carbon control is the world's smallest conventional-type control for commercial applications. It takes less cabinet space, less panel space, weighs but a fraction as much as the conventional \( \frac{5}{16} \)" controls. It's especially adaptable to miniature, table and clock radios; portable dictating equipment; portable television receivers; test instruments; and hi-fi amplifiers and pre-amps for small cabinets.

The tiny half-inch control retains the quality features that have gained the larger Mallory controls their reputation for outstanding performance: the same high-density, mirror-surface element for long, quiet service; the same ring-type, snap-action switch—simple in design and operation, with high, constant contact pressure, positive contact alignment and continually changing "floating" contact surface.

Available with or without rotary switch, nylon or steel shaft. Rotation: 290° without switch, 320° with switch. Linear taper: 100 ohms to 10 megohms; audio taper: 500 ohms to 5 megohms. Can be applied with element having low end resistance, for use in transistor circuits.

For further information, write to J. R. Woods, Dept. H, Mallory Controls Company, Frankfort, Indiana.

Mallory Controls Company, Frankfort, Indiana

a division of

P.R. MALLORY & CO. INC.

MALLORY
NEED PRODUCT INFO? LOOK IN THE NEW

electronics BUYERS' GUIDE

You'll find detailed facts about the products of almost 700 different advertisers — that's 42% more than you'll find in any other electronics directory.

There's also 64 pages of reference data about markets, materials and design — vital information for all working in electronics. Also local sales offices of manufacturers ... the names, addresses and phone numbers of representatives ... complete lists of manufacturers ... registered trade names ... and also, of course, the most complete listing of all electronic and related products. Tells what you want to know ... when you're ready to buy.
Professional placement report
for Electronics Engineers

How the continuous need to improve the nation's space surveillance capabilities opens avenues for new engineering careers

The continuous need we are talking about at General Electric refers to the fact that future-generation missiles, satellites and deep space probes will require refined or entirely new detection techniques, including many that have not yet been conceived.

For example, it is anticipated that for every technical discipline now utilized in the detection field, at least one more must be found to apply within the next 10-year period.

With this in mind, General Electric is increasing its electronics engineering staff now working on advanced missile, satellite and deep-space-probe detection systems. Keeping pace with this expansion, the Company added a new building last year, and another will be ready for occupancy in a few months.

First clues to this trend were obvious in General Electric's well known "Golfball Study," published five years ago. This study compared the problem of missile detection to that of locating a golfball 200 miles away, using the most advanced techniques available in 1954. The problem no longer has such proportions, thanks to the creative imagination of dedicated General Electric engineering, scientific, and technical personnel responsible for designing and developing the unique surveillance sub-system of the Ballistic Missiles Early Warning System (BMEWS) which is receiving headline attention today.

Find out more about these creative and self-expressive opportunities now open to qualified personnel in one of the most vital technologies of the space age.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Immediate openings for qualified electronics engineers

RADAR EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS capable of conceiving and directing the design of long-range radar systems. Desirable experience includes 3 to 10 years in at least one of the following: radar systems design, antenna systems, RF components, transmitters, radar receiver systems or radar data processing systems. Salary structure is fully equal to the professional requirements of the job.

ADVANCED SYSTEMS ENGINEERS capable of defining future defense and space detection problems including deep space-probe tracking. Also the ability to conceive and establish the feasibility of optimum systems solutions to these problems—making use of the most advanced techniques and understandings. Also required is an ability to recognize the need for, and coordinate the development of, new techniques and the exploration of new phenomena. Experience requirements include a Bachelor degree plus a combination of advanced training and several years' experience in both the theoretical and practical aspects of detection systems engineering. A desire to work in the conceptual phase of systems design with the analytical ability required to evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed systems is essential.

FIELD OPERATIONS ENGINEERS for systems management teams to be deployed at complex radar systems installations of the BMEWS type. Systems-oriented Electronics Engineers are needed who have the ability to assume responsibility for installation, checkout, and integration of major radar systems. Background in high-powered Klystron transmitters, low-noise receivers and digital data processing equipment is desirable. A Bachelor degree is required.

ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY IN CONFIDENCE TO:
MR. JOSEPH WOOL, PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT, DEPT. T-3
MISSILE DETECTION SYSTEMS SECTION
HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
COURT STREET, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Qualified applicants will be invited to visit us in Syracuse at Company expense. Relocation assistance will be provided.
Better base for printed circuits ... Panelyte®

No matter what dramatic new uses you find for printed circuits . . . no matter what requirements you specify . . . count on Panelyte Copper-Clad Laminates for consistently superior construction.

At present, you can choose from a wide range of properties in six different grades. And St. Regis Panelyte is working to perfect structural qualities which will meet your future needs, as well.

Whether you're looking for less warp, more flexural strength, shock-resistance, or any special combination of characteristics, bring your copper-clad laminate specifications to Panelyte. We're also equipped to serve you promptly with laminated plastic sheet, rod, or tube in Military and NEMA Grades. The name again: St. Regis Panelyte. For complete information and the address of your nearest Panelyte distributor, write Dept. EL-422 St. Regis Paper Company, 150 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York.
LOWER YOUR PRODUCT COST, INCREASE YOUR PRODUCT RELIABILITY

Substitute a

RAYTHEON VOLTAGE REGULATOR
FOR COMPLICATED REGULATION CIRCUITRY

...A wide variety of designs with a wide range of capabilities providing an economical and reliable source of constant output voltage. Both PF±3% plate-filament units and standard ±1/2% models are available.

For special requirements, contact the Raytheon field applications engineer nearest you or write to the address below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>±3% “PF” VOLTAGE REGULATING PLATE-FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate &amp; Filament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>±1/2% STANDARD VOLTAGE REGULATORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonically Filtered (Harmonic Content Less than 3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230-Volt Output†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. 50-Cycle Models also available with these specifications. 2. Regulation ±1%. 3. 230-Volt Models not generally stocked.

Specials can be designed to meet a variety of electrical and mechanical specifications. Write Raytheon Company, Applications Engineering Department, Manchester, New Hampshire stating your requirements.

RAYTHEON also manufactures a complete line of power supplies, ultrasonic impact grinders and precision resistance welders.

RAYTHEON COMPANY
87 South Bedford St., Manchester, N.H.
FINANCIAL ROUNDPUP

Fairchild-DuMont Plans Still On

MERGER between Fairchild Camera & Instrument and Allen B. DuMont Labs is still hanging fire. Plans announced late last month are due to be voted on within the next two weeks.

Last month, representatives of both firms were authorized to negotiate an agreement on the basis of one share of Fairchild common for each 15 shares of DuMont common—and one share of Fairchild common for each 5.7 shares of DuMont 5 percent convertible preferred. If merger plans go through, Fairchild will be the surviving company.

• General Precision Equipment Corp., New York, reports record sales for 1959 of $215,588,430, 28 percent above those of 1958. Net income after taxes last year was $4,198,200, compared with $304,267 a year earlier. Per-share earnings last year were equal to $2.63. There were no earnings on common stock in 1958.

• Audited net sales for Ling-Altec Electronics, Inc., last year were $48,086,785, with earnings of $3,139,639 before income taxes. Capital surplus was $4,316,215, and the balance of retained earnings on Dec. 31, 1959, was $4,634,693. Consolidated current assets came to $22,874,210, with liabilities standing at $15,113,474.

• Systron-Donner Corp., Concord, Calif., manufacturer of electronic and electromechanical instruments and systems, announces net sales of $1,582,505 and net earnings of $150,244 for the four months ended Nov. 30, 1960. A public offering of 442,700 shares of stock made at $13.875 per share last month will raise $777,219 in outstanding capitalization. The firm reports the largest percentage of its sales comes from special-purpose transducers and flight control systems.

• The Budd Company, Philadelphia, reports acquisition of Metrol, Inc., manufacturer of non-destructive testing equipment with headquarters in Pasadena, Calif. Purpose of the acquisition is to expand Budd’s Instrument division non-destructive test equipment line. Metrol will continue to operate in California as a Budd division.

• Loral Electronics, New York, announces acquisition of Alpha Wire Corp. in the same city. Alpha will operate independently as a subsidiary of Loral with no changes in personnel. Initial plans call for continued expansion of Alpha’s manufacturing facilities in New York and Los Angeles.

• Victoreen Instrument Co., Cleveland, reports sales are at a current rate of $18 million a year for 1960. Company expects this figure will reach $20 million by December of this year. The firm reports a 1959 net income of $390,940 on sales of $7,776,761. D. H. Cogan, Victoreen president, says the company is holding $83 million in cash and government bonds earmarked for financing expansion. The company and its subsidiaries produce radiation detection gear and electronic parts.

25 MOST ACTIVE STOCKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEK ENDING APRIL 8</th>
<th>SHS TRaded (IN 100's)</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th>LOW</th>
<th>CLOSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polsco Corp</td>
<td>1,879</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>1,388</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen Tel &amp; Elec</td>
<td>1,067</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampex</td>
<td>1,051</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litton Ind</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ Controls</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raytheon Mfg</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen Electric</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int'l Tel &amp; Tel</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumont Labs</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transline</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnavox</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sperry Rand</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westinghouse</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arco Corp</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varian Assoc</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins Radio</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Inst</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monogram Precision</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singer Corp</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall Eng</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen Dynamics</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphenol Borg</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above figures represent sales of electronics stocks on the New York and American Stock Exchanges. Listings are prepared exclusively for Electronics by Ira Haupt & Co., investment bankers.

TUBE PROBLEM:

When the 6AF4 tube was replaced in UHF TV tuners, servicemen sometimes got a big surprise. Reason: the tubes were not standardized, and a replacement was likely to bring in one channel where another should have been.

SONOTONE SOLVES IT:

First, Sonotone set up extremely tight controls on all materials going into the 6AF4 components. Second, Sonotone used a more thorough exhaust process.

RESULT:

The Sonotone AF4 family of reliable tubes has been accepted by the industry as standard for initial production and replacement.

Let Sonotone help solve your tube problems, too.
MICRO SWITCH
Modular
Lighted
Push-Button
Switches

Reliability....
Modular Customizing...
Give your control panel a touch of tomorrow in appearance, the assurance of MICRO SWITCH reliability, and the customizing that will precisely fit your control and display functions. These Series 2 lighted push-button switches perform both control and indicator jobs which saves panel space on computers, graphic flow panels, electronic data-processing equipment and many other installations. They simply snap together to fit your styling requirements, then snap into slots in the mounting panel—all without tools.

Complete design freedom...
units serve as remote indicators only or indicator-switches
You have complete design flexibility. Select from 48 different units and 16 mounting barriers differing in size and color. Forty different color display screens include lateral and longitudinal color divisions. Indicators and operator-indicators are available with 2 or 4 lamps and light output of lamps may be colored by choice of 4 different color filters. You may choose operator-indicator switch units or indicator units only. These modular units meet the very latest requirements for panel design in the field of Human Engineering.

......and a touch of tomorrow

Reliability...
from the best in basic switches
The last word in the reliability of your control panel depends on the basic switches used. You can be sure of that reliability with MICRO SWITCH units, and you can choose from eight different series of basic switches to fit your requirements exactly. These include switches for low-energy circuits, for handling D.C. loads up to 10 amperes, 125 volts, and for direct control of A.C. motors of up to two h.p. Alternate-action units, momentary-contact units and others for the control of multiple circuits are also available. Write for Catalog 67 or contact the nearby MICRO SWITCH Branch Office listed in the Yellow Pages.

MICRO SWITCH . . . FREEPORT, ILLINOIS
A division of Honeywell
In Canada: Honeywell Controls Limited, Toronto 17, Ontario

Honeywell
MICRO SWITCH Precision Switches
Color TV Sales Rise $10 Million

Heavenly optimism now marks manufacturers' opinions on prospects for color TV set sales.

Two facts stand out. Manufacturers are making more concrete statements about the size of the market and other evidences of sales growth. Moreover, favorable progress reports are emanating from the three active producers—RCA, Packard-Bell and Admiral.

Packard-Bell president Robert S. Bell recently estimated that color volume in 1959 was over $50 million and that it will be close to $60 million in 1960. By 1965 color television will be a factor in doubling sales of TV sets, he adds.

Bell also looks for expanding color sales and programming to attract other manufacturers to the field. Comment last month by Joseph S. Wright, president of Zenith Radio, confirms this view. Color interest may perk up within two years, he said, and if it does "we may be right in it."

RCA's chairman, David Sarnoff, recently said that RCA plans to produce twice as many color television sets this year as in 1959. Other RCA officials had previously stated that RCA color sales were running 25 percent ahead of last year and that production had passed the break-even point in the fall of 1959. Firm figures it starts to make money after production in any one year exceeds the 100,000-set mark.

Admiral's sales were recently running 35 percent ahead of original plans, according to TV sales manager Ross Siragusa, Jr. He credits increased color programming this season for the better-than-expected showing.

Many have looked to lower set prices, now running near $500 at retail, to provide the impetus needed for a substantial rise in color set sales. High prices (and the resultant limited market) has been a factor in decisions of several manufacturers who got out of the color business. But today's domestic manufacturers hold out very little hope of lower prices in the near future.

However, Japanese firms, which are just getting into color set manufacture, could change the price picture.

- F-M Sales, which passed the million mark in 1959, will have an annual sales rate of 4 million units in 1963 (including one million f-m auto radios), claims Henry Fogel, president of Granco Products Inc. He was addressing the f-m day session of the National Association of Broadcasters convention in Chicago.

Fogel looks for a total of 2,000 f-m stations broadcasting full stereophonic sound by the spring of 1963. Today there are about 900 f-m stations, all monaural.
Alpha Corporation is an experienced supplier of transportable electronics systems and support packaging... in projects where the entire complex is transportable and where transportable units are part of a larger complex. Capabilities extend from design through implementation, final test, and customer orientation. Particular emphasis is directed toward reducing user problems through design compatible with human engineering factors and simplified maintenance.

The more than 700 engineers, technicians, and supporting personnel of Alpha represent a most substantial store of diversified systems experience.
NEW DAP TRANSISTORS SWITCH 5 TIMES FASTER

Higher breakdown than ordinary transistors also a DAP feature.

Now design engineers are freed from many of the limitations imposed by ordinary germanium alloy transistors. Bendix® germanium PNP Diffused-Alloy-Power DAP® transistors can switch up to 10 amperes with typical speeds of a microsecond.

While maintaining high collector-to-emitter breakdown voltage—up to 120 volts—the new transistors provide lower input resistance, controlled current gain, and higher cut-off frequency. Particularly suited to high current, high frequency switching, the DAP transistor's exclusive features will suggest to the design engineer many new applications which, until now, have not been feasible.

NEW BENDIX SEMICONDUCTOR CATALOG on our complete line of power transistors, power rectifiers and driver transistors available on request.

Bendix offers many challenging opportunities in semiconductor engineering and sales. Write Personnel Manager for full details.

SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
Red Bank Division
LONG BRANCH, N. J.
RHEEM one-source ordering convenience offers you industry's most complete line of high quality SILICON DIODES

selection broadest line of JEDEC subminiature glass silicon diodes including general purpose, high conductance, switching and low power rectifier types.

Military Types Offered

Jan Types: 1N457
1N458
1N459

Signal Corps Types: 1N643
1N658
1N662
1N663

Delivery Immediate from Stock

RHEEM SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF RHEEM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. B3, P. O. Box 1327, Mountain View, California • Yorkshire 8-9211

Regional Sales Offices

WESTERN: Los Angeles—5150 Wilshire Boulevard
San Francisco—327 Moffett Blvd., Mountain View, Calif.

CENTRAL: Minneapolis—6519 Nicollet Avenue
Detroit—18450 Livernois Avenue
Chicago—1919 N. Harlem Avenue

EASTERN: Englewood, N. J.—610 East Palisade Avenue

Rheem facilities totaling 150,000 sq. ft.
EIMAC CERAMIC TUBES DESIGNED FOR SPACE WITH RUGGED NEW 26.5 VOLT HEATERS

Three extremely sturdy Eimac ceramic tetrodes have been specially designed for missile telemetry and airborne military communication systems—with rugged new 26.5 volt heaters.

In actual missile systems and current key projects, these tubes have passed severe tests with flying colors. And have dramatically proved that they can take it!

For your space age needs, investigate the many advantages of these pioneering Eimac tubes: the X578G, X578H and X578J. Write for complete information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube</th>
<th>Eimac Tube With Similar Characteristics</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Diameter</th>
<th>Frequency for Max. Ratings</th>
<th>Max. Plate-Diss. Rating</th>
<th>Heater Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X578G</td>
<td>4CX300A</td>
<td>2.5&quot;</td>
<td>1.65&quot;</td>
<td>500 mc</td>
<td>300 watts</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X578H</td>
<td>4CX125C</td>
<td>2.5&quot;</td>
<td>1.25&quot;</td>
<td>500 mc</td>
<td>125 watts</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X578J</td>
<td>4CN15A</td>
<td>2.5&quot;</td>
<td>0.9&quot;</td>
<td>500 mc</td>
<td>15* watts</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A nominal rating. May be increased by employing a suitable heat sink or liquid immersion.
RHEEM/SILICON MESA TRANSISTORS

High Speed Switching
2N696, 2N697
Utmost versatility, maximum reliability, 25 millimicrosecond switching, 5 ohm saturation resistance, 2 watt dissipation.

Medium Power
2N497, 2N498, 2N656, 2N657
Manufactured by diffusion processes, these types have closely controlled electrical parameters. As in the 2N696 and 2N697, all units display a high degree of electrical, mechanical and environmental reliability.

Production Quantities from Stock
Stereo Stimulates F-M Broadcasters

Standards may be established by this fall, says FCC spokesman. Some manufacturers pledge smaller sets and more marketing effort

FUTURE of stereophonic broadcast-
ing continues this week to be the
major question holding the atten-
tion of radio broadcasters and man-
ufacturers alike.

From all appearances, it looks as
if the f-m broadcasters' future in
this regard will become a reality
much sooner than the a-m or the
tv broadcasters.'

Awaiting Decisions

Until recently hopes were run-
ing high in broadcast circles that
the end of this year would see a
number of final decisions on stand-
ards for all three services. This is
no longer the case since suspension
of activities of the National Stere-
ophonic Radio Committee (ELEc-
TRONICS, p 63, Mar. 11).

At the time of the suspension,
NSRC attributed the mothballing
to the holdout of major groups who
abstained from taking part in de-
liberations because of fear of anti-
trust complications.

However, at the recently con-
cluded convention of the National
Association of Broadcasters in Chi-
cago, some frank comments by a
spokesman for the Federal Commu-
nications Commission disclosed a
number of new factors.

James E. Barr, assistant chief of
the broadcast bureau, told a packed
audience of broadcasters (mostly
f-m) that the commission felt
NSRC was biting off more than it
could chew in attempting to weigh
the merits and establish the stand-
ards for amplitude modulation, fre-
quency modulation and television
all at one gulp. "They got in over
their heads," he said.

"Stereo looked good there for a
while", added Barr. "Most of the
interest started about two years
ago when the commission asked for
ideas on new uses for f-m facili-
ties."

Because of stereo's promise, says
the bureau chief, the FCC will first
turn its attention to f-m radio
broadcasters when evolving stand-
ards for stereocasting.

Barr Gives Views

An exchange of questions and an-
swers between Barr and the broad-
casters disclosed additional infor-
mation. Here are some excerpts:

Q: Will a-m and tv stereo be
postponed indefinitely?
A: It looks like it. F-m will be
first.

Q: Is it likely that f-m stereo
will take the form of a subscrip-
tion service?
A: That's possible. It could go
out as a special service.

Q: You mean people would pay
to receive it?
A: Some promoters have shown
interest. It's a possibility.

Q: Will one standard offset fre-
quency be used all over the country?
A: Yes. We will try to stand-
ardize to prevent the need for a
whole variety of receiver designs.

Q: During FCC field tests will
there be public reception of broad-
casts? Will any of the broadcasts
be sponsored?
A: No. All field test broadcast-
ing will be experiments, not public
broadcasts.

Q: Will the broadcast industry
and the manufacturers have a voice
in setting up standards?
A: Definitely. It will be a regu-
lar rule-making procedure.

Regarding a date for a final de-
cision on f-m stereo standards, Barr
told ELECTRONICS it would probably
be in the fall of this year, if all
goes well.

Wireless Transmission Underground

Subsurface propagation of electromag-
netic waves is being studied by Space Elec-
tronics Corp., Glendale, Calif., with the aid of this experimen-
tal station buried in a mine shaft
in the Mojave desert. Company recently received USAF contract (ELECTRONICS, p 11,
Mar. 4) to study feasibility of burying components of a communications system deep
within the earth's crust.
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Urges Overhaul of Milspecs Handling

EXTENSIVE CHANGES in management of military electronic parts specifications for reliability will be recommended to the Defense Dept. next month after an 18-month study by a special committee.

Adoption of the program would have an immediate impact on contractors and subs in setting qualification for contracts; test procedures and records; production monitoring; reliability responsibility.

First step in the proposed program is creation of a Parts Specification Management Group which would report to the Asst. Secy. of Defense for Supply and Logistics. The advisory board, backed up by working groups and a sizable secretariat, would include representatives of the three services, Secretary of Defense and industry.

Submit Copies

Military contractors and subs would be required to submit copies of the electronic-parts procurement documents (drawings or specs) to a central organization in DOD, along with test data substantiating conformance; also, they would submit copies of company standards for electronic parts to a central organization in DOD, together with substantiating data.

Contractors would be required to use test methods of MIL-STD-202 in electronic parts procurement documents.

The study group recommends that prime responsibility for acceptance or rejection of electronic parts remain with the equipment manufacturer, but would require parts makers to conduct acceptance inspection and supply certified test data with each shipment.

Qualification approval for contractors would be for a specific reliability level that will be monitored during production. The contractor would first have to submit samples and show evidence that he has the necessary test equipment and satisfactory in-plant process control. Approval would come only on sufficient test data representative of production quality—with all qualification tests made under a government inspection service. Qualification approval would be reevaluated periodically by test-data audit and also as specifications change.

Establishment of the advisory group would “bring to bear the reservoir of experience and data resulting from the total dollar defense effort,” Al Rogers, a member of the ad hoc study committee told an IRE conference in Boston. Rogers, technical director of R&D in the office of the Army's chief signal officer, outlined the proposed program to the IRE Professional Group on Reliability and Quality Control.

He said the need for suitable specification management is the most serious problem relating to military parts specifications.

The report recommends that the Office of the Sec. of Defense and the military departments issue directives to implement the program, based on concepts for establishing parts failure-rate levels and bringing all military electronic-parts specs up to current design demand with respect to environmental requirements.

Prototype specs and descriptions of basic concepts and objectives would be made immediately available to activities that prepare military specs, for guidance in formulation of new and revised parts specs.

First Mercury Capsule

First Project Mercury man-in-space capsule to be delivered to NASA at Wallops Island, Va., is shown here before it was shipped from the St. Louis plant of McDonnell Aircraft. Pylon atop capsule incorporates escape system.
Radiation's new Telegraph Distortion Monitoring System (TDMS) provides in one compact assembly complete testing, monitoring and signal waveform analyses of telegraph circuits and data transmission lines. This versatile unit makes possible on-line quality control of communications links. It indicates malfunctions, analyzes their causes—without interrupting the flow of traffic.

The Radiation TDMS, with miniaturized components for space-saving compactness, can replace most test equipment now required for teletype maintenance and monitoring. Thus, in addition to reducing circuit outage, the TDMS permits reduction of test equipment costs and increases maintenance efficiency. Portability is achieved at the "push of a button".

For a detailed description of the operation and capabilities of the TDMS, write for Brochure RAD E-100B. Address Radiation Incorporated, Dept. EL-4, Melbourne, Fla.

THE ELECTRONICS FIELD ALSO RELIES ON RADIATION FOR . . .

RADIPLEX-50—channel low-level multiplexer with broad data processing applications. Features rugged solid-state circuitry, almost unlimited programming flexibility, unique modular construction for compactness and exceptional ease of operation and maintenance.

Radicorder—Multistylus recorder provides high-speed instantaneous readout for wide range of data acquisition or processing systems. Eliminates necessity of electronically translating complete data, thereby reduces computer work loads.

Telemetry Transmitter—Model 3115 is a ruggedized 215-260 MC unit with extremely linear FM output under the most severe environmental conditions. With its record of outstanding performance in many missile programs, Model 3115 is specified by leading missile manufacturers.
How to design 250 mw at 140 mc transistorized power amplifiers

...with NEW TI 2N716 silicon mesa transistors

Now... silicon high frequency transistors specifically designed for your VHF power circuits... another addition to the industry's broadest line of silicon mesa transistors (now 16 TI types!).

TI 2N715 and TI 2N716 guarantee 500-mw amplifier output at 70 mc and provide 100-mw typical power output at 200 mc.

These subminiature (TO-18) silicon units feature... 1.2-w dissipation at 25°C case temperature... 10-50 beta spread... collector reverse voltages of 50 and 70v... maximum collector reverse currents of 1.0 µa (25°C) and 100 µa (150°C).

Check the guaranteed specs below and take immediate advantage of advanced performance in your designs. Both units are ready for your orders in every TI distributor's stocks today, and in quantities of 1,000 and up from your nearest TI sales office.

**Tentative Specifications 2N715 - 2N716**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter (2N715)</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typ</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typ</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BVCEO</strong></td>
<td>100 µ +</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>v dc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BVCEO</strong></td>
<td>10 µ +</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>v dc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VCESat</strong></td>
<td>10 v</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>v dc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15ma</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>v dc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CBE</strong></td>
<td>5 v</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>µf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>VCE = 40 v</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>mw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>VCE = 25 ma</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>mw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power Output</strong></td>
<td>VCE = 70 mc</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>db</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

the first silicon transistor manufacturer

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Semiconductor-Components Division
13500 N. Central Expressway
Post Office Box 312 - Dallas, Texas
WASHINGTON, D. C.—This area is the most important single market for the electronics industry, with about half of its sales going to the military services, the other half to other agencies.

Electronics firms receive more than 80 percent of the $13.6 billion spent by the Pentagon on procurement. In some types of missiles and space vehicles, the cost of the military electronics runs half or more of the total expenditure.

**60 Firms in Electronics**

For these reasons electronic research and development firms are burgeoning in the metropolitan Washington area near the Pentagon. Of the 130 R&D firms here, at least 60 are in electronics.

Proximity to government sources is a major asset. With this in mind—and also the optimistic forecasts for military electronics business—there is every reason to believe the number and size of private companies and laboratories in the Washington area will greatly increase.

Take for example, the forecast of the Electronic Industries Association:

- Military spending for electronics will double during the present decade.
- A total of $100 billion will be available for electronics expenditures through 1970.
- The government spending for space probes and greater safety in air travel, depending heavily on electronics, will increase.

Many Washington firms have important contracts with the military services in missiles, rockets and space vehicle systems.

To cite a few examples of companies in the area that are booming ahead:

The largest is Melpar, Inc. (a subsidiary of Westinghouse Air Brake Co.), in Falls Church, Va. It employs about 6,000 and accounts for about 30 percent of WABCO’s sales. Most of the work done there is for the government and a large percentage is for secret military projects.

The firm designs, develops and produces antennas and microwave components for shipboard, land-based, airborne and missile-satellite applications.

The electronics division of ACF Industries, Inc., was formed early this year by the consolidation of ACF’s Avion and Nuclear Products-ERC0 divisions. Division headquarters and main plant are in Riverdale, Md., formerly the site of ERCO operations.

ACF’s first step into the field of applied electronics came with the acquisition of Avion Instrument Corp. in 1953. It now develops and produces flight and tactics simulators, microwave equipment, navigation display systems for both military and commercial aircraft, submarine warfare devices, etc.

C-E-I-R, Inc., a research and computer firm located in Arlington, Va., claims to be the largest single commercial electronic computing facility in the United States. It recently announced formation of a subsidiary company in London, a new facility in Texas and the purchase of Telecomputing Services, Inc., a California data processing firm, at a reported cost of $940,000.

Atlantic Research Corp., started about 11 years ago by two scientists who left jobs at NRL with $1,000 capital, now is doing well over $10-million in business. ARC is builder of the Arcas Atmospheric sounding rocket. The company’s newest subsidiary is Jansky and Bailey, well known in systems engineering and operations research.

The Applied Physics Laboratory, founded by Johns Hopkins during World War II and developer of the antisubmarine proximity fuse, is handling technical direction of Navy’s shipboard missile research.

Arinc Research Corp. is well known for its research on reliability problems. Vitro Laboratories has important contracts in the antisubmarine warfare area. Nems-Clarke, a division of Vitro Corp., recently received a contract for all ground-based rf telemetry equipment for 17 tracking stations around the world to collect data from manned space capsules.

Minneapolis-Honeywell’s Industrial Systems division in Beltsville, Va., employs approximately 350 scientific and technical personnel.

**Many Companies**

A list of R&D companies in the Washington area (with date of establishment, some examples of work being done) includes:


**SAGE Transmitter**

Transmitter for SAGE warning system is inspected by engineer from ITT’s Federal division, which produced it. Function of transmitter is to guide missiles, rockets and aircraft that would be sent aloft to destroy any hostile invaders. Five-foot klystron amplifier tube boosts the power input of five watts to the 20,000-watt output level. Equipment must maintain reliability in temperature range of 20 degrees below zero to 120 above.
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HIGH POWER
IN SMALL PACKAGES

Yuba-Dalmotor Division is modern, diversified and flexible—
from design through production

Yuba is constantly developing precision specialty
components for integrated electronic systems in aircraft,
missiles and industry. Yuba's proven capabilities for
research, design, development and production assure you
of the finest in precision equipment. In the field of
airborne motors and generators, for example, Yuba-
Dalmotor Division has moved ahead. They will design
and produce to your strict specification—with minimum
lead time. Shown above are several of the Yuba-Dalmotor's
carefully produced precision products.

Yuba also produces signal converters, radio sondes,
special purpose computers, telemetering and communica-
tions systems, and special instrumentation as well as
mass-produced precision motors of all sizes.

specialists in electronic and
electromechanical equipment

YUBA-DALMOTOR DIVISION
1375 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California

YUBA CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES, INC.

Sales Offices in Atlanta • Buffalo • Chicago • Cleveland • Houston • Las Angeles • New York
Philadelphia • Pittsburgh • San Francisco • Seattle
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a new symbol of magnetic progress

Two established leaders — Indiana Steel Products and General Ceramics — Combine to Serve You Better

This trademark is the calling card of a new leader in science-age materials — Indiana General Corporation. It is born of a union between two established leaders — The Indiana Steel Products Company in permanent magnets . . . the General Ceramics Company in ferrites and memory systems. Together, as Indiana General Corporation, they serve you better by placing at your disposal the brains and resources of two scientifically oriented concerns. Research and development have been the backbone of both of the original companies; both have records of significant achievement in their particular fields.

Indiana General can help you "design-engineer" your products with the latest magnetic innovations. If you have a design problem, the Indiana General sales engineer in your area will be most happy to advise you. And, behind him, our experienced scientists and design engineers are available for consultations — at no cost or obligation. Write us outlining your problems.

This is Indiana General Corporation

INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS DIVISION Valparaiso, Indiana • Metallic and Ceramic Permanent Magnets
GENERAL CERAMICS DIVISION Keasbey, New Jersey • Ferrites, Memory Products, Technical Ceramics and Chemical Stoneware
ADVANCED VACUUM PRODUCTS (Subsidiary) Stamford, Connecticut • Alumina Ceramic-to-metal Hermetic Terminals
STEARNS MAGNETIC PRODUCTS DIVISION Milwaukee, Wisconsin • Magnetic Materials Handling and Separation Equipment
THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED Kitchener, Ontario • Permanent Magnets and Stainless Steel Castings

If your product involves magnets or ferrites, Indiana General can help you make it better.
Each Centralab linear motion variable resistor is individually measured for microscopic variations in shaft-case clearance, and individually adjusted to compensate for these variations and to eliminate axial movement of the contact spring. The result is a stable reliable unit with no contact bounce when subjected to vibration tests of 20-2000 cps at 30g's for 10 minutes in each of 3 planes.

The performance dependability of Centralab's Model 7 has been continuously demonstrated since 1956, when it was first made available to a limited group of missile manufacturers. Now greatly increased production facilities make it possible to offer the Model 7 to other users.

Model 7 variable resistors are available with composition or wirewound elements, cased or hermetically sealed, with wire or printed circuit leads. The complete electrical, physical, and environmental characteristics of the Model 7 are described in Centralab EP-906, available free on request.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Resistance Range
- Minimum End Resistance
- Power rating at 40°C derated at 100°C
- Rotational Torque
- Component Density
- Adjustment
- Shock — 5 shocks in 3 planes at 100g, on JAN-S-44 equipment

Wirewound Composition:
- 100-20K ohms 10K-2.5 meg.
- >1% of total >1% of total
- 0.25 watt 0.2 watt
- 0.05 watt 0.02 watt
- 0.5 to 3.0 in. oz.
- 9/cu. in.
- 12½ or 25 turns
- less than 1½% change in resistance

The Electronics Division of Globe-Union Inc.
914-D E. Keefe Avenue • Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin
In Canada: P. O. Box 400, Ajax, Ontario
These remarkable connectors are available now—write for full catalog!

new!

$M^{inRac}17$

miniature rack & panel connectors with POKE-HOME® contacts

Solve space, weight and size problems with AMPHENOL’s new Min Rac 17 connectors, true miniatures with the “Big Plus” advantage of Poke Home contacts! Min Rac 17’s are rack & panel connectors ideally suited for today’s compact chassis designs, delivering full size efficiency. And with the patented Poke Home contact concept (U.S. Pat. 2,419,018), Min Rac 17’s are easily, reliably assembled—contacts are crimped or soldered outside the connector body, then “poked home” for assembly.

Min Rac 17’s are available in 9, 15, 25, 37 and 50 contacts in rack & panel, cable-to-chassis and cable-to-cable designs. Contacts are gold plated. Shells may be ordered with clear chromate or gold iridite finish.

AMPHENOL
CONNECTOR DIVISION
1830 S. 54th AVE., CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS

Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation
Automated Machine Trains Men

New system simulates complex electronics gear, speeds development of technical personnel by controlling every step in learning process

AUTOMATIC TEACHING MACHINE developed for electronics instruction is being produced by Western Design, a division of U. S. Industries, Goleta, Calif.

Called the "Tutor," the machine fully and precisely controls every step in the student's learning process, says the company. Functions include instruction, testing, error correction and review.

Tutor simulates complex electronics equipment. Any combination of malfunctions can be presented to a trainee at one time, with the machine providing appropriate responses to every step taken in trouble-shooting operations, just as regular gear would.

10,000 Images

Company describes the teaching machine as basically a combination microfilm-motion picture projector able to show any one of 10,000 images. It uses standard 35 mm film, each frame numbered in sequence and corresponding to a particular setting of the machine.

When a certain image is requested by pressing the appropriate buttons on the selector keyboard, a four-digit decimal counter transmits the present position of the projector to the selector keyboard where it is compared with the desired position.

The resulting "up" or "down" signal generated from the selector keyboard causes the projector motor to move the film forward or backward the required number of frames.

The search speed, or motion of the machine from one frame to any other selected frame, is the standard 24 frames per second, making it possible to include short motion studies to be analyzed by the student.

This motion picture can also be run backward or stopped on any given frame for closer study. In normal use, when the machine may jump several frames in search of a chosen answer, the screen remains blank during the search.

To use the Tutor, the trainee is seated before an 8.2 in. by 11.2 in. back projection screen and a bank of 40 numbered pushbuttons in adding machine arrangement. The screen lights up and a microfilmed image appears, with instructions on how to move to other images by operation of the push buttons.

The next image begins the tutoring sequence by providing the student with a unit of information followed by a multiple choice question. By pushing appropriate buttons on the selector keyboard, the student moves to the image number listed next to his chosen answer.

If he has answered correctly, the machine verifies the answer, gives further instruction and asks another question.

If his answer is wrong, the machine explains where he erred and tests him again, either with a new question or by sending him back to the original question to choose a different answer.

In effect, every student must score 100 percent on a multiple choice examination to complete a "Tutored" sequence.

The student seated before the machine knows he is to be tested immediately, and consequently learns to pay close attention. Should he choose a wrong answer he is given a more detailed explanation of the material and tested again. If his answer is hopelessly wrong, the machine is not above giving him a mild warning that he is not paying attention.

Material for the machine is already being prepared by Western Design on such subjects as algebra, trigonometry, electronics and trouble-shooting techniques.

Military student sees multiple choice solutions to problems on teaching machine's viewing screen, where images are controlled by pushing numbered buttons on selector keyboard. Answer chosen and time elapsed from previous answer are recorded by printing mechanism on top of cabinet.
Europe to Integrate Air

Three firms are bidding on supranational system to consolidate western Europe's regional centers

By DEREK BARLOW, McGraw-Hill World News

LONDON—Speed with which jet aircraft cross one national area in western Europe and enter another is pushing plans for a supranational automatic air traffic control system (SATCO).

Every day regional control centers in western Europe have to cope with some 2,000 military and 400 civil flights.

Currently, Europe's air traffic control operates from 14 flight information centers. Britain, Germany, France and Sweden all have three centers each within their borders. Holland and Denmark each has one. Although well-spaced geographically, modern jet speeds make efficient manual information changeover from one center to another tricky.

The integrated control system—called Eurocontrol—proposes operation on an area basis so that flights are not limited to predetermined air lanes.

Four Groups Evaluating

To date, Eurocontrol committees have settled most of the legal aspects of an integrated system. The remaining problems are technical: how many centers should be installed? And where? Four separate technical subcommittees are now hard at work evaluating equipment and estimating costs for different ATC center configurations.

Three manufacturers have come up with systems proposals: IBM France, General Precision Systems, and Hollandsche Signaalapparaten.

While Eurocontrol is still up in the air, individual countries are making down to earth examinations of their own ATC systems. They are investigating automatic techniques for easing the controllers' load so controllers can be ready for the expected increase in data from Eurocontrol centers.

Furthest along is Holland, ready with a production automatic traffic control system suitable for either airplane or area operation. Manufactured by N. V. Hollandsche Signaalapparaten, a subsidiary of Dutch Philips, the SATCO system's Phase I with automatic flight strip printing will go into operation at Amsterdam's Schipol airport this summer. Heart of Phase I is a small, fully-transistorized two-cubic computer using standard teleprinter code input and outputs.

Phase II, with fully automatic displays, conflict prediction, flight path calculation and automatic coordination between controllers, is ordered for delivery by Oct., 1961.

The Schipol installation includes a radar link-up extending control outside the normal prescribed air corridors. A ppi tube next to the controller carries the raw radar picture. For position monitoring, the computer will sequentially feed predicted positions and identification symbols of each aircraft into the tube.

France, England and Germany are starting their investigations. In France, IBM has completed practical experiments with RAMAC 650 and 704 computers and electric typewriter outputs to give flight strip information, conflict prediction and synthesis of plane situations.

Difference in IBM philosophy to the SATCO approach is that most of the information remains in the computer store as flight strips are only printed out 30 minutes ahead of actual time. Discussions are under way between IBM and the German authorities for an experimental system at Frankfurt. This, although based on the IBM system approach, may use Siemens or Telefunken computers.

In Britain, two experiments are due to start under the Ministry of
Control

Aviation. The first will set up an experimental automatic control system at London Airport similar to the Schipol installation. Cost figures for this vary but are estimated at about $1 million for a complete three-sector complex. Twelve firms are currently bidding on this project.

Second experiment will be an ATC center near the Prestwick, Scotland, North Atlantic terminal. Here in early 1961 an experimental ATC computer will calculate oceanic separations on the transatlantic routes.

This transistorized computer, developed by Ferranti, Ltd., is designated Apollo and will parallel the normal controllers' operations. It receives its data on aircraft flight plans from the local controllers as tape inputs. From stored programs the computer executes a conflict search and prints out flight strips for arrival times at each meridian across the Atlantic.

Result of the experiment will show whether automatic ATC methods can reduce the present separation standards on the transatlantic run from their existing two degrees of latitude, 2000-ft altitude and 30 minutes longitudinal flying time.

Mike Cancels Sound

Ordinary-voice communications in 150-db noise areas is possible with Chance Vought's sound-cancelling microphone. Assembly consists of earphone headset, lip-boom of special design and a pre-amplifier on connecting cord.

BIRD "Termaline" Load Resistors are designed to provide a constant impedance of 50 ohm from DC through the useful coaxial frequency range. Each Resistor is intended to simulate an infinite length of 50-ohm line, thus providing an almost reflectionless termination. Low VSWR and freedom from radiation makes the Bird Loads extremely useful during adjustment and testing. Measurements of power are also possible when these Resistors are used as terminations for the appropriate Bird "Thruline" Directional Wattmeters. Accuracy in RF resistance, rugged ability to absorb power and absence of any need for adjustments has long characterized the Bird "Termaline" Load Resistors. For specifications on standard models see chart below. For other requirements please phone or write. Our long experience in this field may assist you in the solution of your problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Max. Power</th>
<th>Freq. Range</th>
<th>Max. VSWR</th>
<th>Input Connector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80-M</td>
<td>5 W</td>
<td>0-4 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Type &quot;N&quot; male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-F</td>
<td>5 W</td>
<td>0-4 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Type &quot;N&quot; female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-CM</td>
<td>5 W</td>
<td>0-4 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Type &quot;C&quot; male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-CF</td>
<td>5 W</td>
<td>0-4 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Type &quot;C&quot; female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-BNCM</td>
<td>5 W</td>
<td>0-4 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Type BNC male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-BNCF</td>
<td>5 W</td>
<td>0-4 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Type BNC female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-A</td>
<td>20 W</td>
<td>0-1009 MC</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Type &quot;N&quot; female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81-B</td>
<td>50 W</td>
<td>0-4 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Type &quot;N&quot; female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81-C</td>
<td>80 W</td>
<td>0-4 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Type &quot;N&quot; female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-A</td>
<td>500 W</td>
<td>0-3.3 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Coaxial, Adapte to UG-218-U supplied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-AU</td>
<td>500 W</td>
<td>0-3.3 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>&quot;LC&quot; Jack mates with UG-154-U plug on RG-17-U cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-C</td>
<td>2500 W**</td>
<td>0-3.3 KMC</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Coaxial, Fittings and cable assemblies for flexible and rigid coax lines available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*VSWR on all models is 1.1 max. from DC to 1000 MC.
**Water cooled.

Other Bird Instruments

BIRD ELECTRONIC CORP.
Express 1-3535
1800 E. 38 St., Cleveland 14, Ohio
Western Representatives:
VAN GROOS COMPANY, Woodland Hills, Calif.
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INHERENT STABILITY
Assured in a DALOHM RSE Resistor

Even a powerhouse swing can't shock this RSE resistor out of the inherent stability that is standard in Dalohm resistors.

Stored on the shelf for months...or placed under continuous load...operating in severe environmental, shock, vibration and humidity conditions...Dalohm precision resistors retain their stability because it has been "firmly in fixed" by Dalohm design and methods of manufacture.

For all applications demanding resistors that meet or surpass MIL specifications, you can depend on Dalohm.

### SPECIAL PROBLEMS?
You can depend on DALOHM, too, for help in solving any special problem in the realm of development, engineering, design and production. Chances are you can find the answer in our standard line of precision resistors (wire wound, metal film and deposited carbon); trimmer potentiometers; resistor networks; collet-fitting knobs; and hysteresis motors. If not, just outline your specific situation.

**from DALOHM**
Better things in smaller packages
DALE PRODUCTS, INC.
1300 28th Ave., Columbus, Neb.
NEW FROM TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

GALLIUM ARSENIDE TUNNEL DIODES DELIVERED OVERNIGHT FROM

MILGRAY/NEW YORK

CALL RECTOR 2-4400 OR TWX NY 1-4013
136 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK CITY 6
FOR IMMEDIATE OFF-THE-SHELF DELIVERY IN QUANTITIES OF
1 TO 999 ON ALL TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SEMICONDUCTORS

GUARANTEED I_P OF 10mA = 2% RATING/LARGE VOLTAGE SWING/GUARANTEED FORWARD VOLTAGE (1.1 VOLTS = 5%) / HIGH TEMPERATURE OPERATION (150°C) / HIGHEST PEAK-TO-VALLEY RATIO (15:1) / ECONOMICALLY PRICED

TI GALLIUM ARSENIDE TUNNEL DIODE CHARACTERISTICS AT 25°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>I_P (mA)</th>
<th>I_P/I_Ratio</th>
<th>Capacitance (μF)</th>
<th>V_T (Volts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1N650</td>
<td>Amplifier &amp; Oscillator</td>
<td>10 (+10%)</td>
<td>&gt;15:1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.10 (+10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N651</td>
<td>Logic &amp; Switching</td>
<td>10 (+2%)</td>
<td>&gt;10:1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.10 (+5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N652</td>
<td>Amplifier &amp; Oscillator</td>
<td>5 (+10%)</td>
<td>&gt;5:1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.98 (+10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N653</td>
<td>General Purpose</td>
<td>5 (+10%)</td>
<td>&gt;5:1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.98 (typ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMPACT, RELIABLE, VERSATILE...
this is P&B's miniature MH relay

The MH is not a new relay.

As a matter of fact, we've been building and selling this series for seven or eight years. Its reliability and exceptional longevity have been proved in business machines, airborne computers and a host of other products.

Engineers like its fast action, its small size, its light weight. They like the wide selection of contact forms ... up to 18 springs (9 per stack, DC) as well as the fact MH relays can be furnished to switch loads ranging from dry circuit to over 5 amps at 115 volts, 60 cycle resistive.

A multiple choice of terminations add to the MH's versatility. This relay, for example, can be adapted for printed circuits, furnished with taper tabs or a long list of other terminals. Get all the facts by calling your nearest P&B sales engineer today.

P&B STANDARD RELAYS ARE AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

POTTER & BRUMFIELD
DIVISION OF AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY, PRINCETON, INDIANA
IN CANADA: POTTER & BRUMFIELD CANADA LTD., GUELPH, ONTARIO

CIRCLE 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD
New England '70 Sales: $2 Billion

Latest survey also indicates electronics will share role as No. 1 employer in northeast area

New England will capture an increasing share of military electronics and components manufacture until—by 1970—electrical machinery including electronics will become the No. 1 employer in the five-state region once dominated by non-electrical machinery and textiles.

The area's slice of the consumer electronics business will continue to shrink during the 1960's.

N.E.'s proportion of military electronics will rise by two-tenths of a percentage point each year during the decade.

Meanwhile, it will retain its grip on components production and enjoy a mildly increasing share of the mushrooming U.S. output in this field.

These are the projections of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, after its first full-scale survey of N.E. electronics since 1954.

Fort in Components

The study was done for the FRB by Albert H. Rubinstein and Victor L. Andrews of MIT's School of Industrial Management. Industry estimates peg electronics employment considerably higher than the FRB's 98,400 for '59. The report concedes its figures may be "conservative by 5000." Scope of the study does not include R&D electronics, in which N.E. has a leading role.

The report projects N.E. electronics employment in 1970 at nearly 158,000. Factory sales, estimated at about $800 million for '59, are expected to be about $2.07 billion by '70. The area is expected to account for between 10 and 14 percent of the components and military market, but less than 4 percent of the bulky, high-freight-cost consumer output, since N.E. is off-center in relation to the geographical distribution of U.S. purchasing power.

N.E.'s forte is in components, since the region has a large factory-trained labor force, including female labor, well adapted to intricate assembly operations, and available at lower wage rates than in most of the nation.

New England now has some of the fastest-growing producers of semiconductors.

Because of the need for continually advancing weaponry, N.E.'s advantage in the pool of talented engineers and scientists and its array of educational institutions is expected to work for an increasing share of the military electronics market.

See R&D Expansion

The critical assumption, however, in projection of the N.E. military electronics share is continued growth of Raytheon Co., the dominant military producer and employer in the area. In the last few years, the FRB report says, sales of this major producer have climbed about .16 of a percentage point of total national security expenditures per year. It is assumed that, with emphasis in military procurement shifting towards electronics goods, this figure will rise to .2 percent per year.

New Hampshire Spurts

Expansion of R&D activities in the area is expected to continue, also decisions by large non-New England companies to locate R&D facilities in N.E., to take advantage of the academic and research milieu. It is believed, however, that non-N.E. firms will attempt to do their mass production outside of N.E.

Another significant trend is the upsurge of the electronics industry in New Hampshire, where the pace of growth following the 1987-58 recession exceeded that of the region as a whole.
The Whole Industry
Is Excited About the
TARZIAN "HOT ROD" TUNER

The finest... smallest... and lowest-priced tuner on
the market today. It has everything:

**PERFORMANCE**... **QUALITY**... and **LOW COST**

Automation in production methods makes it possible
to produce this precision-built, high quality unit in
great quantities... and at lower cost to YOU.

Compare these features with all others:

- Tetrode R.F. stage... high gain... low noise... 13 permanent
  positions... easily converted to UHF... adaptable for
- remote control operation... very low oscillator drift...
- Individual oscillator front adjustment... small and
  compact... good resetability... and I.F. output
  tunable from the front.

Call or write for information

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
Sales Department, Tuner Division
East Hillside Drive • Bloomington, Indiana

MEETINGS AHEAD

Apr. 26-28: Airlines Electronic Maintenance Meeting, Aeronautical Ra-

Apr. 30: Sferics and Thunderstorm Electricity, Amer. Geophysical Un-
ion, Amer. Meteorological Society & U.S. Nat. Comm. of URSI, National
Science Foundation, Wash., D. C.

May 1-5: Electrochemical Society, An-
ual, LaSalle Hotel, Chicago.

May 1-7: Motion Picture & T.V Engineer-
ers, Annual, Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles.

May 2-4: National Aeronautical Elec-
tronics Conference, Electronics
Probes the Universe, NAECON,
IRE, Biltmore and Miami-Pick Ho-
tels, Dayton, O.

May 2-5: National Academy of Sci-
ences, U. S. Nat. Comm. of URSI,
IRE, Sheraton-Park Hotel, Wash.,
D. C.

May 3-5: Western Joint Computer
Conf., Jack Tar Hotel, San Fran-
cisco.

May 3-5: Electromagnetic Relays, Na-
tional Conf., NARM, Student Union
Bldg., Oklahoma State Univ., Still-
water, Okla.

May 5-6: Protective Relay Conf.,
Georgia Tech, Architecture Audito-
rium, Atlanta.

May 9-11: Microwave Theory & Tech-
niques, National Symposium, PG-
MTT of IRE, Coronado Hotel, Coro-
nado, (San Diego) Calif.

May 9-12: Instrument-Automation
Conf. and Exhibit of 1960, Civic
Auditorium and Brooks Hall, San
Francisco.

May 10-12: Electronic Components
Conference, PGCP of IRE, AIEE,
EIA, WEMA, Hotel Washington,
Washington, D. C.

Aug. 23-26: Western Electronic Show
and Convention, WESCON, Memo-
rial Sports Arena, Los Angeles.

Oct. 10-12: National Electronics Conf.,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

There's more news in ON the
MARKET, PLANTS and PEO-
PLE and other departments be-
ginning on p 88.
How basic scientific ideas develop in the light of expanding knowledge is strikingly illustrated by the development of Bell Laboratories' new "parametric" or "reactance" amplifier.

Over 100 years ago, scientists experimenting with vibrating strings observed that vibrations could be amplified by giving them a push at strategic moments, using properly synchronized tuning forks. This is done in much the same way a child on a swing "pumps" in new energy by shifting his center of gravity in step with his motion.

At the turn of the century, scientists theorized that electrical vibrations, too, could be amplified by synchronously varying the reactance of an inductor or capacitor. Later amplifiers were made to work on this principle but none at microwave frequencies.

Then came the middle 50's. Bell Telephone Laboratories scientists, by applying their new transistor technology, developed semiconductor diodes of greatly improved capabilities. They determined theoretically how the electrical capacitance of these new diodes could be utilized to amplify at microwave frequencies. They created a new microwave amplifier with far less "noise" than conventional amplifiers.

The new reactance amplifier has a busy future in the battle with "noise." At present, it is being developed for applications in tropospheric transmission and radar. But it has many other possible applications, as well. It can be used, for instance, in the reception of signals reflected from satellites. It is still another example of the continuing efforts to improve your Bell System communications.
Illustrated are the stock military and standard ceramic Millen plate and grid caps and the snap lock caps for mobile and industrial applications requiring tighter than normal grip. Standard plate caps have phosphor bronze clips; military plate caps have beryllium copper clips.

Standards Lab Accuracy from the Cubic Model MC-1B

CALORIMETRIC WATTMETER

EASY TO USE • DIRECT READING TO 600 WATTS
WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE
PRIMARY STANDARD ACCURACY

The MC-1B, consisting of a Liquid Circulator and a Calorimetric RF Termination, is a precision instrument suitable for simple operation by non-technical personnel in production or field areas, yet providing primary standard accuracy for check-out of magnetrons and radar systems.

The Liquid Circulator contains a float-type flow meter, with a visual monitor of the fluid flow rate, control valves, pump assembly, reservoir and heat exchanger, all parts of nonferrous materials to prevent contamination of the fluid, distilled water.

The RF Termination is suited for the measurement of power in the microwave region, with adapters available for achieving an RF match greater than 1.15 in VSWR from 2600 to 26,500 mcs ... without problems associated with the excitation and propagation of higher waveguide modes.

Features include a good RF match with the Termination, metered fluid flow, precision temperature readings and well designed control of heat transfer.

CUBIC CORPORATION for the ultimate in precision electronic equipment:

Microwave Instrumentation
Test Equipment
And a complete line of digital instrumentation

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

CUBIC CORPORATION
5575 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, California
Electronic Engineering With a Dimension for the Future
CANNON RF COAXIAL PLUGS MEET ANY CHALLENGE...ANYWHERE

Cannon's complete line of RF coaxial plugs meet the exacting demands of today's technology with room to spare! Wherever coaxial cable is used; land, sea, air, or outer space, Cannon's RF plugs—standard, miniature, and lightweight aluminum—provide the exact type and size for any application...whether industrial or military • Aircraft • Missiles • Ground Support Equipment • Ships • Submarines • Write for literature to:

CANNON ELECTRIC CO., 3208 Humboldt Street, Los Angeles 31, California • Please refer to Department 120.
PHILCO MAT* TRANSISTORS are UNIVERSALLY APPLICABLE To All Logic Circuits Up To 5mc

DIRECT COUPLED TRANSISTOR LOGIC FLIP-FLOP
TYPICAL SWITCHING TIMES: $t_r = 12$ msec. $t_f = 15$ msec.

RESISTOR COUPLED TRANSISTOR LOGIC FLIP-FLOP
TYPICAL SWITCHING TIMES: $t_r = 40$ msec. $t_f = 110$ msec.

DIODE COUPLED TRANSISTOR LOGIC FLIP-FLOP
TYPICAL SWITCHING TIMES: $t_r = 20$ msec. $t_f = 60$ msec.

RESISTOR CAPACITOR COUPLED TRANSISTOR LOGIC BINARY STAGE
TYPICAL SWITCHING TIMES: $t_r = 30$ msec. $t_f = 44$ msec.

high frequency performance...at medium frequency prices

The Philco 2N393 Micro Alloy Transistor (MAT) has proved its complete reliability in millions of operating hours in every type of computer logic circuit up to 5 mc. It combines all the advantages of high frequency performance with low price. The 2N393 is easily designed into any logic circuit and offers the designer these important advantages:

- High beta
- Low saturation voltage
- High speed
- Low hole storage time

When you can buy so much for so little... don't settle for less in your equipment.

The 2N393 is also available in a military version...

Mil 5-19500/77A (Sig.C.)

Other Philco MATs to Meet Your Special Requirements:
2N1122... with 11 volt rating
2N1122A... with 14 volt rating
2N1427... with additional parameter control

For data sheets, write Department E 460.


PHILCO®
Famous for Quality the World Over

LANSDALE DIVISION • LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA
Precision Tracking
With Monopulse Radar

Modern monopulse tracking radars offer many advantages over other basic tracking techniques such as sequential lobing and conical scan. In this article, the principles of monopulse operation are explained and its performance compared against typical radars of other types.

By JOHN H. DUNN and DEAN D. HOWARD, U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.

Tracking radars are classified in three major categories whose names describe the technique used to obtain information about the position of the target in relation to the direction of the center of the radar beam. These techniques are conical scan, sequentially lobed and monopulse.

One of the principal difficulties in conical scan systems was the interaction between the lobing rate and the noise-modulation components at the same frequency on the return signal. Noise modulation on the return caused by propeller rotation was particularly trouble-some since the errors caused by such high-amplitude noise caused radar to lose the target.

In the study of possible corrective measures, one of the most apparent solutions was the use of a lobing or scanning rate which was of a higher frequency than the maximum propeller rate of the aircraft. This solution required scan rates of such a high frequency that mechanical problems arose. It was also desirable to have a scan rate that could be varied so that modulation noise peaks on the return could be avoided. This need resulted in the sequential lobing system using gas tubes as switches for turning the lobes off and on. In such systems, a four-horn feed was used with either transmission on all four and reception on each of the four in sequence or a
five-horn feed using a central horn for transmitting.

The ultimate in such a system would be to obtain complete information about the position of the target on each pulse. Such a system would be equivalent to an infinite lobing rate. Practical realization of such a system requires obtaining information at the r-f frequency instead of the video frequency. This became possible through the development of a device called a rat-race. The use of this device made possible the combining of the signals from all four horns to provide a signal at r-f proportional to the error in pointing direction of the antenna, and in addition, a signal which is the sum of the energy received in all four horns. Thus three signals are provided: an elevation difference signal, an azimuth difference signal and a sum signal. Since this system obtains complete information about target position on each single pulse it is called monopulse (Fig. 1).

TRACKING TECHNIQUES—Most tracking radars make use of microwave optics as lenses or parabolic reflectors for convenient beam shaping and for simplicity in mechanizing target-locating functions. Usually, the focusing lens or parabola is considered in terms of a point source located in the focal plane on the antenna axis which is focused by the lens or parabola to give a beam of desired shape as indicated in Fig. 2A. However, in describing the techniques used in tracking systems it is frequently more convenient to examine the received E-field distribution in the image plane caused by a point source of echo.

This field is described in Fig. 2B which shows the \( \sin x / x \) shaped field distribution in the image plane of a lens. The lens is used in the figures because of simplicity of illustration. The center peak of this function is what is frequently called the spot to which the radiated E-field of a distant on axis point source of echo is focused in the focal plane. The spot size even for a point source is always finite, for a finite size aperture, where \( d \) (Fig. 2B), the spot width between zeros, is \( d = 2\lambda / b, \) \( f \) is the focal length of the lens or parabola, \( b \) is its diameter, and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the signal.

Figure 2C demonstrates how the spot in the focal plane moves corresponding to displacement of the point source from the tracking axis. The displacement is caused by the tilt of the arriving phase front with respect to the lens such that there is a continuous variation of phase of the illumination across the lens. This phenomenon is the basis upon which tracking systems can track a target. All tracking systems, using a lens or parabola, provide some means for generating a voltage corresponding to the displacement, from the antenna axis, of the spot in the focal plane. The voltage is then used to drive the antenna in a direction which will recenter the spot, thus performing closed-loop tracking by reorienting the antenna toward the echo source.

Basic difference in the three tracking systems is the means by which it senses the displacement of the spot from the antenna axis. Figure 3A gives a three dimensional plot of the spot or E-field intensity in the focal plane to aid visualization of the three dimensional problem of sensing of the spot displacement.

The conical scan tracking system senses the spot location by moving its feed center such that it describes a circular path in the focal plane around the antenna axis. Thus, as a function of time it scans around the circular cross-section of the spot. This operation is indicated in Fig. 3B which shows the path described by the center of the nutating feed for a target on axis.

If the spot is exactly centered there will be essentially a constant receive signal throughout the scan. However, when the spot in Fig. 3B is slightly displaced, the received signal during the nearer portion of the scan will be less than that received at the far portion of the scan. This effect will result in a modulation of the carrier at the lobing rate. The phase of this modulation with respect to the feed position will depend on the direction of spot shift. Therefore, the depth of the modulation is proportional to error and the phase with respect to the lobing cycle gives the direction of error. By appropriate circuits, a corresponding error voltage is generated for driving the azimuth or elevation servos accordingly.

Most common conical-scan radars also transmit from the rotating feed. Thus, the depth of the modulation for a given squint angle, resulting from an off-axis target, is increased because the target receives a similar modulation by the illuminating signal.

The sequentially-lobed radar is similar to the conical scan radar because it does sample the E-field around the spot in the focal plane in time sequence. Yet it is similar to monopulse because it uses the four-horn aperture for its sampling process. Figure 3C shows how the four horn feed of the sequentially-lobed radar is located with its aperture in the focal plane (the phase center of the feed horn is placed in the focal plane) and centered on the antenna axis. During transmission the four horns are fed in phase such that they illuminate the lens or parabola essentially the same as a conventional single horn to obtain an optimum beam pattern for illumination of the target.

Means of sensing spot displacement in the sequentially-lobed radar is provided by the four horns since they divide a centered spot into four equal quadrants such that equal energy is received in each of the four horns. However, any movement of the signal source from the antenna axis causing a displacement of the spot will unbalance the energy received in the four horns.

By sampling the energy in the output of each horn in sequence there will be a modulation of the received energy whose depth is proportional to antenna pointing error and phase with respect to the sampling sequence is a function of the direction of error. Thus, the means is provided for generating a voltage of proper magnitude and polarity to drive servo systems in the antenna to correct the error.

The monopulse radar uses the same four-horn feed as the sequentially-lobed radar as shown in Fig. 3C. In addition, both radars transmit on all four horns.
simultaneously. The major difference between these radars is that where the sequential-lobed radar compares video from a time sequence, the monopulse radar compares r-f signals instantaneously. Through passive microwave circuits the monopulse radar gives three outputs; the sum of all four horns for range tracking and a reference to angle tracking channels, the difference of the top and bottom horn pairs for tracking in elevation and the difference of the left and right horn pairs for tracking in azimuth. The difference signals determine the magnitude of error, and the boresight line or antenna axis is the antenna pointing angle at which the difference signals are zero. The direction of error is later determined after i-f amplification by phase comparison with the sum signal.

The E-field spot in the focal plane is essentially constant phase over the main lobe of the (sin z)/z image and the sum and difference signals will always have either a 0 deg. or 180 deg. phase relation. Therefore, the phase comparison is only to determine which of the two phases exists between the sum and difference signal in order to produce the error voltage of the correct polarity. Phase comparison has no significant effect on the boresight or electrical axis under normal condition.

**MONOPULSE TECHNIQUE**—To simplify the explanation of the operation of a monopulse radar, consider the diffraction pattern in the focal plane of the secondary aperture. This is shown in Fig. 3. The four feed horns are placed at the center of the main lobe of the diffraction pattern. On transmission, all four feed horns are excited in phase and the feed is designed and positioned to give the optimum beam from the lens or reflector. The maximum of the beam formed in this manner coincides with the tracking axis of the radar.

On receive, the signals in the four horns A, B, C and D are combined (Fig. 4) to provide a sum or reference signal and two difference signals. The difference signals are obtained by comparing the energy
received in the horn pairs. Thus the amplitude of the difference signal is compared with the phase of the sum signal to determine the direction of the pointing error. Figure 4 shows only the r-f comparison circuits of the system.

Earliest types of monopulse radar systems, such as the Mk 50 in Fig. 1, used a lens-type secondary aperture. Much smaller primary apertures are possible and blockage is no longer a problem. The combining of signals is accomplished within the primary feed structure through the use of short slot hybrids in place of the rat race and phase stability has been greatly enhanced by the asymmetrical structures made possible.

The most important consideration in the design of a monopulse radar is the establishment of the proper phase relationship and the elimination of phase errors in the r-f section. If proper care is used in the design of the r-f section, the boresight of the system will not be affected by phase errors or changes in phase of the i-f amplifiers.

To give a more complete picture of the effects of phase errors introduced in different points in the tracking system on the boresight of the radar, the comparison of the electrical axis in angle to the antenna axis is analyzed briefly in the appendix as a function of these phase errors. In reference to Fig. 4 and considering the azimuth plane only (for convenience), the electrical axis is determined by the sum and difference of the signals at the input to hybrid 3. These inputs are the sums of the signals from the left and right pairs of horns. When the radar is used, as previously described, with a lens or parabola, the two signals will always be in phase when the antenna feed is properly aligned.

The azimuth difference signal gives tracking error information because of the change in relative amplitude of the two signals as a function of antenna pointing angle, such that it is zero when the antenna is aligned with the target. When there are no phase errors or amplitude unbalances in the system the error detector output $e$, which is the product of the sum and difference signals is simply $e = A/k \theta$ where $A$ is the on axis amplitude in the signals from the horn pairs, $k$ is the antenna gain constant and $\theta$ is the pointing angle of the antenna assuming the target is at zero angle for simplicity. This equation shows the desired condition where the electrical axis ($e = 0$) corresponds identically to zero antenna pointing error or $\theta = 0$.

If a phase error $\phi$ is introduced at any point after hybrid 3 either at r-f or at i-f, the error detector output (appendix) becomes $e = A/k \theta \cos \phi$. This equation shows no boresight shift since $e = 0$ when $\theta = 0$, but it does indicate a loss in sensitivity for small values of $\phi$. This is not serious for a few degree phase error but if $\phi$ reaches 90 deg, all sensitivity is lost and if $\phi$ exceeded 90 deg, but is less than 270 deg, the error sense is reversed. There are possibilities that this might occur from malfunction of the equipment.

A more serious phase error is that which might occur between the two signals arriving at hybrid 3. This phase error, $\tau$, is considered in the appendix and the error voltage derived. Analysis of $e$ shows that there is a boresight shift such that when $e = 0$ the value of $\theta$ is not zero but $\theta = (\tau \tan \phi) / 2k$ Thus, it is observed that in a precision tracking radar $\tau$ must be kept essentially at zero.

The need for close proximity of the comparison circuit brings up a major disadvantage of phase comparison systems which has boresight shifts that can be even more sensitive to phase error. In conventional phase comparison systems there is a large separation of feeds such that significant boresight errors can readily arise.

It is observed that r-f phase errors which con-
tribute only to $\phi$ can be corrected by an equal and opposite phase shift at i-f between sum and difference signal. However, this means of correction is not recommended since r-f phase errors are generally frequency sensitive while, for a properly tuned local oscillator, the i-f errors will be independent of frequency, thus, $\phi$ would be zero at only certain points in frequency.

Characteristics typical of a precision monopulse instrumentation radar have been given. For a 20 mil antenna beamwidth (1.25 deg), overall absolute rms tracking accuracies of 0.1 mil (0.0057 deg) in angle are obtained. This figure includes all system biases and rms errors. The precision or angular difference in positions of a target that can be measured by the radar is less than 0.01 mil. As an example, in the tracking of a balloon-borne 6-inch sphere, a 1.5-inch wobble of the sphere inside the supporting balloon gives the major source of tracking deviation about the balloon center (measured with a boresight camera) out to approximately 2 miles where the variation of index of refraction of the atmosphere becomes the most significant source of error.

In precision radar tracking it is occasionally desired to make real time correction of angle tracking data. The amount of lag that is present with any tracking antenna, when there are angular rates, is always accompanied by a corresponding voltage output from the angle error detector circuits. Therefore, if the radar is calibrated in volts-per-unit angle error, the angle error detector output can be read in terms of angle lag providing data for real time correction of target position information from the antenna mount.

Calibration can be accomplished in monopulse with a beacon by measuring the open loop angle error voltage for given values of angle error. A conical scan radar whose sensitivity depends in part upon its scan on transmit may require boresight balloon runs with optical measurements for given bias errors introduced into the servo system.

One further point on the capability of monopulse tracking radars is that they can passively track a noise source such as the radiation from the sun.

**ADVANTAGES OF MONOPULSE**—The monopulse radar is the only tracking radar which utilizes the full gain capability of its secondary aperture. With present microwave techniques the amplitude of the sum signal of the monopulse radar, obtained by using all four horns in phase, is as great as if a single feed horn of optimum dimensions were used. The difference signals do not reduce the normal sum signal energy because the energy received in the difference channels is only that energy which would normally be reflected back into space if an optimum single horn feed were used.

The conical scan tracking radar has an average beamwidth (averaged over the scan cycle) which is considerably spread with respect to the optimum by the lobing process (Fig. 4). The resultant two-way antenna gain or received signal for range tracking, when using optimum squint angle for tracking, is about 3 db below that obtainable with a monopulse. In addition, the rotary joints involved in lobing may cause additional losses which, although small in reduced signal power, can seriously limit the minimum system noise temperature for use with low-noise receivers.

Sequential-lobing radars transmit an optimum beam pattern with the four horns fed in phase, but on reception the energy output from the horns which are not being observed is dumped into a load. Since the energy is divided equally between the four horns (when the target is on axis) the power in each horn will be one fourth or 6 db down from the total. Therefore, if one horn is sampled at a time the total on axis signal will be 6 db down from optimum or if it is sampled in pairs it will be 3 db down. Thus, the superiority of the monopulse is demonstrated in terms of antenna gain.

The relative capability of tracking radars to resolve multiple target and the associated angular sensitivity has been discussed in some detail where the monopulse is shown to have both superior angular sensitivity and resolving capability. This is indicated (Fig. 5) by the d-c error voltages out of the angle error detectors as a function of pointing angle, for the three types of tracking radar. The sensitivity or the slopes of curves of Fig. 5 taken on axis are: (normalized to monopulse) monopulse—1.00, sequential lobing—0.72, paired lobing—0.67 (paired lobing is a form of sequential lobing where the horns are sampled in pairs), conical scan—0.59, thus indicating the superior angle sensitivity of monopulse.

The resolving capability of the radar system is summarized by the figures on the separation of two point echo sources required for resolution of the sources normalized to the separation expresses as a fraction of one way antenna beamwidth: monopulse—1.3, paired lobing—1.4, conical scan—1.7 and sequential lobing—1.8. Thus, the monopulse radar demonstrates superiority in resolution capability.

The monopulse is the only tracking radar which has no tracking noise caused by amplitude noise or amplitude scintillation. This immunity to amplitude noise results because complete tracking information is obtained from each pulse on the basis of ratios of the portions of the energy of the pulse which is received in each of the horns of the feed. The echo amplitude does not affect these ratios or the electrical axis of the radar.

The sequential lobing and conical scan radar also take ratios, in a sense, but the ratios are of signals received at different times. Thus, any echo amplitude change which occurs at the rate at which the sampling or scanning takes place causes false information in the output of the angle error detector. For example, when a constant level point echo source is on axis of a conical scan radar there is no modulation of the received r-f signal. However, if the echo amplitude fluctuates up and down during a full scan, this modulation will appear to the radar as if it had a tracking error. In closed-loop tracking the radar would move off the true target position as a result of the false information. The rms tracking noise, $\sigma_{\text{rmp}}$
caused in a scanning radar by amplitude scintillation\(^\dagger\) is \(\sigma_{\text{rms}} = (0.0085) \sqrt{\beta}, \) where \(B\) is the two-way antenna beamwidth (the units of \(B\) determine the units of \(\sigma_{\text{rms}}\), \(A_{\text{rms}}\) is the percent-noise-modulation density in the vicinity of the lobing rate in units of percent modulation per \(\sqrt{\text{cps}}\), and \(\beta\) is the servo bandwidth in \(\text{cps}\). The constant (0.0085) was computed assuming a parabolic-shaped pattern and takes into account the frequencies both above and below the lobing rate. For significantly different antenna patterns a new constant must be derived.

The amplitude scintillation has its highest density in the frequency range below 50 \(\text{cps}\) although there is background modulation and propeller modulation up to a few hundred \(\text{cps}\). Therefore, since the tracking noise in scanning radars is a function of the amplitude scintillation density, it was desired to raise the lobing rate as high as possible where the amplitude scintillation density is the least. This was one of the major reasons for development of the sequential lobing radar which can be lobed electronically where the limit is the pulse repetition rate pulse-to-pulse lobing.

One further point of interest is that very-low-frequency amplitude fluctuations in the vicinity of the servo passband, although not a direct source of tracking noise, do affect the contribution target angle scintillation to tracking noise, dependent on the age characteristics\(^\ddagger\). However, this effect contributes equally to all tracking systems.

A further advantage of monopulse, which is also an advantage of sequential lobing radars, is the complete elimination of mechanical moving parts from the error sensing process. This advantage is becoming increasing significant with the present and future demands for high precision tracking. The mechanical scanning not only places a limit on boresight accuracy but adds rotary joints which can seriously limit the minimum noise temperature of a low-noise system.

**Reference**

1. R. M. Page, Monopulse Radar, **IRE Conv Rec.** 8, p 132, 1959.
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**APPENDIX**

**Derivation of the Angle Error Detector Output As A Function of R-F and I-F Phase errors.**

Analysis of the effect of phase errors on the tracking boresight will be made in the azimuth plane only for simplicity. The error detector output is the smoothed output of a product detector which multiplies the sum and difference signals. These signals are derived in azimuth by hybrid 3 of Fig. 4 which takes the sum and difference of the signals from the left and right pairs of horns of the monopulse feed.

As described in the text, when using a lens or parabola, the signals in these feeds will be in-phase but their amplitudes will vary as the antenna azimuth pointing angle \(\theta\) moves through the target such that they are equal when \(\theta\) is equal to the target angle \(\theta_0\). Assuming the antenna patterns are linear in the region where \((\theta - \theta_0)\) is small, the signal is left pair of horns, \(e_l\), and the right pair of horns, \(e_r\), will have the functions

\[
e_l = A(1 - k(\theta - \theta_0) \cos \omega t)
\]

\[
e_r = A(1 + k(\theta - \theta_0) \cos \omega t)
\]

where \(A\) is the signal amplitude of the horn pair when the antenna is on target, \(\omega\) is the angular r-f frequency, and \(k\) is an antenna gain constant.

First, \(e_l\) will have a phase error \(\tau\) added to the argument of the \(\cos\) to simulate a phase error occurring before the difference network. Also, for simplicity, \(\tau\) will be set to zero reference angle such that when \(\theta_0\) is zero the antenna is pointing at the target. Hybrid 3 has a sum output \(e_s\) and a difference output \(e_d\) which are the sum and difference of \(e_l\) and \(e_r\) such that

\[
e_s = A(1 + k\theta_0) \cos \omega t + A(1 - k\theta_0) \cos (\omega t + \tau)
\]

\[
e_d = A(1 + k\theta_0) \cos \omega t - A(1 - k\theta_0) \cos (\omega t + \tau)
\]

by taking the vector sum and difference of the two vectors in \(e_s\) and \(e_d\)

\[
e_s = \sqrt{2} A(1 + k\theta_0^2 + (1 - k\theta_0^2) \cos \tau)^\frac{1}{2}
\]

\[
\cos \left[\omega t + \tan^{-1} \frac{1 - k\theta_0}{1 + k\theta_0} \cos \tau \right]
\]

\[
e_d = \sqrt{2} A(1 + k\theta_0^2 - (1 - k\theta_0^2) \cos \tau)^\frac{1}{2}
\]

\[
\cos \left[\omega t + \tan^{-1} \frac{1 - k\theta_0}{1 + k\theta_0} \cos \tau \right]
\]

The next source of phase error can occur at r-f or i-f between hybrid 3 and the product detector. This phase error \(\phi\) is accounted for by addition to the argument of the \(\cos\) of \(\phi\). The product detector output smoothed, \(e_o\), is the d-e voltage

\[
e_o = A^2 (1 + 2k\theta_0^2 + k\theta_0^4 - (1 - k\theta_0^2) \cos \phi)^\frac{1}{2}
\]

\[
\cos \left[\phi + \tan^{-1} \frac{1 + k\theta_0}{1 + k\theta_0} \cos \tau \right]
\]

\[
+ \tan^{-1} \frac{1 - k\theta_0^2}{1 - k\theta_0^2} \sin \phi)
\]

One condition to be examined is where there is no phase errors \((\phi = \tau = 0)\) giving

\[
e_o = A^2 k \theta_0
\]

However there is no boresight error since \(e_o = 0\) when \(\theta_0 = 0\) and \(\phi = \tau = 0\).

The next condition is where \(\tau = 0\) and \(\phi\) is finite giving

\[
e_o = A^2 k \theta_0 \cos \phi\] (where \(\phi = 0\))

This condition shows no boresight error but loss of sensitivity for finite values of \(\phi\). (see discussion in text)

When both \(\phi\) and \(\tau\) are finite, by error voltage is \(e_o\). By analysis of the magnitude of the cos function it is found that there is no real zero. The electrical zero, \(e_o = 0\), occurs only when the argument of the cos function is \(\tau/2\). Solving for \(\theta_0\)

\[
\theta_0 = \frac{1}{k} \left[ -1 + \sqrt{\sin \tau \tan \phi + 1} \right]
\]

and where \(\tau\) is small as in the usual case

\[
\theta_0 \approx \frac{1}{k} \frac{\tau}{\tan \phi}
\]

Thus, there is a boresight shift when \(\tau\) and \(\phi\) are both finite which is the value of \(\theta_0\) required for \(e_o = 0\).
**Tv Tracker Records**

**Eye Focus Points**

Light reflection from the eye indicates direction of view. One tv camera monitors the scene, a second camera picks up eye light-reflection. Camera outputs are mixed, and eye focus point is displayed as a bright spot superimposed on televised picture of the scene. Photocells on monitor screen convert bright-spot position-data to digital form.

**By E. Llewellyn Thomas, R. Howat, N. H. Mackworth,**

Defence Research Medical Laboratories, Toronto, Canada

How a man moves his eyes, and where he actually looks while he is studying a fixed or moving scene are questions arising in many areas of applied science. Such questions are of increasing importance to engineers because the equipment they are designing is, despite wider use of automatic control systems, making greater demands upon the human operator. For example, although the pilot of a jet aircraft may be relieved of much routine flying by automatic equipment, he must nevertheless be ready to act with speed and decision during take-off and landing. As the speed of aircraft increases, this demand upon the man becomes greater. Advancing technology, while releasing man from many routine operations, is at the same time making more exacting demands upon him during those periods when his judgment is indispensable.

The same holds true for many other man-machine situations in which information is conveyed to the brain chiefly by the eyes.

One way of reducing the time delay in this human portion of the servo loop is to present the information to the man in a way that helps him to understand it as quickly as possible. For example, the layout of instruments in an aircraft cockpit has often been governed mainly by engineering expediency, little or no consideration being given to the capabilities or limitations of the pilot. As soon as we try to redesign such things as cockpit layout, to present information in the best possible way, we are faced with the problem of finding out how people actually do look at the displays before them.

**Television Eye Marker**

There are various ways in which movements of the human eye can be examined. One method is to use the reflection of light from the front surface of the eye. This is called
the corneal reflection, and can be seen as a bright spot if an eye is viewed when a light falls on it. The spot moves as the eyeball moves. Within about 15 degrees on either side of the central axes, the movements of this corneal reflection, and the direction of gaze, have a direct correlation. The corneal reflection was originally used in 1907 by Dodge to study eye movements.

In the device to be described, Fig. 1, this corneal reflection is viewed by a television camera. A second television camera is used to survey the scene that the subject is studying, and the two camera outputs are mixed electronically. The result is a composite television picture which shows the scene with a bright spot of light superimposed upon it. This spot of light indicates the subject’s position of gaze from instant to instant.

The camera viewing the corneal reflection is mounted with its lens close to the eye, and the subject’s head is kept still by a bite bar and neck support. The television camera is at 45 degrees to the right of the line of regard, with the lens at eye level and approximately 2 inches away from the eye. The light source is 45 degrees to the left, and is focused to cast an image at the surface of the cornea. The beam is very narrow and although it falls directly on the eye it is surprising how little it interferes with vision; presumably because only a small part of the light enters the eye, the rest being reflected by its surface.

FIG. 1—Subject and camera A view same scene; camera B picks up light reflected from subject’s eye. Camera outputs are mixed and presented on monitor screen.

FIG. 2—Illuminated photocell triggers mv chain. Same photocell operates a gating relay to pass correct pulse sequence to teleprinter control.

FIG. 3—Starter mv is grid-triggered, the rest are initiated by pulses fed to their cathodes.

FIG. 4—In addition to starting-pulse, transmission of coded G requires outputs from multivibrators 1 and 3 to be fed to grid of line relay circuit.
Magnifications of the order of 100 are required since the corneal reflection moves only about 2 mm for a horizontal movement of the eye through 20 degrees of arc.

The second television camera provides the visual scene, and the outputs of the two cameras are mixed in an electronic mixing unit so that the images from each of the two cameras are fed to the same recording screen. This combined eye-scene picture can then be viewed directly by the investigator and recorded by a motion picture camera.

The eye spot and the visual scene are calibrated by asking the subject to look at known points within the scene.

**Recording and Evaluation**

Successive eye fixations are shown as bright spots of light on a screen, but to extract the maximum information it is necessary to analyze the sequence in which they occur. This can be done by examining the film frame-by-frame and noting the successive positions of fixation, but it is more convenient to record the position-data in coded form on punched paper tape.

Since the eye spot appears as a bright spot of light it can be used to activate photocells mounted on the monitor screen surface. Each cell will be energized only when the eye spot is focused on it, permitting a coded output as the spot moves about the screen.

Outputs from the photocells are used to drive a coding circuit. This coding circuit gives an output consisting of direct current signals in the teletype code. Teletype signals are then used to operate a teletype printer perforator whose output is a paper-tape with both typed characters and punched holes.

**Coding Circuit**

The block diagram of this circuit is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of six cascaded one-shot multivibrators, each of which gives a square wave output of twenty-two milliseconds duration—the duration of an element in the teletype code. The first multivibrator, the starter, is triggered every time the light spot excites a different photocell. The remaining multivibrators are connected so that the end of the differentiated square wave from the starter triggers number 1 multivibrator, the end of the differentiated square wave from number 1 triggers number 2, and so on down the chain. There are thus available six 22 millisecond square waves, each one following immediately after the other.

When energized, each photocell operates a gating circuit, to select those square wave pulses which are equivalent to the coding of the symbol for that particular photocell. Thus, when the photocell at position G on the screen is illuminated, the starting pulse plus pulses from multivibrators 1 and 3 will be passed through the gates, and the line relay will transmit the teletype code for G. The correct time delay between pulses 1 and 3 is maintained because of the 22 millisecond delay while multivibrator 2 is generating its square wave.

The output signal to line therefore consists of d-c signals in the teletype code, each equivalent to one position of eye fixation.

Multivibrator circuits, Fig. 3, are conventional and differ only in that the starter-multivibrator is triggered by a positive pulse on the grid of V,, while the remainder are triggered by a negative pulse on the cathode. The output pulses are taken from across the 6,800 ohm resistor and a-c coupled to the gate circuit.

**Gate Circuits**

Gating can be accomplished by diode gates or relays. Diode gates have been used and are very suitable in some applications. However the comparatively slow movement of the eye marker, and the long response of the photocells used when recording normal eye movements often gives a slow voltage rise and difficulty in obtaining a positive trigger. Therefore sensitive relays have been employed, Fig. 4. These relays close on 1.3 ma and open on 0.4 ma.

The resistance of each photocell changes from about 1.5 megohms, when no eye spot is present, to about 2000 ohms when an eye spot falls upon it. The relays are five-pole single-throw and are normally open. The first contacts of all relays are connected in parallel and used for initiating the start-multivibrator as shown in Fig. 3. The remaining four poles of each relay are used to select the desired pulses from multivibrators 1 through 5. Since each relay is set up for only one symbol, it is quite possible that some poles of the relay will not be used. For example the letter K requires only the fifth multivibrator pulse to be passed through the relay, consequently only one of the four available sets of contacts need be used. It should be noted that the starter pulse by-passes the photocell relays, as every code symbol requires this initiating signal.

The outputs from the photocell relays are connected together and passed to V, of Fig. 5. They are then amplified, inverted and fed to V,, which is connected as a cathode follower. The line relay of the teleprinter is connected directly to the cathode circuit of V,, and is normally in a closed position. When negative pulses are applied to the grid of V,, the line relays open corresponding to the pulse pattern. As there is only one eye spot, only one relay should be closed at any one time. If a second relay closes before the initial relay opens, the starter multivibrator will not be retriggered as the starter relay contacts will have remained closed. This method prevents erratic pulse patterns from passing through the gate circuit. It was found that the pulse width of 22 milliseconds was quite critical, consequently a width adjustment control was used in all multivibrators.
Inductive Elements for Solid-State Circuits

Coilless L-C resonant tank circuit can be constructed with inductive negative-resistance diode. Germanium diffused-base transistor with open-circuit base connection serves as diode.

By M. SCHULLER and W. W. GÄRTNER,
U. S. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J.

A STUMBLING BLOCK in the development of microminiaturized circuits is presented by inductance coils that defy miniaturization efforts and occupy volumes orders of magnitude larger than those of other passive and active components fabricated either in thin-film form or as small chips of solid-state materials.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\) One way of circumventing this problem is to design all inductances out of conventional circuits before constructing the integrated analogs. For example, transistor oscillators with resonant L-C circuits have been replaced by R-C phase-shift oscillators. This procedure is not satisfactory in all cases; therefore, various effects are being investigated that exhibit inductive behavior in small volumes of semiconductor material.

**Semiconductor Inductances**

Study of carrier motion in semiconductors, including diffusion, drift, quantum-mechanical tunneling, avalanche multiplication and internal field emission under various impurity concentrations, and current and voltage-dependent recombination mechanisms, has revealed that several of these effects or combinations thereof show inductive behavior. Research conducted at the U.S. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory has led to design theories for solid-state inductances that should operate up to the microwave range.

The disadvantage of some of these so-called inductive diodes is the accompanying high-loss resistance that may be compensated by a solid-state negative resistance in series. Utilizing the fact that the operating-point variation of a solid-state negative-resistance element usually changes the magnitude of the differential negative resistance, circuits have been built whose Q and bandwidth are voltage-tunable over a wide range. More desirable, however, are inductive diodes that have a small loss resistance or even exhibit a negative-resistance region. The latter case occurs in transistor-like three-layer structures if the emitter-to-collector current gain increases with increasing current through, and voltage across, the diode.

The numerous mechanisms that may produce this phenomenon are being studied in many semiconductor laboratories. These investigations will result in negative-resistance diodes that may compete with the tunnel diode. Discussion of this work is not included here. Certain commercially available transistors, however, exhibit the inductive effect coupled with negative resistance, usually with the base open or shorted to the emitter and biased close to or just into avalanche multiplication. A circuit is described that uses such a three-layer inductive diode instead of a customary inductance coil.

**Coilless Tank Circuit**

Figure 1 shows the coilless tank circuit. This circuit consists of inductive negative-resistance diode D, tank capacitance \(C_t\), damping resistance \(R_1\) (which prevents the circuit from oscillating by itself unless so desired), d-c bias voltage source \(V_b\) (to keep the diode in the negative-resistance region) and bias resistance \(R_2\), which stabilizes the bias current and prevents the alternating current from bypassing the inductive diode. Capacitance \(C_t\) and resistance \(R_2\) are included for measurement and do not form an essential part of the circuit. Resistance \(R_2\) provides an alternating current of constant and frequency-inde-
pended amplitude, and $C_s$ prevents any d-c bypass of the bias supply.

The negative-resistance diode used in these experiments consisted of a germanium diffused-base transistor with an open-circuit base connection. The negative-resistance characteristic of the diode is shown in Fig. 2A. Negative resistances of this type have been explained as being due to avalanche multiplication in the collector junction coupled with an emitter efficiency that increases with increasing current.*

The resulting resonance frequency, $f_0$, was 1.3 Mc, indicating an effective inductance of 15 $\mu$H. The bandwidth is a function of the circuit losses that may be varied by changing the bias of the negative-resistance element, thus compensating more or less of damping resistance $R$, by varying amounts of differential negative resistance.

Figure 3 shows the measured frequency response of the tank circuit, obtained by sweeping the frequency of a constant-current generator ($R_o$) and measuring the voltage, $v$, across the tank. When the magnitude of the differential negative resistance becomes equal to the positive loss resistances in the circuit, the bandwidth reaches zero and the tuned circuit begins to oscillate by itself. Figure 2B shows the output voltage of such a self-oscillating coilless L-C circuit. The amplitude of the oscillations may again be modulated by varying the bias voltage on the diode.

One difficulty was encountered with the diode used. In the negative-resistance mode of operation, the diode exhibits a considerable amount of low-frequency noise of the flicker type. This is believed due to the fact that avalanche multiplication in most junctions (at the present time) does not occur uniformly but in localized areas, which are not stationary themselves but wander over the cross-section of the junction. Research at the present time is directed toward producing small stable regions of avalanche multiplication—so-called microplasmas which should exhibit only the usual high-frequency shot noise. The large-scale application of avalanche-type devices for small-signal circuits seems to depend on the success of these studies. Some success in this direction has been reported recently.*

**Outlook**

Development of such inductance diodes appears promising. Their active volume is of the order of $10^{-4}$ cm$^3$ which compares favorably with the volume occupied by a coil with the same inductance and Q values. Research on these devices is proceeding in various directions. One is the reduction of avalanche noise; others deal with the design of three-layer negative-resistance and inductance diodes. These studies indicate a wide variety of effects, all of which yield negative resistance and/or inductance. Once these are fully understood, it will be possible to incorporate the inductive effect, together with the bulk resistances, junction capacitances and transistor-like regions, into a single semiconductor wafer to produce a true microminiaturized or molecular function block. The schematic view of such a structure is shown in Fig. 4.

In further developments of such all-semiconductor function blocks, some of which have already been breadboarded, junction capacitance $C_s$ is made voltage-tunable to control the resonance frequency of the circuit.

**References**

Conversion of analog inputs into digital form using shaft-position encoders is receiving wide acceptance in computer and data logging applications. Unfortunately, small changes in analog variables can introduce positional ambiguity. This problem is eliminated with the disk pattern designs described here.

By DANIEL P. GRIFFIN, Norden Division, United Aircraft Corp., Milford, Conn.

**FIG. 1**—Binary progression and equivalent printed circuit representation (A); segments 0110 to 1001 with reading brushes on dividing line between segments 0111 and 1000 (B), and with more significant digit brush lagging (C) and leading (D) the LSD brush; and V-brush configuration (E).

**FIG. 2**—V-pattern for segments 0100 to 1100 (Fig. 1A) with brushes in conventional (A) and radially displaced (B) positions, and brush alignment for V-disk encoder (C).

**ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL** encoders can be constructed to provide literally any type of output—linear, nonlinear, pure binary, coded binary, and even random as a function of shaft rotation. Indeed the possibility of using an encoder not only as a translator, but as a medium for converting the digital information to a desired format is a factor which adds tremendously to the value of the device.

It is easy to take a sheet of graph paper and represent a function digitally in any desired format, but it is quite another story to construct an encoder that does the same thing and yet has no ambiguous points. This article describes some measures through which positional ambiguities are avoided while preserving the integrity of the pure binary progression or one of its natural variants. Accordingly, the adoption (for nonambiguous readings) of cyclic codes requiring translation to computable form will not be discussed.

**Binary Coded Printed Circuits**

In the left column of Fig. 1A is shown a binary progression; in the right column appears the same presentation, but transformed into a printed circuit substituting for each 0 a solid segment representing insulation and for each 1 a blank segment representing conducting material. Also shown is a common track of conducting material with a brush riding on it and connected to a power supply. Through application of electrical current to the common track all conducting segments are energized.

As shown in Fig. 1A, each of the four reading brushes rides in a separate digit track. A check of their positions reveals that the brush on the most significant digit track lies on an insulated segment and will read no voltage while the remaining three are on conducting segments and have voltage applied.
Disk Encoder Design
Avoids Ambiguities

to them. Substituting figure 0 for no voltage and figure 1 for voltage, the reading is 0111 (binary 7). This is the true reading for brush positions in this progression.

Disk Encoding

The preceding describes a printed circuit in linear form. To simplify the discussion, modifications will be shown in this same form. It should be noted, however, that if the binary progression is represented on a disk with a shaft through the center and the brushes in a fixed position, rotation of the shaft will provide a change in the binary count either up or down.

If the shaft is turned to provide an increasing count, the progression will continue to the maximum provided in the pattern (a function of the number of digit tracks) and then begin again at zero. By utilizing a disk on which the code pattern appears, the angle of the shaft through its rotation is actually measured and a direct indication of the shaft position is available in pure binary code.

In the usual type of brush and disk encoder, the generally accepted count in a pure binary code is 2^k or 128 counts per shaft rotation on a disk with a diameter of about 1½ inches. This size disk fits conveniently into a size 18 synchro mount. Considerable progress is being made in miniaturization.

Positional Ambiguity

Presence or absence of voltage on the various brushes gives a true binary reading of the shaft as long as the brush does not fall on the dividing line between insulated and conducting segments. The following discussion will consider the situation when a brush does fall on the dividing line.

Figure 1B shows the segments from the binary equivalents of 6 (0110) to 9 (1001) of Fig. 1A. The reading brushes lie along the dividing line between 7 (0111) and 8 (1000). Note that the most significant brush is making contact with the conducting segment indicative of the 8 (1000) position while the remaining three brushes are still in contact with the conducting segments indicative of the 7 (0111) position. The result is a reading of 1111 which is the binary equivalent of 15 or an intolerable error of almost 100 percent. This condition is known as a positional ambiguity.

Detents, both mechanical and electrical, have been used to avoid this error, but the key to a better solution was provided by two characteristics of the binary progression. First, in any vertical column any change from a 1 to a 0 in an increasing count is accompanied by a change in the state of the next more significant digit. Second, in any vertical column any change from a 0 to a 1 in an increasing count is never accompanied by a change in the next more significant digit.

Change of State

On investigating the first consideration and its application to the segments from the binary equivalents of 6 to 9 beginning with the least significant digit (LSD), the position will indicate that the number with the brushes in a horizontal line would be 7 (0111). In going from a 1 to a 0 in an increasing count, there will always be a change in the next more significant digit column. The LSD brush is in a 1 zone and thus is preparing to change to a 0 with a consequent change in the next higher digit.

Accordingly, if a brush is placed in the next more significant digit track in a position behind or lagging the LSD brush by a distance equal to ⅔ the width of an LSD segment (Fig. 1D), it can be assured that the newly added brush will not cross the reading line at the same time as the LSD brush. As long as the LSD brush is in a 1 or conducting zone and the succeeding brush is ⅓ an LSD's width behind, the presentation will always be correct for the position of the binary number indicated by the position of the LSD brush.

No Change of State

The presentation just described will be correct only when the LSD brush is on a 1 or conducting zone. This condition exists because advantage has been taken of only one of the two characteristics previously noted. Consider again the 6 through 9 pattern, but this time place the LSD brush in the insulated or 0 segment indicative of number 8 (1000). As stated previously, in going from a 0 to a 1 there will never be a change in the next more significant digit column. Thus, the LSD brush is in a 0 zone preparing to change to a 1 with no change expected in the next higher order digit.

Accordingly, if a brush is placed in the next more significant digit track in a position ahead of or leading the LSD brush by a distance equal to ⅔ the width of an LSD segment (Fig. 1D), it can be assured that the newly added brush will not cross the reading line at the same time as the LSD brush. What has been done, in essence, is to create an ideal brush incapable of an ambiguous reading.

V-Scan Logic

Through the use of two brushes in each successive digit track which are spaced a distance apart equal to one preceding digit's width, an ideal series of brushes has been created. By electrically interrogating each brush and selecting the proper brush in the next higher order digit track, it is possible to guarantee a nonambiguous reading.

The brush configuration shown in Fig. 1E has earned this method of brush positioning the title V-brush or V-scan logic. The V-scan
principle, as described previously, need not be strictly a position pattern of the brushes, but rather a relationship between the position of the brushes and the precision pattern on the code disk.

A linear binary pattern from 4 (0100) to 12 (1100) with the brushes placed in the conventional V-pattern is shown in Fig. 2A. Figure 2B shows these brushes displaced radially while being kept in the same digit track. To accentuate the effect of this displacement, each digit track is split with a dotted line except for the LSD track. Note that in Fig. 2A this line intercepts both brushes in each digit track while in Fig. 2B it serves to separate them.

If the brushes can be displaced radially, it is also possible to split each digit track circumferentially (vertically in the sketches), precisely as was done with the dotted line in Fig. 2B. Once this is done, the entire code pattern can be skewed thereby moving the outer (right-hand) half of each digit track counter-clockwise (up). The inner (left-hand) half of each digit track can also be moved clockwise (down). To preserve the integrity of the relationship between brush positions and the precision pattern on the disk, the brushes will then have to be moved an equal distance in the same direction.

**V-Disk Encoder**

If the distance the pattern was moved in each track is equal to 1/4 the width of a segment in the preceding digit track and if the brushes are moved an equal distance in the same direction, the relationship displayed in Fig. 2C will have been achieved. In effect, the V-brush logic has been transferred to the disk pattern and thus a device so equipped can be referred to as a V-disk encoder. Note that the brushes are now in a straight line.

The complex geometry of the V is now accurately reproduced on the disk by photographic techniques with a repeatability and tolerance difficult to achieve by any other method. One important consideration is that although the encoder is so modified as to render precise brush positioning a simpler operation, the V-disk encoder is electrically interchangeable with the standard V-brush type described earlier.

Electrical interchangeability implies operation is handicapped by using this type of shaft-position encoder in that external brush selection logic circuitry is still necessary. Elimination of this requirement, that is development of an encoder capable of automatic internal selection of the proper brush in successive digit tracks, would be most desirable.

**Self-Selecting Encoders**

Inventive techniques have created self-selecting encoders requiring a minimum of external circuits. One of these will be described. It may be well to stress the physical differences between this type of encoder and those previously described, beginning with the precision pattern on the disk.

First, it will be established that there is no longer a common track and that each digit track is isolated from its neighboring digit tracks by a narrow strip of insulation. The LSD track resembles the LSD track of the V-brush and V-disk encoders except that, in addition to the al-

---

**THE FRONT COVER**

Disks shown on the front cover have a great many uses; only a few are applications described here as examples.

(A) Self-selecting, natural binary disk type ADC-ST8P-BNRY gives 512 counts per turn or 256 counts per turn with parity check. Used in data link computer.

(B) Self-selecting, 8-4-2-1 binary-coded decimal disk type ADC-ST2-BCD gives 100 counts per turn. Used for machine tool control applications.

(C) Non-selecting, natural binary disk type ADC-ST7-BNRY gives 128 counts per turn. Used in Hound Dog air-to-ground missile and in Polaris program.

(D) Self-selecting, 8-4-2-1 binary-coded decimal disk type ADC-ST3-BCD gives 1,000 counts per turn. Used in film reader for Wilson cloud chamber.

(E) Nonselecting, Gray code disk type ADC-ST8-GRAY gives 256 counts per turn. Used in an air-to-ground missile and in a satellite program.

(F) Self-selecting, natural binary disk type ADC-ST7-BNRY gives 128 counts per turn. Used in navigation and fire control system of Convair's F106 fighter.
ternate insulating and conducting segments, there is a slip ring included within the confines of this track providing a common for all LSD conducting segments (Fig. 3A). An encoder requiring a minimum of external circuits will now be investigated.

After placing the usual LSD reading brush in the 7 (0111)—8 (1000) position (Fig. 3B), it is then connected on an external circuit which is essentially a flip flop. A second brush is introduced in the LSD track which rides in a slip ring supplying voltage. The physical position of the brush has no significance except that it must be wholly within the slip ring portion of the LSD track.

When the reading brush in the LSD track is on an insulating (0) segment there will be no circuit between the two brushes in the LSD track. Conversely, when the reading brush is on a conducting 1 zone, there will be a circuit established between the two brushes in the LSD track. This functions as a spst switch. The closed or open circuit changes the state of the flip flop so that an output is available at lead A or lead B—never both and never neither.

Advantages

Shifting of load current is of practical value. Returning to the brush selection logic system, it can be seen that a reading (short circuit between the two LSD brushes) will cause a voltage to exist on lead A which is connected to the lagging brush in the next higher order digit track. If we have 0 reading (no circuit between the LSD brushes), a voltage will exist on lead B which is connected to the leading brush in the next higher order digit track.

If the remainder of the disk pattern were to duplicate the V-brush or V-disk types, the initial brush selection would be complicated since external circuits would be required for all higher order digits. The question then is how to change the pattern to render the encoder, from this point onward, entirely self-selecting yet wholly free of any possible ambiguity.

Eliminating Ambiguities

To study the differences that must be introduced to eliminate ambiguities in contrast to the encoders previously studied refer to Fig. 4A. As has already been pointed out, each digit track is isolated by insulation boundaries on its inner and outer circumference. If the second digit track is studied, it will be seen that a gear-tooth type of insulation barrier separates the two interlocking conducting zones from each other. This configuration has the appearance of a slip ring at the inner and the outer circumference of the track and a series of blocks between.

If the structure of these blocks is examined, it will be noted that those positions where the widest conducting portion lies toward the outer circumference of the digit track correspond with the insulating (zero) segments in the regular binary pattern. Also, those positions where the widest conducting portion lies toward the inner circumference of the digit track correspond with the conducting segments in the regular pattern.

An inference from this fact is that every digit track except the LSD track, the conducting zone of which lies above the gear-tooth insulation barrier (toward the outer circumference of the digit track), is a 0 zone and that the conducting zone which lies below the gear-tooth insulation barrier (toward the inner circumference of the digit track) is a 1 zone. Additional brushes required are shown in Fig. 4B.

Assume the LSD commutating brush is on the conducting zone indication of position 7 (0111). A circuit is established between this brush and the slip ring brush in the LSD track and, logically, load current is directed to the lagging brush in the second digit track (when reading a 1, select a lag brush in the next higher order digit track).

The lag brush in the second digit track is then in a 1 zone, that is below the gear tooth insulation barrier. The logic then causes the lag brush to be read since as the pattern moves beneath the brushes, the second digit lag brush will be in the 0 zone of the second digit track as frequently as it is in the 1 zone.

To offset this condition, a 1 zone slip ring brush can be installed in each digit track directly connected to the lag brush in the next higher order digit track. It will be seen then that whenever the current-carrying brush in any digit track is in a 1 zone it is, in effect, directly coupled to the lag brush in the next higher order digit track.

A lag brush is chosen in the second digit track. This brush is in a 1 zone and is connected through the 1 zone slip-ring brush to a lag brush in the third digit track. The brush is in a 1 zone and, following the logic, is again connected to a lag brush in the fourth digit track. At this point, the picture changes. The logic in the fourth digit track is in a zone thus separated from the 1 zone slip-ring brush in this track by the gear-tooth insulation. Accordingly, since the logic brush is in a zone, a lag brush will not be read in the next higher order (fifth) digit track.

Before investigating the manner in which the higher order digits are read in this configuration, the output signals (readout) will be derived for the portion of the technique thus far described (see Fig. 5A). In the LSD track, there are
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**FIG. 4**—Gear-tooth insulation separates interlocking conducting zones from each other (A). Additional brushes required to prevent ambiguity (B) are shown in circled crosses.
two brushes which are connected and disconnected as the commutating brush passes from insulator to conductor. In theory, the reading could be taken from this circuit but in practice this is not feasible because a small signal (5 to 8 v and 0.2 to 0.5 ma) is used. This signal is sufficient to change the state of the flip-flop but remains within the work function of the metals used thus minimizing electrical wear.

However, in the state pictured in Fig. 5A the load current is directed to the lag brush. That the load current is so directed is indicative of the fact that a 1 reading has occurred in the LSD track. A reading from the lead which is carrying the current to the lag brush in the second digit track will tell that the LSD brush is reading 1. A dotted line brought out to a terminal is shown as the source of the reading. It will be noted that subsequent readings are taken from the 1 zone slip-ring brushes. Hence, with the LSD brush on a conducting or 1 zone, a reading of voltage (or 1) from each terminal through the first three digit tracks can be made but no voltage (or 0) is available from the fourth digit track thus giving 7 (0111).

The foregoing describes one half of the internal circuits necessary to accomplish the aim of self-contained or self-selecting logic. A discussion of the remaining circuits can best be begun by assuming that the LSD brush was on the insulator segment at the position indicating an 8 (1000).

The load current now shifts to the lead brush in the second digit track. Since this lead brush is in a 0 zone, a lead brush in the next higher order digit should be selected. Once again, these two brushes cannot be directly coupled since the reading brush in the second digit track will be in the 0 zone only one half the time. A solution is to provide slip-ring brushes in the 0 zone of each digit track, directly coupled to the lead brush in the next higher order digit track. Then the 0 zone slip-ring brushes can be connected to external terminals. The complete wiring is illustrated in Fig. 5B.

Moving Patterns

Effect of moving the pattern beneath the brushes so as to occasion a transfer of the LSD brush from 7 (0111) to 8 (1000) will now be reviewed. Assuming in position 7 (0111) the LSD brush is conducting and current is directed to the lag brush in the second digit track, the logic brush in the second digit track is in a 1 zone. Therefore, the 1 zone slip-ring brush carries current to the lag brush in the third digit track. The logic brush in the third digit track is also in a 1 zone; thus, the 1 zone slip-ring brush carries current to the 1 zone logic brush in the fourth digit track.

The logic brush in the fourth digit track is in a 0 zone, thus the 0 zone slip-ring brush is energized.

This arrangement would carry current to the lead brush in the next higher order digit track if one were shown and would give a voltage reading in the fourth digit position on the lower terminal. Readings on upper and lower terminal strips will be 0111 and 1000, respectively.

Assuming position 8 (1000) the LSD brush is nonconducting and load current is directed to the lead brush in the second digit track. The logic brush in the second digit track is in a 0 zone; therefore, the 0 zone slip-ring brush carries current to the lead brush in the third digit track. The logic brush in the third digit track is also in a 0 zone; therefore, the 0 zone slip-ring brush carries current to the lead brush in the fourth digit track.

The logic brush in the fourth digit track is in a 1 zone, thus the 1 zone slip-ring brush is energized. This arrangement which would carry current to the lag brush in the next higher order digit track if one were shown and would give a voltage reading in the fourth digit position on the upper terminal. Complete readings on upper and lower terminal strips will be 1000 and 0111, respectively.

In each of the cases described, the proper reading of the shaft position is taken from the upper terminal strip. Consideration of the possible positions in which the brushes will be placed as the disk moves indicates that the readings will always be exact opposites—that is, wherever there is a 1 reading for a given digit track on one terminal strip, there will be a 0 reading for the same digit track on the other terminal strip. As a result, the encoder provides not only a digital presentation of shaft position in binary form but also the one's complement of this number.

It can be seen that in any digit track, both logic brushes can and will find themselves periodically in the same zone. To prevent sneak circuits, diodes are introduced in the position shown in Fig. 5B.

The internal circuits appear to be and may actually be more complex than the ordinary V-scan encoder; however, it is only slightly so while replacing extensive, cumbersome and costly external brush selection logic circuits.

FIG. 5—Technique of obtaining output signal (A) and complete wiring diagram (B) of nonambiguous encoder
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Subaudio Swept Signal Generator

Operating in the frequency range from 20 to 40 cps, this relatively simple generator can be used to test servos and related equipment and components.

Sawtooth waveform developed by unijunction transistor circuit is used to key blocking oscillator

By M. ROSEN, Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Deer Park, L. I., New York

Most existing variable-sweep audio-frequency waveform generators are comparatively complex. The device described is simple and inexpensive to build, yet meets the requirement of checking the response of servo systems, circuit components, audio equipment, and other devices operating in the audio and subaudio frequency ranges. The characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Circuit Operation

Figure 1 shows the circuit. A transistorized sawtooth generator provides a waveform whose amplitude increases linearly with time. This waveform is applied to the timing circuits of a blocking oscillator. The period of the pulses generated by the blocking oscillator varies with the sawtooth voltage. Pulses generated by the blocking oscillator are fed to a flip-flop bistable circuit whose state reverses upon receipt of each pulse. The output of the bistable circuit consists of a series of rectangular waves of nonuniform duration whose period is twice that of the pulses at the blocking oscillator. Rectangular waveforms generated by the bistable circuit are fed to a low-pass filter through an emitter follower. A low-pass filter removes the higher-order harmonics and passes the fundamental frequency components of the rectangular waveforms. The low-pass filter output is substantially sinusoidal in shape. The emitter follower provides an output signal having a low source impedance. The heart of the timing system is a blocking oscillator operating in a free-running state.

The blocking oscillator contains a regenerative feedback loop. The base circuit of the transistor is biased so that the transistor is virtually at cutoff. A sawtooth modulation waveform, introduced at the emitter portion of the transistor circuit, provides a variable

Table I—Characteristics of Sweep Frequency Generator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>20 to 10 cps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweep period</td>
<td>0.3 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrace time</td>
<td>&lt;0.033 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>2 v peak-to-peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output impedance</td>
<td>&lt;1,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pulse repetition rate. The free-running period of the blocking oscillator is a function of the rate of decay of charge of capacitor \( C \), and the absolute value of the emitter potential when the transistor is in saturation condition. Figure 2A shows pulse repetition period as a function of applied d-c voltage at the emitter junction.

A unijunction transistor is the active element of the sawtooth oscillator. The negative resistance characteristics are ideal for switching applications.

Figure 2B shows the transfer characteristics of the emitter circuit. The input impedance remains high because the emitter is back-biased in the cutoff region; the only current flowing is a few \( \mu \)a of leakage.

With 25 \( \mu \)a of emitter current flowing, the base to base 2 resistance drops to about 800 ohms, with the major portion of the resistance located in the region from base 2 to the emitter. This portion of the semiconductor is only slightly affected by the minority carriers injected by the emitter. A current-limiting resistor is placed in base 2 to prevent overdissipation. The sawtooth oscillator operates similarly to a thyatron gas-tube oscillator.

By properly selecting the emitter load line, it is possible to have the unijunction operate as a monostable, bistable, or stable device. For a free-running sawtooth oscillator, the load line might intersect the emitter transfer curve above the peak point. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the sawtooth oscillator where \( R_1 \), represents the input impedance of a conventional transistor emitter follower nominally having a 5,000-ohm impedance in the emitter circuit. For the components used, \( R_1 \) has a value of 200,000 ohms.

The sawtooth generator oscillates when the emitter load line satisfies two conditions. First, the load line must intersect the ordinate axis (zero emitter current) at a value exceeding \( V_p \). Second, the load line must intersect the emitter transfer characteristic line. Because the value of \( R_1 \) must be in the negative resistance region, its value was chosen to be 5,100 ohms. The unijunction transistor emitter load line satisfies both conditions.

The sawtooth generator operates in the following manner. When capacitor \( C \) is fully discharged, the diode is in the OFF condition, with little current flowing into the emitter and through the base circuit. The emitter voltage at \( C \) begins to rise until it reaches the peak point voltage corresponding to point \( B \) in Fig. 2B. At that point the emitter to base diode begins to conduct heavily. Because the input voltage is retained by the capacitor, the transistor operating point moves to point \( C \) (Fig. 2B). As the capacitor discharges through the unijunction transistor, the transistor operating point moves along the input characteristic curve, \( C-D \), until the valley point is reached at \( D \). At point \( D \) the transistor again becomes unstable, and the transistor current decreases until the operating point reaches point \( A \). The cycle then repeats and the output is a sawtooth wave.

**Multivibrator Design**

The bistable device is a conventional transistor flip-flop circuit. When one transistor is conducting the other transistor is in the nonconducting state.

The transistor bistable multivibrator reverses state upon receipt of each pulse and a rectangular waveform appears at the collector of \( Q \). This rectangular waveform, whose duration changes constantly, is fed to an emitter follower that presents a low source impedance to the low-pass filter. The pulse waveform is shown in Fig. 2C.

A single low-pass filter was used with this instrument. An analysis of the filter's response to the rectangular waveform was made using the \( z \) transform method and the results are shown in Fig. 2D. The curve shows distortion in the lower frequencies—also evident when the output waveform was displayed on an oscilloscope. There was also a slight variation in amplitude. Distortion can be reduced by using a filter with more sections.

**Bibliography**
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**FIG. 2**—Rate of pulses from the blocking oscillator is a function of the voltage on the emitter (A). In (B) is the path of operation of the unijunction sawtooth generator. The rectangular wave generated by the multivibrator (C), and the filtered output (D).
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**FIG. 3**—Unijunction transistor as a sawtooth generator.
Radiation Effects On Electronic Systems

Designing electronic systems for nuclear-powered aircraft requires knowing response of system components and materials to irradiation

By J. H. LEVINE, Senior Nuclear Engineer,
W. F. EKERN, Group Engineer,
Convair-Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics Corp., Fort Worth, Texas

INDUCED NUCLEAR RADIATION is an environmental factor of concern to the electronics engineer designing electronic systems for nuclear-powered aircraft. Eliminating radiation-sensitive materials and components in design is vital for reliable system operation.

Radiation effects which have been observed in electronic materials and components are categorized as transient, permanent and secondary. Transient effects are changes in the properties of a material or component which occur during irradiation and disappear at some time after. Permanent effects are changes in electrical and mechanical properties which occur during irradiation and are irreversible. Permanent effects may depend either on the total amount of radiation received (dose effect) or on the intensity of the radiation (dose-rate effect).

Secondary effects include such radiation-induced phenomena as liberation of gas from organic materials and fluids, nuclear heating, air ionization and electromagnetic wave attenuation.

CONDUCTIVITY INCREASE—One example of a transient effect is the increase in conductivity of dielectrics as a function of gamma dose rate, as shown in Fig. 1. Recovery time after irradiation varies with the dielectric material, but, in general, 10 to 12 hours at room temperature is required for the conductivity to return to its pre-irradiation level.1

Permanent radiation damage has been observed in electrical insulations, electron tubes, semiconductors, potting compounds, capacitors, resistors, radomes, frequency control crystals, transducers, transformers, electrical connectors, flotation fluids, lubricating greases, and many other materials and components.

It is generally accepted that inorganic materials are more radiation-resistant than organic materials, a notable exception being the semiconductor class (ELECTRONICS, p 55, Nov. 27, and p 38, Dec. 25, 1959). Nuclear radiation produces changes in the various properties of organic materials by ionization and excitation processes which cause chain scission, cross-linking, free radical formation, and polymerization of the molecules. Gamma rays are the ionizing radiation of primary concern in organic damage work. Inorganic material damage, such as lattice structure dis-
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1 FIG. 1—Dielectric conductivity (σ) is related to dose rate by the expression \( \sigma = f \), where \( f \) is the gamma-ray intensity and \( n \) is a constant depending on the specific dielectric (averaging approximately 0.3).

2 FIG. 2—Relative radiation resistance of organic materials (A) is based on energy absorbed in carbon by gamma rays and is given in ergs/gm; radiation resistance of inorganic materials (B) is based on fast neutrons/cm².
placements in ionic-and-metallic-bonded materials, is primarily caused by heavy, energetic particles such as neutrons. Figure 2 illustrates the relative radiation resistance of several electronic materials and components.

In a reactor environment, the radiation field is mixed, containing predominantly neutron and gamma rays of various energies. Consequently, material or component damage must be analyzed with respect to the irradiation-component primarily responsible for the damage.

The effect of sample size must also be considered in the evaluation. This relates to the surface area exposed to a particular environment and the radiation attenuation afforded by the material under consideration. For example, very thin specimens will allow secondary particle capture and multiple scattering to be neglected when calculating energy absorbed within the specimens. Since radiation damage is related to energy absorbed, specimen life in a radiation environment is lengthened.

RADIATION EFFECTS ANALYSIS—In the preliminary design of electronic systems for nuclear-powered aircraft, it is necessary to evaluate the materials and components using functional thresholds. A functional threshold is defined as the minimum amount of nuclear radiation required to change the properties of a material or functioning component to values outside the specification limits. Present thresholds are usually derived from general specifications and are, therefore, generally conservative.

Where radiation data permit, a failure distribution curve can be obtained with statistical techniques. The logistics distribution is a distribution commonly used in analyzing electronic components. It is similar to a normal distribution but simpler to apply. Figure 3 illustrates the failure distribution of vacuum and gas tubes as a function of integrated neutron flux. The data used in plotting the curves are specification failures in some instances and catastrophic failures in others.

Figure 4 illustrates the failure distribution for low-frequency transistors. Curve 1 is the logistics distribution. Curve 2 is known as a truncated distribution. The data used in plotting the curves are functional threshold points based on the integrated neutron flux when manufacturer tolerances are exceeded for particular types of low-frequency transistors.

Test data indicate that low-frequency transistors capable of operating in excess of the 50 percent point plotted in curve 1 are available. The procedure is then to select and test in a nuclear environment, low-frequency semiconductors whose specification-allowables are not exceeded prior to the 50 percent point. The truncated distribution curve illustrates the improvement trend which may be expected. Based on the 50 percent failure point, the functional thresholds for low-frequency transistors, high-frequency transistors, point-contact diodes and pn junction diodes are $6.5 \times 10^{14}$ n/cm², $8 \times 10^{15}$ n/cm², $8 \times 10^{14}$ n/cm² and $1.6 \times 10^{15}$ n/cm², respectively.

SYSTEM ANALYSIS—After the material and component evaluation, the radiation effects analysis of the system may be initiated. Two methods are currently employed. These include the weakest link concept and the computer simulation technique.

The weakest link concept is based on the premise that a system is no better than the component most sensitive to irradiation. Table 1 indicates the critical components in a system operating in a Grade E environment set forth in WADC specification WCRE 56-lb. The limiting component or weakest link in the system is the low-frequency transistor with a
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Table 1—System Analysis Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material or Comp.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Life (a)</th>
<th>Possible Modification</th>
<th>Replace. Life (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electron Tubes</td>
<td>Vacuum</td>
<td>160 Addit. Test or Devel.</td>
<td>&gt;1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>2,500 Selection, Addit. Test, Devel.</td>
<td>&gt;1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistors</td>
<td>Low Freq.</td>
<td>&lt;1 Formov Elect. Insulation</td>
<td>&gt;1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mica</td>
<td>1.1×10⁴ Redesign to Elim. Transistors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teflon</td>
<td>11 Formov Elect. Insulation</td>
<td>&gt;1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistors</td>
<td>Deposited</td>
<td>770 Deposed Film (No Boron)</td>
<td>&gt;1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Predicted nuclear life in hrs (b) Replacement predicted life in hrs (c) No transient radiation effects problem
Atomic nuclei are dense systems composed of identical particles which obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. Using these statistics, scientists have computed the theoretical behavior of the particles which compose heavy nuclei.

Helium³, a quantum liquid, provides scientists with an extremely convenient model of this nuclear matter—a model readily accessible to research. A cryogenic liquid, He³ permits the investigation of quantum effects. This makes it possible to compare nuclear behavior with theoretical predictions.

Research in quantum liquids is being done at the IBM Watson Laboratory at Columbia University. Direct spin-echo measurements of diffusion and nuclear relaxation were made on He³ atoms in the pure liquid, and also in dilute solutions of He³ in He⁴. Measurements were made in the temperature range 0.5°K to 4.2°K, at pressures up to 67 atmospheres.

Experiments on the pure quantum liquid revealed diffusion persisting to the lowest temperatures. However, it was apparent that the diffusion was not thermally activated as in an ordinary liquid, or in a gas. Diffusion persisted for two reasons: (1) because of the zero-point energy of the atoms, and (2), because of the atoms' long wave length as compared with the thickness of the potential barriers which inhibited their motion. The results of the experiments on dilute solutions of He³ in He⁴, in accord with expectations, showed that the He³ diffusion coefficient increased rapidly with decreasing temperature.

This study will help to increase our understanding of quantum systems, and consequently, help to increase our familiarity with nuclear matter.
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Investigate the many career opportunities available in exciting new fields at IBM.

predicted nuclear life of less than one hour. This lifetime is based upon consideration of the more radiation-resistant low-frequency transistor types and a low failure rate.

The computer simulation analysis technique uses an analog computer to simulate the system under consideration. The characteristics of the components making up the system are varied according to changes which have been observed during the irradiation. System response is then studied as a function of these changes which are, in turn, related to various radiation exposures.

**IRRADIATED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS—**

Two System Panels tests have been conducted with the Ground Test Reactor as a radiation source*. B-36-type systems as well as more recently developed systems were irradiated.

Table II is a compilation of the irradiation results of communication-type systems irradiated during these tests. It is noted that the AN/ARN-14 omni-directional receiver and the AN/ARC-34 communication set operated without failure to integrated neutron fluxes in excess of the functional threshold of $1.6 \times 10^8$ nvt for $pn$ junction diodes. The diodes used in these electronic systems were not selected for their radiation resistance. The point to be made here is that there are off-the-shelf semiconductors whose radiation resistance tends to verify the truncated distribution procedure discussed previously.

It should be emphasized however, that additional testing is necessary to select the more radiation-resistant semiconductors with a high degree of statistical confidence.
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**Table II—Irradiation Data on Communication-Type Systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System*</th>
<th>Gamma (ergs/gm-C)</th>
<th>Neutron (n/cm²)</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Critical Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radio Receiving Set AN/ARN-18 (Glide Slope Receiver)</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>No change in performance</td>
<td>1N43 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Receiving Set AN/ARN-14 (Omni-directional Receiver)</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>No change in performance</td>
<td>1N43 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker Beacon Receiving Set AN/ARN-12</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>No change in performance</td>
<td>1N43 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Identification Set AN/APX-6 (IFF)</td>
<td>$8.7 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>No failure but drop in efficiency observed</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Receiving and Transmitting Set AN/ARC-27 (UHF)</td>
<td>$6.8 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>No appreciable radiation damage</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Transmitter AN/ARC-27</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>Radiation induced damage not detectable</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFF Transponder AN/APX-6</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>System operated within specs throughout test</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF Communication Set AN/ARC-34</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>System failed at indicated dose level</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF Communication Set AN/ARC-34</td>
<td>$4.7 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$5.4 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>Radiation caused damage was not detectable</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercommunication Set AN/AIC-10</td>
<td>$9 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>No appreciable radiation damage</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker Beacon Receiving Set AN/ARN-12</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>System did not fail as result of irradiation</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker Beacon Receiving Set AN/ARN-32</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>System failed after $89$ hrs of irradiation</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker Beacon Receiving Set AN/ARN-12</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>System failed after $165$ hrs of irradiation</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Receiving Set AN/ARN-18 (Glide Slope Receiver)</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$5.6 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>System failed after $65$ hrs of irradiation</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Receiving Set AN/ARN-14 (Omni-directional Receiver)</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>System failed after $65$ hrs of irradiation</td>
<td>1N69 Germanium Diodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Dose at time of malfunction
Watchword: Reliability

Silicon Optics Enhance Reliability and Versatility of Infrared Detection Systems

As new infrared guidance and surveillance systems take their "passive" positions in our defense, one major design challenge is to ensure optimum performance of these vital devices. One way is to employ silicon optics because, in addition to providing over 95% transmission, they offer a unique combination of properties that assure the highest degree of reliability and versatility.

Reliability of product really begins with reliability of sources. Under Dow Corning's stringent quality control program, each new silicon ingot is meticulously quality-checked for transmission rate and a transmission curve goes right along with every silicon blank delivered.

Today, Dow Corning can make prompt shipment of optical silicon blanks up to 7 inches in diameter in hollow domes, flat plates, prisms and other shapes to meet the most exacting specifications. Keeping pace with the new, fast-moving infrared industry, Dow Corning will apply latest techniques to larger sizes as the needs develop.

Free Brochure Available — plus latest data on optical silicon for infrared detection. Write today... your name will be kept on a special mailing list to receive all new bulletins on this subject. Please address your inquiry to Dept. 4804.

Avion engineer "reflects" on Dow Corning silicon dome during test of infrared transmission characteristics. Avion's capability in infrared technology dates back to early research and development on the famous "Sidewinder" missile. Present interests and projects include airborne detection and tracking devices.

Properties of Dow Corning Optical Silicon

- Specific gravity: 2.329 at 25°C
- Melting point: 1420°C
- Hardness: 7 Mohs
- Thermal conductivity: 0.39 cal (cm sec. °C) / cm°C
- Thermal expansion: 4.15 x 10^-6/°C
- Specific heat: 0.168 at 25°C
- Dielectric constant: 3.3 at 9.37 x 10^9 cps
- Elastic modulus (Young's): 19 x 10^6 psi
- Flexural strength: 20,000 psi

SILICON NEWS from Dow Corning

Dow Corning Corporation
Midland, Michigan
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Silicon Junctions Detect Particles

Silicon pn junction particle detectors were made in a program sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and Bell Telephone Laboratories. The work was described at the 7th Scintillation Counter Symposium in a paper by G. L. Miller of Brookhaven National Laboratory and W. L. Brown, P. F. Donovan and I. M. Mackintosh of Bell Labs.

Ionizing particles incident on the depletion layer of a reverse-biased junction create hole-electron pairs. About 3.5 ± 0.07 ev of incident particle energy, ε, produces one hole-electron pair. Experimental evidence indicates that ε is independent of particle type. Any particle losing ε Mev of energy in the depletion layer produces N hole-electron pairs, where 

$$N = \varepsilon / 3.5 \times 10^6$$

These carriers are the basic signal. With independence in carrier production process, Gaussian distribution should occur with resolution limited by N\(^1\) fluctuations.

Total charge liberated is 

$$Q = 1.6 \times 10^{-19} \text{ coulombs}$$

If carriers cross a fraction f of total potential across the device, charge collected is 

$$Q_c = f Q_d$$

as in an ion chamber.

The depletion layer is the sensitive region since it has voltage across it. Depletion layer thickness in microns is about 

$$d = \rho \psi / 3$$

where \(\rho\) is resistivity of the p region in ohm-cm and \(\psi\) is applied reverse bias voltage. The \(\rho \psi\) product should be maximum to detect high-energy particles and reduce capacitance.

Capacitance is that of a parallel plate capacitor d microns thick and is proportional to \(\psi^4\). If detector and stray capacitance in parallel is 

$$C_f \text{ farads}$$

signal energy is 

$$E_s = Q_c^2 / 2C_f \text{ joules}$$

Increasing C, reduces signal energy and S/N.

Detector reverse leakage current also affects S/N. This current flows in C, and circuit shunt resistance. Leakage fluctuations produce noise at the amplifier input.

Collection by diffusion also affects depth sensitivity. Carriers produced outside the depletion region may diffuse to the boundary of that region. The minority carrier is swept across contributing to total signal. Time for a carrier to diffuse L microns is about 

$$t = L^2 / \nu$$

Hence this method of collection is slow over a reasonable distance. Also carrier life time must exceed it for efficient collection.

**Dead Layer**

The diffusion process can produce an essentially zero dead layer even for heavily ionizing particles. If L is small enough (n region thin enough) only a short life time is needed for carriers to reach the junction and be collected.

A 1.0-\(\mu\) device had a dead layer of about 0.5 \(\mu\), so that collection took place from about half the n region by diffusion. A much thinner diffusion might achieve 100 percent collection. A more sensitive test was made with fission fragments. Because of their high initial charge state, fission fragments lose most of their energy in the extreme surface of a detector.

A Cf\(^{252}\) fission spectrum was obtained with a 0.1-\(\mu\) n layer. Results agree with time-of-flight data within the accuracy limits of both methods. Thus ε for fission fragments is the same as ε for other particles. Also the device must have negligible dead layer or absolute energies would be lower.

Results show that these detectors do not exhibit the ionization defect of gaseous ion chambers. Also there is negligible columnar recombining along the track of the fission fragment even though peak carrier density must be about \(10^8\) cc\(^{-1}\).

**Electronics**

Detector output is voltage \(Q_d / C_f\), but total charge is the quantity of interest. Therefore a charge-sensitive amplifier was used. Rise time of 20 nsec was used because device leakage in general is not white noise. It has an \(f^4\) dependence on frequency, with a close to unity.

Total grid impedance also behaves like \(f^4\) since it is essentially a capacitance. Hence noise voltage varies as \(1/f\) to a large power. However, because of the fast detector signals, short clipping time far from the high noise region is possible. Thus noise line widths of about 20 Kev were obtained even from devices with about 1 \(\mu\) leakage current. If high-energy particles are to be detected, thick depletion layers must be used, contributing to leakage current by space-charge generation in the depletion layer.

The thickest depletion layers used (700 \(\mu\)) could stop a 10-Mev proton. Volume-generated leakage current is proportional to depletion layer thickness. At high bias voltages it is the dominant source of leakage current.

Space-charge generated leakage current is inversely proportional to carrier life time. Therefore initial long life of the starting material (hundreds of microseconds) should be preserved. Unfortunately high-temperature diffusion reduces life time. Results indicate a life time of about 10 \(\mu\)sec, a fifty-fold reduction of starting value. However, only diffusion techniques seem capable of producing the thick depletion layers.

**Edge Protection**

Surface-generated currents often contribute to leakage. They may also contribute disproportionately to noise because of their far from white spectrum. Degradation was often noted over periods of days. An oxide layer was tried to protect the junction with promising results for 1.0-\(\mu\) diffusions. Difficulties arose with thinner diffusions.

Since leakage current decreases monotonically with decreasing bias voltage, good resolution might be achieved by operating high-resistivity devices with small biases. Device area would be small to limit capacitance. However, resolution was much worse than expected because at low bias voltages, collection efficiency is poor. Statistical uncertainties in the fraction of
SPECIFICATIONS

REPERITION RATE
10 cps to 1 Mc

RISE AND FALL TIME
Less than 10 millimicroseconds

RELATIVE PULSE DELAY
200 millimicroseconds to 50 milliseconds

JITTER (Pulse widths, relative delay, rep rate)
0.1 percent

TRIGGER OUTPUT
Positive 25 volt pulse

EXTERNAL DRIVE
3 volts rms required (0.1 volt or 2 m sec equivalent jitter referenced to Pulse Output)

ELECTRONIC GATE
10 volts required

OUTPUTS
Two Pulses at one output connector, independently variable in width and relative delay

PULSE WIDTHS
100 millimicroseconds to 50 milliseconds

PULSE AMPLITUDE
0 to 50 volts maximum
0 to 500 ma maximum

POLARITY
Positive or Negative Pulses available

DUTY FACTOR
50 percent

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
50, 93, 125, 185 or 200 ohms available (selected by front panel switch)

OUTPUT ATTENUATOR
1:1 to 200:1 coarse selector, 3 to 1 vernier control

Here at last is a pulse generator which can shoulder a broad range of applications... a flexible, reliable pulser whose fast rise and low jitter features make it the most advanced instrument of its kind. With its provisions for external drive and electronic gating, its enormous range in pulse widths and delays, and the arbitrary cable impedance feature, you'll find the E-H 130 indispensable for almost any pulser job. Call, write or wire E-H for more information today.
environmental
applications &
qualification

THE RESEARCH AND
ENGINEERING
FACILITIES OF GTL
HANDLE ORIGINAL
PROJECTS FROM
CONCEPTION THROUGH
DEVELOPMENT,
FABRICATION
AND TESTING.
COMPLETE, UP-TO-DATE
ENVIRONMENTAL
FACILITIES FOR TESTING
AND EVALUATING
ELECTRONIC,
ELEMECHANICAL,
MECHANICAL,
PNEUMATIC
AND HYDRAULIC
COMPONENTS
AND SYSTEMS.
Write today for complete facilities
and capabilities brochure.

Semiconducting
Diamonds Made

Industrial diamonds may prove
valuable for highly sensitive ther-
mometers, as transistors and as
small Geiger probes. A high-volt-
age electron accelerator has been
installed at Diamond Research Lab-
atory, Johannesburg, to study
these and other possible applica-
tions of diamond. The research is
sponsored by De Beers Consolidated
Mines, Ltd., and Industrial Dis-
tributors, Ltd.

The cascade electron generator
can be operated for 24 hours a day
if necessary. The accelerator will
permit study of diamond under the
effects of both electron beams and
gamma rays, which alter hardness,
electrical conductivity, surface
structure and other characteristics
of diamond.

Applications

Diamonds have potential applica-
tions in medicine and electronics.
The electrical resistance of some
types of semiconducting diamonds
varies with slight changes in tem-
perature. A recorder connected to
can will register changes in tem-
perature as small as 0.05 C.

Highly sensitive thermometers
using these semiconducting dia-
monds could be important in medi-
cine to record minute temperature
changes in the skin and other body
parts. Some areas of industry also
need very sensitive thermometers.

Some semiconducting diamonds
carriers collected limit resolution.

With the high carrier mobilities
and high limiting velocities of car-
rriers in silicon, fast charge collec-
tion was expected in the detectors.
To check this, fission fragments
were counted in a 1,000 ohm-cm pm
device. Fission fragments provided
the large signal required to trigger
the sampling oscilloscope used.

Expected rise time was about 2
nsec, and actual system rise time
was 1.5 nsec. Rise time from the
fission fragments was 10 nsec, well
beyond experimental error.

The diffused silicon pm junction
detectors were made up to 1 cm² in
area and with depletion thicknesses
up to 0.7 mm. They had negligible
dead layers and exhibited line
widths down to 20 Kev.

Mars

Because its reddish glow may have
suggested blood and violence to the
ancients, Mars was named for the God
of War. Of all the planets it is the
only one we can readily observe. Mer-
curry is too near the sun and heavy
clouds veil the surfaces of the rest.

About once every two years you
may see a bright star rising in the
heavens as the sun sets. The ancients
named Mars for the God of War, per-
haps because to them its ruddy color
suggested blood.

Of all the planets, we know Mars
best. We see it most clearly. We study
it most closely. Yet, Mars has always
been a mystery to man. And so it is
today.

Of course, we know something
about Mars. It rotates on its axis with a day of 24 hours, 37 minutes. It has changing seasons, and a diameter about half that of the earth.

Through a large telescope Mars looks reddish-yellow with patches of grey or grey-green. What are these patches? Oceans, said early astronomers. Vegetation, we believe today. We can see the polar caps of Mars: most likely thin layers of frozen water, for they vanish in summer and return in winter.

On Mars, you would find the atmosphere thin and probably composed of carbon dioxide and water vapor. There would be very little water. The Martian sky would be nearly black, and dotted with high-floating blue or violet clouds of fine ice powder.

You would face storms at times. And strong winds that sweep up large clouds of yellow dust as they drift across the planet.

Some observers have said they see a complex web of fine lines on Mars. Other, equally reliable observers have seen nothing. Most astronomers now agree that these controversial “canals” may be only an optical illusion. But they are surely not artificial waterways.

Where vegetation exists—and we believe it does on Mars—animal life is possible, too, though it is not likely that human-like life will be found. But here we have no relevant observations. Only exploration of the planet—first by probes and then by manned expeditions—can answer this question in a final way.

Because we believe that cosmography—the geography of the cosmos—will play a vital role in the future, McDonnell Aircraft has instituted important basic research in astronomy, solid-state physics, chemical kinetics and mathematics.

These research programs are oriented toward a fuller understanding of the universe: That men—men of all nations—may cooperate in the exploration of space, the moon, the sun, and the planets. That, through such adventure, men may better understand themselves and one another.

MCDONNELL
Aircraft
St. Louis 66, Missouri
Save time and work with hundreds of Tested Circuits and other electronic aids

components and equipment analyses and equations charts and tables

A multitude of practical engineering aids relating to radio, television, electronic controls, radar, transistors, etc., is at your finger tips. They are available in the handy reference volumes. Circuits and data taken from operating equipment allow designers, builders, and users of electronic equipment to save hours and even days of engaging in unnecessary research and experimentation. Material is arranged so that you quickly locate what you need and can use it almost immediately to design similar equipment.

Choose from this wealth of work-saving volumes:


Flowmeter Cancels Temperature Effect

ULTRASONIC flowmeter uses two crystal transducers that direct beams along a common path to eliminate temperature errors. They are mounted at an angle outside the measuring section of pipe, creating no flow disturbance and therefore no pressure drop. The instrument was developed by the British Scientific Instrument Research Association, Chislehurst, Kent, England.

Each transducer operates simultaneously as both a transmitter and receiver, transmitting ultrasonic beams that are received by the other transducer. Since they are in line along the pipe, one beam is directed upstream and the other downstream. If there is no flow, beam travel times will be equal. With flow, upstream time will exceed downstream time, with the time difference proportional to flow rate.

A continuous wave of 5 Mc is used, with phase difference between the two received signals indicating time difference. Since it would be difficult to measure phase difference between two 5-Mc signals, it is extracted at lower frequency.

Phase difference is fed in pulse form to a bistable multivibrator that generates an output pulse of duration proportional to flow rate. Flow rate is also integrated with respect to time to indicate quantity.
General Instrument semiconductor engineering has made possible these silicon diodes with a range of characteristics never before available to the industry.

The types listed here are just a small sampling of the complete line which can be supplied in volume quantities for prompt delivery. General Instrument also makes a complete line of medium and high power silicon rectifiers. Write today for full information.

Including the industry's most versatile diode with uniform excellence in all parameters. (MIL-E-11160 Sig. C)

**IN658**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERAL PURPOSE TYPES</th>
<th>FAST RECOVERY TYPES</th>
<th>HIGH CONDUCTANCE TYPES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1N456</td>
<td>1N461</td>
<td>1N482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N457†</td>
<td>1N462</td>
<td>1N482A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N458†</td>
<td>1N463</td>
<td>1N482B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1N459†</td>
<td>1N464</td>
<td>1N485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N625</td>
<td>1N485A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N626</td>
<td>1N485B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N627</td>
<td>1N486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N628</td>
<td>1N486A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N662†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1N663†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*‡JAN Types | †MIL-E-1 Types

PLUS a large group of special DR numbers developed by General Instrument Corporation with characteristics that far exceed any of the standard types listed above!
Answers to Printed-Motor Questions

IN THE SUMMER of 1958, Photocircuits Inc., of Glen Cove, New York, heard about a French technique for incorporating a two-sided printed circuit armature in a d-c motor. They were quick to see that this development could provide a solution to the problem of obtaining excellent speed of response and smooth torque directly from a motor shaft.

The technique was invented by a research and development firm in Paris, the Société d’Électronique et d’Automatisme. After investigation and negotiation, Photocircuits introduced the printed circuit motor into this country at the 1959 IRE show (ELECTRONICS, 20 Mar. 1959, p 70). However at that time the American company was experimenting with prototype models.

During the past year, Photocircuits has reduced technologies to practicality, and at this year's IRE show they showed the production models of printed machines got a lot of attention.

Engineers who visited the Photocircuit booth at the New York IRE show last month asked a lot of questions about these motors. And ELECTRONICS stayed around long enough to hear the answers:

**Question:** What is the PMI printed machine?

**Answer:** It is a new type of permanent magnet d-c servo motor. Printed Motors Inc., Glen Cove, New York holds the patents in this country and Photocircuits in handling manufacturing and distribution.

Q: What are the advantages of its printed armature?

A: The disc-type armature contains no iron, resulting in unusually low inertia and negligible inductance. The uninsulated conductor pattern of the flat armature produces greater exposed surfaces for cooling. As a result, higher current pulses can be applied, effecting very high pulse torque values.

Q: What about the commutator?

A: No special commutator is needed, since commutation is accomplished directly on the conducting bars. If then does this mean that the absence of rotating iron eliminates preferred armature position and cogging?

A: Yes. This fact plus the large number of conductor (commutator) bars. As a result, remarkably smooth torque over the entire speed range is obtained.

Q: Then this means that gearless drives are now possible?

A: Yes.

Q: Can the printed motor be used under high temperature and radiation environments?

A: Studies are now being conducted to determine the feasibility of high temperature and radiation exposure operation of a printed motor which incorporates an armature printed on a high alumina ceramic base and high-temperature dry bearings. Initial experiments have been successful.

Q: What is the smallest size motor that can be produced with present day techniques?

A: It appears that the smallest size producible with present day techniques is about 4 in. diam and 2 in. long.

Q: Can printed motors be produced in large sizes?

A: Experience with an experimental three-horsepower machine which has been produced indicates superior performance in larger sizes. There seems to be no mechanical limitation in the production of large diameter pancake-shaped printed motors.

Q: Can printed motors be used as tachometer generators?

A: The basic fact that there is no rotating iron in these machines indicates good performance as tachometer generators. Developmental work is being done in this field at present.

Q: Where are printed motors now being used?

A: The largest production use is...
CBS Electronics meets an industry challenge by producing a new line of Instrument Tubes. Especially designed, manufactured and tested for instrument and test equipment manufacturers, they make it unnecessary for you to screen or "burn in" tubes to achieve instrumentation reliability.

CBS Instrument Tubes provide the tight, stable characteristics and the long life you need. They incorporate the most advanced military reliability features, except for unnecessary shock and vibration controls. And they offer truly premium construction...like coil heaters.

Order these new CBS Instrument versions of popular standards
CBS 7730 (12AU7) • CBS 7729 (12AX7) • CBS 7728 (12AT7)
CBS 7732 (6CB6) • CBS 7731 (6U8) • CBS 7733 (12BY7A)

Call your Manufacturers Warehousing Distributor, your local sales office... or write direct for technical data sheets.

The "new-concept" CBS Instrument Tube line is fast becoming the most comprehensive in the industry.
and other JEDEC devices

An exclusive THOMSON design has greatly improved performance and reliability in welding caps on transistors and other electronic devices which require hermetic sealing. Several models of this THOMSON TWO-POST WELDER have been developed to meet various product requirements.

how it works —

THOMSON'S TWO-POST Direct Tension design eliminates the inherent deflection typical of conventional "C" frame welders.

THOMSON has specifically designed this compact welding head for easy installation in a DRY BOX.

For fast follow-up and precise pressure control, THOMSON’s anti-friction head design incorporates a ball-bearing-guided ram and diaphragm-type air cylinder.

Larger models are provided with two transformers to obtain a concentric secondary circuit for perfect distribution of weld current in large diameter devices.

For complete details contact your nearest representative (see Yellow Pages) or —

THOMSON ELECTRIC WELDER COMPANY
161 PLEASANT STREET, LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS
LYNN 2-7710

See our Two-Post design at Booth No. 323 A.W.S. Welding Show, April 26-28, Los Angeles.

FIG. 1—Oscillator-mixer device
ently described by L. Plus and R. A. Santilli of RCA promises to apply age directly to the mixer portion of the circuit without affecting the oscillator portion, and combines two functions which are normally accomplished by two transistors. Another technical advantage of the double-emitter transistor is the freedom from oscillator blocking under strong signal conditions.

Construction

The RCA multi-junction drift-field transistor, Fig. 1, has two alloyed p-type emitters, an n-type base, and one alloyed p-type collector. The two emitters are processed so they can function independently of one another.

Plus and Santilli describe several methods for obtaining improved age with the new device in oscillator-mixer circuits. They showed complete circuit diagrams for a developmental four-transistor automobile receiver and a developmental portable broadcast-band receiver using a double-emitter transistor as a mixer oscillator and having sensitivities of 18 microvolts and of 500 microvolts per meter.

Technical feasibility of the device and its application as a combination oscillator-mixer capable of being gain controlled have been demonstrated. Among the first significant results expected of this developmental transistor will be the design of broadcast-band receivers exhibiting excellent age performance with only a frequency converter stage without an overload or clamping diode.

Color Code Standards

TYPE NUMBERS assigned to semiconductor diodes and rectifiers may be indicated on the device by color bands coded in accordance with EIA-NEMA standards formulated by JEDEC (Joint Device Engineering Council), according to a recent bulletin.

Last month Electronic Industries Association also issued standards to be employed with traveling-wave tubes that are equipped with flying leads.

Recommended standards are adopted in the public interest.
Monitor Crystal Base-Plating

By GEORGE F. FISHER, Midland Manufacturing Co., Inc., Kansas City, Kansas

Increasing familiarity with the production of VHF quartz crystal units has resulted in improved lapping, polishing and base-plating techniques, as well as improved design and a rise in the upper frequency limit.

Acceptable yield rates are obtained at frequencies up to 140 mc, in production, and up to 190 mc in small lots. Crystal blank size has been reduced from 0.5 inch to 0.3 inch, facilitating transition from HC-6/U to HC-18/U type holders.

The extension of the frequency range necessitated additional work on very thin AT quartz plates and processing for fifth and higher overtones. The manufacturing techniques are described below.

Conventional methods are used during crystal orientation, mounting, sawing, x-raying, dicing and rounding. However, units requiring tolerances tighter than ± 0.005 percent are x-rayed again after intermediate lapping. Blanks are x-rayed when at a fundamental frequency of 7 mc to 10 mc. The primary purpose is not selection, but obtaining thinner plates and closer process control. After blanks are lapped with 5-micron abrasive, they are cleaned and optically polished.

The amount of polish applied to the 100 mc, fifth overtone crystals, for example, adds approximately 500 kc as measured on the fundamental frequency of 20 mc. The polisher (Fig. 1) is similar to the familiar Allied type of equipment, but includes some recent innovations. Lapping plates have a 4.5-inch outside diameter. The top plate is supported by an annular ring pivot. Spindle speed is 640 rpm. The carriers are Mylar.

Faces of the lapping plates are 0.1-inch vinyl. Each has a scroll groove pressed into the major surface to assure adequate delivery of cerium oxide polishing compound to the major surfaces of the quartz plates. After the groove is formed, the plates are conditioned on equip-
General Electric RTV silicone rubber

New liquid rubber cures without heat, useful from -70 F to +600 F, ideal for sealing, electrical insulation and flexible molds.

Heat resistant sealing, such as shown on this Douglas DC-8 Jetliner, is made possible with RTV (room temperature vulcanizing) silicone rubber. RTV cures without application of heat; won't shrink (no solvents); forms no voids. It has excellent bond strength, plus resistance to high temperatures, moisture, weathering, ozone, aircraft fuels and solvents.

Precision molding of prototype and engineering models and replacement parts is simplified and improved with RTV flexible mold material. G-E RTV's low shrinkage permits close tolerances and fine surface detail.

Low-cost tooling with flexible RTV mold material offers added savings in time and expense. RTV's "built-in" release agent provides easy removal of this epoxy coil-winding form from mold. Total cost reduced 81%, delivery time 90%.

Encapsulation of stator windings, introduced by General Electric motor departments, extends service life of motors. RTV's resistance to moisture and other contaminants enables these dripproof motors to meet certain applications formerly requiring enclosed units.

Potting of airborne equipment provides protection from high altitude arc-over and corona as well as vibration and moisture. RTV silicone rubber protects this cathode ray tube up to 70,000 feet.

RTV coil impregnation enables this Hughes Aircraft Co. transformer to provide top performance at 250°. Unlike other insulations tried, G-E RTV compounds proved successful both for coil impregnation and full encapsulation.

For application data and samples of General Electric RTV silicone rubber write Section N414, General Electric Company, Silicone Products Department, Waterford, New York.
the number to remember

for faster soldering!

KESTER "44" RESIN-CORE SOLDER

You get the fastest possible soldering action with Kester "44" Resin-Core Solder, created for today's high speed requirements. "44" Resin meets all applicable MIL and Federal specifications, latest amendments, Army, Navy, Air Force. Flux-residue non-corrosive and non-conductive. All alloys, cores and diameters... on lb., 5 lb. and 20 lb. spools.

FREE WRITE for 78-page Technical Manual "SOLDER... Its Fundamentals and Usage."

Production Area Gets Glass Walls

Glass walls are used in the manufacturing area of a new plant built by C. P. Clare & Co., Chicago, Ill., for the production of sealed contact reed relays. The glass wall facing has only vertical seams. The remainder of the area also follows clean room design and the air supply is filtered.

The assembly machine is an 18-headed turntable. Each head has 3 chucking devices which hold and position the reeds and glass case. Parts are loaded while top and
The assembly machine operates in a clean room. Center chucks are raised.

The heads are closed to the sealing position and an inert forming gas is introduced in and around the glass tube. The reeds are moved to a touching position and locked. The upper chuck is released, leaving the upper reed supported and positioned by the lower reed. The upper seal is made by a heating coil. After the top seal is cooled, the contact gap is adjusted by moving the lower reed and the lower seal is made.

The reeds produced on each head are released into a container corresponding to that head. If inspection of the reeds indicates adjustments are required, the head needing adjustment is quickly identified.

---

DORNE & MARGOLIN, Inc.

WEST COAST: 1434 Westwood Boulevard
              Los Angeles 24, California

EAST COAST: 29 New York Avenue
             Westbury, L. I., N. Y.

Excellent positions in a growing organization affording opportunities for stock participation, as well as many other benefits, are offered to engineers. Contact R. E. Anderson, Chief Engineer.

Send for the new Antenna Catalog...

---

The plucky boxing shrimp rears up at its enemy and strikes out with strong pinchers to defend itself with all the strength of its inch-long body. It depends on long, sensitive antennas to sense the approach of food... and warn of impending danger.

Antennas by D & M are even more sensitive and dependable. Modern aircraft and missiles rely upon D & M RF Systems and antennas in the detection of foreign signals... in relaying the information back to earth... in listening for commands from earth, and in changing flight patterns upon signal.

D & M with a generation of experience in building antennas for special uses, brings to your antenna problem a wealth of background information. Often, we have been able to save precious time and good money by modifying an existing antenna design to do the job at hand.

If you are interested in solving your antenna problems quickly... and completely, talk them over with D & M.

Send for the new Antenna Catalog...

---

The Boxing Shrimp uses its enlarged forearms for sparring off its predators.

---
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On The Market

Medium-Price Computer: 6,000 Operations a Sec
features automatic correction of magnetic tape

A new medium-price computer expected to find a market among some 6,000 of the top 10,000 top companies in the U. S. has been introduced by Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Datamatic Division, Wellesley Hills 81, Mass. The computer is able to perform 6,000 operations a second. It is designed for a broad range of business applications including storage and high-speed manipulation of large volumes of data. Known as the Honeywell model 400, the computer with central processor, four magnetic tape units, printer and card reader rents for $8,660 a month. It will be available in summer 1961.

The central data processor of the computer will have an internal speed of 6,000 operations a second. Its core memory capacity will be 1,024 words of 48 bits each.

Transfer rate of information to or from the magnetic tapes will be 64,000 characters or 96,000 decimal digits a second. Orthotronic control will automatically detect and correct any errors in or damage to information recorded on the tapes.

The printer will operate at 900 lines a minute. The card reader will handle 650 cards a minute. In addition to the basic computer described above, one or two additional tape handlers can be added.

Thermoelectric Modules cool 4 cu ft

A new bismuth telluride alloy now makes possible thermoelectric cooling of volumes up to four cu ft. The material is produced by Materials Electronic Products Corp., 990 Spruce St., Trenton, N. J. The firm produces n and p-type alloy as crystals up to 18 in. long and also thermoelectric modules made from the rods.

The BiTe crystals are said to be 60 percent as efficient as a mechanical compressor for cooling. The p-type alloys have a figure of merit of 4 to $4.5 \times 10^4$ and the n-type 2.7 to $3 \times 10^4$. At 100 deg C this gives the modules a temperature difference of 105 deg. Cold temperature is reached seconds after current is applied.

The module pictured consists of p-n couples in series with copper electrodes and projecting leads. Thickness of the matrix can be varied for different heat loads. A single couple or module gives 75 to 80 deg difference in temperature drop from 27 deg C.

Handling Device for minute parts

Handling minute parts such as germanium or silicon bars can be accomplished with a pencil-shaped device that operates on direct pressure instead of a vacuum. The pickup is made by Penfield Manufacturing Co., Inc., 19 High School
To simplify your design problems—

E-I GLASS-TO-METAL SEALS

new expanded 3-way service!

1. STANDARD SEALS—The most complete range of economical standard seals affords widest design latitude. Includes single lead terminals, headers, miniature closures and threaded end seals.

2. SPECIAL SEALS—For unusual requirements, E-I engineers will design seals to specifications or modify standard types for your particular application. Complete engineering facilities available.

3. CUSTOM SEALING—Complete facilities for sealing components or assemblies of your own manufacture. Send samples or drawings for quotations. Fast service on reasonable quantities.

COMPLETE ENGINEERING AND SAMPLE SERVICE PLUS
A NATIONWIDE NETWORK OF FIELD ENGINEERS—

E-I glass-to-metal seals are the industry standard for dependability... have been service-proven on vital space age projects and in critical commercial equipment. If you have a seal problem ask E-I for a recommendation. Sales engineers are located in all principal cities.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
A Division of Philips Electronics & Pharmaceutical Industries Corp.
MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY

Patented in Canada, No. 523,390; in United Kingdom, No. 734,583; licensed in U. S., under No. 2561520.
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Ave., Meriden, Conn.

Either air or nitrogen is forced through a specially channeled and orificed eductor tube at one to two psi pressure. Sufficient negative pressure (suction) is developed at the pickup point to attract and hold tiny parts. The pickup point is the unsharpened end of a conventional hypodermic needle. These needles can vary in diameter to accommodate particles of different size. To release the particle, the operator finger-stops an orifice on the face of the pickup to create a positive or repelling pressure.
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Sixty-Second Movies

camera for high-speed oscillography

IMMEDIATE ACCESS to photographed data when a motion picture camera is used for oscillography or instrumentation recording can be had with Rapromatic film processing developed by Specialties, Inc., Skunks Misery Road, Syosset, N. Y. The film can be projected on a screen within 60 seconds.

The process is a mechanical technique for applying a processing solution to an emulsion by sandwiching the photographic material with a paper web saturated with appropriate photochemicals. The web is called Raproroll.

In the magazine processor the web and exposed film or paper are pressed together in intimate contact under nominal pressure. The paper releases its liquid under pressure and the liquid is accepted by the emulsion.
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Stroboscopic Display Device

binary code identifies characters

A NEW DATA display device in which characters or symbols may be selected by binary-coded input signals has been developed by Hazeltine Corp., Little Neck, N. Y. The device is known as Randid which stands for Rapid Alpha Numeric Digital Indicating Device. The characters are displayed photographically on a moving belt and appear as transparent characters on an opaque background. Applications are said to include aircraft panel display, digital tape transmission monitor, card or tape reader or verifier, visual decoder, information retrieval display, computer read-out, small tote board and test equipment read-out.

Code tracks on the belt provide binary coded identification of the characters. The code tracks are scanned with incandescent lamps and phototransistors to derive a code signal identifying each character. The generated code signal is compared with the input binary code signal. When the signals agree, a high-intensity neon lamp is fired stroboscopically to illuminate the character.

The belt speed, which determines the strobe repetition rate of the character is selected to give a flickerless display. Repetition rates vary from 30 to 60 strobes a second with motor speeds of from 1,800 to 3,600 rpm.

Change of characters or character style can be accomplished by changing the belt. Transistorized storage circuits enable the device to accept input information in either pulse binary-coded decimal form or d-c.
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Dial Assembly

high resolution

A HIGH DEGREE of angular setability for synchros and potentiometers can be achieved with the model DR dial assembly by Theta Instrument Corp., 520 Victor St., Saddle Brook, N. J. One rotation of the dial's vernier knob turns the synchro shaft only 16 min. of arc. Movements as small as 10 sec of arc can be made comfortably be-

90
Investigate the super-precise fully automatic Leesona No. 107 Coil Winder for Paper Insulated Coils. Speeds up to 2500 rpm. Short Paper (1\%" insert) Attachment. Paper Miss Detector. Space Wind Attachment for High Voltage Coils. One operator for two or more machines! Leesona Corporation, P.O. Box 1605, Providence 1, Rhode Island. (formerly Universal Winding Company)
d-c and a-c (60 and 400 cps) relays up to 6 pdt. Test information presented on meter and on go-no-go lights. Automatic presentation of pull-in and drop-out voltages or currents, pull-in and release times, and coil resistance. Variable pulsing rates. Provisions for external oscilloscope monitoring.
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D-C Power Supply
5 ma at 120 Kv
DEL ELECTRONICS CORP., 521 Homestead Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Model PSC 120-5-2 d-c power supply, rated 5 ma at 120 Kv, is ideal for insulation testing, industrial, experimental and research applications. It is completely mobile. Either positive or negative polarity may be obtained by changing simple plug-in internal connections. Ripple is less than 2 percent rms. High quality selenium rectifiers are used for rectification. The high voltage output is delivered through a shielded polyethylene cable. Unit is housed in a steel cabinet measuring 32 in. by 211 in. by 59 in. high.
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R-F Amplifier
compact unit
TELECHROME MFG. CORP., 28 Ranick Dr., Amityville, N. Y. Model 1460-M r-f amplifier is capable of supplying 8 w minimum of r-f power into a 50 ohm load over the frequency range of 200-250 Mc. The specified output power will be obtained with no more than 2 w of
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new circuit assembly problem

Assembly and service of circuits containing solid-state diodes or rectifiers is greatly simplified by the use of these new mounting devices. Components are quickly snapped into place, or removed by a simple twist, without disturbing soldered connections.

These new clips accommodate diode or rectifier cases from .245" to .270" O.D. In spring-tempered phosphor bronze, they are available separately or in bulk for attachment by screws or eyelets, or learn how little it costs to eliminate a lot of trouble. COMPONENT SECURITY is certain, and not disturbed by replacement or removal of component. Printed circuit connection is made through the attachment rivets or eyelets. Soldered connection is made to integral lugs passing through the mounting surface. Severe vibration and shock cause no visible shifting, no change in contact resistance. Yet a gentle twist removes the component for replacement or substitution.

CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS are not disturbed by replacement or removal of the component. Printed circuit connection is made through the attachment rivets or eyelets. Soldered connection is made to integral lugs passing through the mounting surface. Severe vibration and shock cause no visible shifting, no change in contact resistance. Yet a gentle twist removes the component for replacement or substitution.

Small Power Relay
Rugged Device
WHEELock SIGNALS, Inc., Long Beach, Calif., Model RX-1357 is contained in a hermetically sealed header, and will handle 17 1/2 amp. at full load at ambient temperature of 100°C. It meets all requirements of Signal Corps Standard GS-4761, including shock resistance, vibration, and resistance to component body and soldering lead.

Input power and performance are made the unit suitable for a wide variety of applications. The circuit consists of a single grounded grid stage using a 2049 tube. A filter box is provided to minimize hum.
ips, 500 Kc at 60 ips. Instantaneous selection of six speeds ranging from 74 ips to 120 ips on single 3-in. tape.
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Signal Generator
low distortion

SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS Co., 10201 Westheimer Road, Houston 27, Texas. Model N-2 signal generator has a frequency range of 1 cps to 1 Mc and includes an output meter and attenuator (which permit output amplitude to be set precisely to any desired value). Unit also features low distortion (0.2 percent).
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Current Supply
constant output

QUAN-TECH LABORATORIES, 60 Parsippany Blvd., Boonton, N. J. Model 151 constant current supply is particularly useful in requirements where d-c current is the independent variable and a well regulated constant current is a necessity. Output is 0.5 to 500 ma in three ranges—regulated to within 0.25
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Tarzian high-current line combines thermal efficiency with mounting versatility and optional base polarity

The low junction current density of Sarkes Tarzian’s high-current silicon power rectifiers results in longer, more reliable operating life. Compare these key Tarzian values with those of other comparably rated units, and you’ll see why Tarzian rectifiers have won such wide acceptance among designers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC CURRENT</th>
<th>JUNCTION SIZE</th>
<th>THERMAL GRADIENT (Junction to base)</th>
<th>JUNCTION TEMP. RISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35 amps</td>
<td>.375 inch</td>
<td>9°C Centigrade</td>
<td>60°C Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 amps</td>
<td>.75 inch</td>
<td>5°C Centigrade</td>
<td>60°C Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 amps</td>
<td>.875 inch</td>
<td>7°C Centigrade</td>
<td>60°C Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 amps</td>
<td>1.0 inch</td>
<td>9°C Centigrade</td>
<td>60°C Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*250 amps</td>
<td>1.125 inch</td>
<td>11°C Centigrade</td>
<td>60°C Maximum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available with stud mounting only

In addition to providing for maximum cooling and larger junction area, Tarzian’s unique case styling produces a compact, easily mounted rectifier available in flush or stud mounting types. Tarzian high-current silicon power rectifiers are also available from stock in your choice of negative or positive base polarity.

For complete specifications and ordering information, contact your Sarkes Tarzian sales representative or write to Section 4574 C, Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Semiconductor Division, Bloomington, Indiana.

SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

In Canada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 8, Ontario
Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York City
Recent advances in equipment and techniques with measurements of 1 PPM resolution enable us to supply resistance networks of unusual accuracies and characteristics as required for computers, summing networks, voltage dividers, etc.

We are currently producing in quantity for major defense contractors to various specifications of phase angle, D.C. and A.C. ratios with controlled frequency characteristics.

Hermetic sealing or full encapsulation enable networks to meet applicable portions of MIL-R-938 and MIL-STD-202A.

Our Engineering Department will gladly advise the limits of accuracies and physical sizes that may be attained for your specifications.

RESISTANCE PRODUCTS COMPANY
914 South 13th Street, Harrisburg, Pa.
Box 312, Dallas, Texas. The TI XD500 gallium arsenide diffused junction varactor diode is encased in a reversible polarity, double ended, ceramic microwave package. It offers a junction capacitance of 0.1 μf min. to 1.0 μf max. at zero bias, a Q of 30 measured at 2,000 Mc at −2 v. When referenced to −6 v at 2,000 Mc, Q is typically 45. Cut-off frequency is 60,000 Mc at −2 v and 110,000 Mc or greater when measured at breakdown voltage. Shunt capacitance variation follows the minus 3 power law. Unit has a very low inductance with a 0.4 μf package capacitance measured at 100 Kc.
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Frequency Meter
solid state
MARSTAN ELECTRONICS CORP., 204 Babylon Turnpike, Roosevelt, L. I., N. Y. Solid state frequency meter is a low cost unit with an accuracy better than ± 1 percent. No hum or noise problems are encountered with the unit being completely shielded and battery operated in a case size approximately 1/8 the volume of existing frequency meters. It has switched cps ranges of 0-20, 100, 500, 2 K, 10 K, 50 K, and 200 K; E, is from 0.2 to 300 v and Z is 250 K ohms minimum at 1 Kc.
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Rectifier Stacks
silicon power units
SYNTRON Co., Homer City, Pa., announces silicon power rectifier stacks. Standard assemblies are available employing the style 21 and style 33 diodes. Bridge assemblies using the style 21 diodes are rated up to 39 amperes single phase and 58 amperes three phase. Bridge assemblies using the style 33 diodes are rate up to 75 amperes.
TEMPERATURE-COMPENSATED TACHOMETER GENERATORS

- SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR RIGID AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE PACKAGING AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
- ACCURACIES WITHIN 1/10 OF 1%
- TEMPERATURE RANGE FROM -55°C TO +125°C.
- LIGHT WEIGHT—AS LOW AS 7 OZ.

Designed for use in computer circuits and velocity regulation systems, these integrating Bendix Tachometer Generators offer true laboratory quality at mass production prices. Generators are checked and calibrated by special Bendix-developed test equipment that measures speeds to an accuracy of 0.001% and voltage readings with an 0.005% accuracy.

Supplied in frame sizes 11, 15, 20, and 23—with size 10 now in development. Tailoring to customers' needs also available—for example, with unitized construction requiring no external compensation and with pulse generators for direct indication of speed measurement.

TYPICAL UNIT CHARACTERISTICS:
- Excitation: 115 volts
- Sensitivity: 1.5 volts per 1000 RPM
- Phase shift: ± 6 minutes
- Temperature range: -55°C to +125°C
- In-phase position error: 5 min.
- Linearity: 0 ± 1%

For full details as related to specific applications, write—

Eclipse-Pioneer Division
Teterboro, N. J.

single phase and 112 amperes three phase. All stacks are available with cell voltages to 600 piv. The assembly design permits rapid adaptation to any type of unit configuration. The assemblies are available in a variety of standard commercial finishes.
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Broadband Diodes
Two Models

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC., 100 Sylvan Road, Woburn, Mass.

Two new broadband video detector microwave diodes covering the 10,000 to 20,000 Mc frequency band are available for use in countermeasures equipment, microwave link systems, and similar applications. Type D-4104 has a minimum tangential signal sensitivity of -40 dbm and a minimum figure of merit of 15. Type D-4104A has a minimum sensitivity of -45 dbm and a minimum figure of merit of 30. Both diodes use a non-tripolar coaxial package and have a maximum video impedance of 18,000 ohms.
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Yagi Antenna
30-50 Mc

ANDREW CORP., 363 E. 75th St., Chicago 19, Ill. Type 111 is a six element array providing directional coverage for the 30-50 Mc range. Minimum forward gain is 8.6 db over one-half wave dipole at 30 Mc. Average gain across the entire band is 9.1 db. The pattern provides wide angle coverage while maintaining a front-to-back ratio in excess of 14 db. At the 50 ohm type uhf con-
nector input, the vswr of the array is tuned to less than 1.5 to 1 at the frequency of operation. Complete antenna weighs 100 lb and will withstand windloading of 30 lb per sq ft with ½ in. ice.
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Rotary Actuator miniaturized

BARBER-COLMAN Co., Rockford, Ill. The new NYLC actuator is 2½ in. long, 2½ in. high, and 1½ in. wide; weight, with radio noise filter, is 0.65 lb. Breakaway torque is 35 lb in. Continuous load torque is 25 lb in., but can be increased to 100 lb in. over entire stroke by addition of ½ in. height and 0.2 lb weight. Switches are available for either internal or external adjustment with positive locking. A newly designed motor is used in this actuator to provide longer life and improved reliability. This motor uses a brush rigging which provides uniform pressure during the entire motor life.
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Module Resistors microminiature

FILMOHLM CORP., 48 W. 25th St., New York 10, N.Y. Microminiature module resistors can be supplied on substrates to most 3-dimensional configurations and physical size is limited only by the ability to handle parts. Common forms include rods, plates and semi-circular elements. Substrates may be of mica, glass, ceramic or quartz. Single or multi-element resistors can be deposited on a single substrate. Power rating and resistance values are a function of element size and shape. All units are designed and manufactured to customer specifications.
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Sweep Resolver for radar use

PLESSEY INTERNATIONAL LTD., Ilford, Essex, England. A new size 23 sweep resolver, the type 113D8H, for use in radar sweep circuits has been designed by Ketay Ltd. It has a flat frequency response extending into the 100 Kc range, peaking at 500 Kc. In many applications the output may be connected directly to the deflection coils of the crt in the ppi display system. A compensation or feed-back winding is included on the stator. Voltage range is 0-30 v. Operating temperature range is from − 55 C to 75 C and weight is 28 oz.
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Silicon Diodes ultra fast

RHEEM SEMICONDUCTOR CORP., 350 Ellis St., Mountain View, Calif. These ultra fast glass silicon diodes feature maximum recovery time of 4 nanosec together with extremely low capacitance, typically less than 1 µµf. Listed under type numbers 1N905 through 1N908, plus 1N914 and 1N916, the units give voltage ratings up to 100 v and average rectified current up to 75 ma. They are hermetically sealed in the
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standard subminiature glass package and are designed to exceed the requirements of MIL-S-19500B. Average price is $4.25 at the 100 piece quantity level.
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**Pulse Oscillator**

**C-band**

ACF ELECTRONICS DIVISION, ACF Industries, Inc., 11 Park Place, Paramus, N. J. The C-band triode pulsed oscillator is designed specifically for transmitter service in missile and drone type radar beacons. It utilizes an easily replaceable planar triode tube which has the capability of operating into highly mismatched loads. Designated C-band range is covered with two units—one having a tuning range of 5,400 to 5,700 Mc; the other from 5,700 to 5,900 Mc. Output peak power is 100 w minimum with a maximum duty cycle of 0.002.
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**WWV Receiver transistorized**

SPECIFIC PRODUCTS, 21051 Costanso St., Woodland Hills, Calif. Model WVTR is battery operated and requires only 3½ in. rack space. Instantaneous carrier frequency selectivity of 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 Mc is crystal controlled. Double conversion, 1990 Kc first i-f crystal converter to 90 Kc second i-f. Sensitivity is 2 μv, selectivity is 10 Kc at 20 db down. Hi-lo impedance antenna inputs, "S" meter, and phone jack and speaker are provided. Battery or a-c power pack available. Price is $725.
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**PRICES HAVE DROPPED!**

on high voltage transistor regulated power supplies

- for critical commercial and military applications
- full five year warranty includes all components
- guaranteed to meet published specs.
- short circuit protected
- fit standard 19" rack

---

**Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Model PS4221M</th>
<th>Model PS4231M</th>
<th>Model PS4222M</th>
<th>Model PS4232M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Range (VDC)</td>
<td>30-210</td>
<td>120-330</td>
<td>30-210</td>
<td>120-330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Range (Amps)</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0.1-1</td>
<td>0.1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against 20% Line</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change 0 to full</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance (Ohms) DC</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to 100KC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripple (RMS) in</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millivolts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Height</td>
<td>5¼&quot;</td>
<td>5¼&quot;</td>
<td>5¼&quot;</td>
<td>5¼&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (See Notes)</td>
<td>$555</td>
<td>$620</td>
<td>$580</td>
<td>$645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: If meters not desired deduct $30 and drop "M" from model number.
Note 2: If fixed output desired (+5 volts) deduct $40 and add "F" to model number followed by nominal output voltage desired.

---

**Write for complete specifications**

Specify **POWER SOURCES BY POWER SOURCES, INC.** Burlington, Massachusetts

---

**IN-LINE SOLID STATE 10 MC COUNTER-TIMER**

**ONLY $2900**

- Fully Transistorized 
- Small Size 5½" Panel Ht. 
- Nitie In-Line Readout

---

**SYSTRON CORPORATION**

950 Galindo Street, Concord, Calif.

---

**Write for complete specifications of Model 1039 and free copy of Short Form Catalog.**

**SYSTRON CORPORATION**

---

**ELECTRONICS • APRIL 22, 1960**
**Literature of**

**RADAR TRANSMISSION SYSTEM.** Collins Radio Co., 2700 W. Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif. Operation of a radar data transmission system designed to provide accurate, real time missile impact predictions is covered in a new bulletin.
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**MULTIPOSITION SWITCH.** Boroughs Corp., Electronic Tube Division, Plainfield, N. J. A 4-page folder describes the Beam-X switch, a decimal electronic device which is expected to effect a major change in basic electronic design logic from binary to decimal systems.
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**HEAT EXCHANGERS.** Wakefield Engineering, Inc., 7 Broadway, Wakefield, Mass., has available technical bulletin No. 260 and price list on semiconductor heat exchangers, series 5000, for medium pressure forced air cooling systems using transistors, Zener diodes and rectifiers.
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**RELAYS.** General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. Bulletin GEA-7021, a 12-page publication, discusses a complete line of GE relays for all applications. Dimensions, ratings and ordering information are included.
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**TANTALUM CAPACITORS.** Fansteel Metallurgical Corp., 2200 Sheridan Road, North Chicago, Ill. Complete information on tantalum electrolytic capacitors for elevated temperature applications is given in technical data bulletin 6.111-2.
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**AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS.** Weston Instruments Division of Daystrom, Inc., 614 Frelinghuysen
the Week

Ave., Newark 12, N. J. A 48-page manual enumerates and describes a complete line of aviation instruments and components manufactured by the company.
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PRINTED CIRCUITS. Arthur Ansley Mfg. Co., New Hope, Pa. A 16-page illustrated booklet outlines the several functions that may be performed by the printed wiring board and describes the types of circuitry best adapted to this method of packaging as well as those where it shows up less favorably.
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MICROWAVE CATALOG. Transco Products, Inc., 12210 Nebraska Ave., Los Angeles 25, Calif. A spiral bound, quick-reference catalog covers the company's line of microwave products—plus special charts and graphs for the microwave engineer.
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SEMICONDUCTOR DATA SHEET. Alpha Metals, Inc., 56 Water St., Jersey City 4, N. J., has released a new group of technical data sheets describing the physical properties of alloys used in the manufacture of semiconductor devices. Properties of aluminum-silicon, lead-silver and indium-gallium alloys are shown.
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS. Burr-Brown Research Corp., Box 6444, Tucson, Ariz., has available a product data sheet on the 130 series transistorized high gain d-c amplifiers which have differential inputs.
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DELAY LINES. Allen Avionics, Inc., 255 E. 2nd St., Mineola, N. Y., recently published a new lumped constant delay line specification bulletin.
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VARIABLE RESISTORS. Chicago Telephone Supply Corp., Elkhart, Ind., has published a data sheet on new 4 in. diameter compact miniature commercial controls.
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PRECISION instrumentations magnetic tape recorders

for space-conscious applications

PRECISION recorders are fast becoming the standard for the most critical and demanding applications in the age of space. Advanced mechanical concepts and solid-state circuitry provide full-size performance in less than 1/4 the space required by conventional recorders. Up to 14 channels of analog or 16 channels of digital recording in a wide range of models for rack mounting or portable use. Write for detailed new brochure #55A.
Leeds & Rothschild: the hat shifts

When a manufacturers' rep gives up a profitable and surefire business to dare the rigors of an untried manufacturing enterprise, it's news. But when Gerard G. Leeds (shown at left) and his partner Richard Rothschild did exactly that last June, it was a carefully calculated step on a path both men had been laying out for years.

It's impossible to talk about only one of these two executives. They think together, finish each other's sentences, plan everything jointly, and take turns wearing the president's hat of Lumatron Electronics (Leeds is president this year, Rothschild's turn is next).

Leeds, a German-born dynamo, came to the U.S. in 1939 (and speaks impeccable Californian). After wartime hitches at MIT's Radiation Lab and the old Evans Labs at Fort Monmouth, he set up his own business for a while, making electronic flash controls for cameras. Once the bug to be in business for himself had bitten, he embarked on a series of moves calculated to give him the experience he wanted.

He went to work for Berkeley Scientific Co. (now part of Beckman Instruments) as a sales engineer (they didn't even know they wanted one until he sold them on the idea), moved up to sales manager, set up Berkeley's rep organization, just incidentally pushed the firm into the digital-counter business. He came east in 1949.

He took a sales management job with Anton Electric, moved to an equivalent position at Electronic Products, and then in 1954 set up the G. G. Leeds Co., one of the middle-Atlantic's biggest rep organizations. The following year he hired Rothschild.

The younger partner—Rothschild was born in 1926, Leeds in 1922—is a quiet-spoken, serious-minded New Yorker who left college to serve as an electronics officer in the Navy during the war, then went back to take his BS in physics at Yale. He worked his way purposefully through several of DuMont's divisions, picking up experience in research and development, engineering, production and contracting. He went with Leeds to fill out his background by gaining marketing experience.

In March of 1958, one of the Leeds Co. salesmen got a customer request for a nanosecond oscilloscope. Leeds checked with his principals, found no one who could meet the request despite evident market demands. The two partners moved swiftly; in August of 1958 they decided to set up a laboratory to develop such a scope. With the approval of their principals, they engineered a working model, showed it at the Solid-State Circuits Conference in Philadelphia in February of 1959. The same month they moved into a small plant in Westbury, L. I. and started outgrowing it at once.

The interest generated at the conference convinced them: they incorporated in May, split up the rep business among their regional sales managers, and closed out their own part of the business at the end of June. Lumatron has been all their professional interest since. This week the firm is moving into a new plant in New Hyde Park, L. I.

ECI Engineering Appoints Ludwig

John T. Ludwig, until recently a senior research and development engineer with Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., has joined the Electronic Communications, Inc., Scientific Advisory Group as a principal engineering scientist.

With Honeywell from 1954 to 1960, Ludwig was responsible for electrical engineering research at the corporate research center. His personal research projects were in the fields of magnetic circuits, electrostatic motors, liquid-metal gyrosopes, and magnetic and electric support of gyrosopes.

Hazeltine Elects New Officers

Directors of Hazeltine Corp., Little Neck, N. Y., have elected James W. Evans (picture) a vice president of Hazeltine Electronics Division. He is director of the 36-year old firm's Advanced Planning Group.

Elected as assistant vice presidents of the division were Vernon A. Radom, Edward M. Tyler and John B. Winningham. Elsa T. Ramm was elected an assistant vice president of the corporation.

Evans joined Hazeltine in 1955 as a member of the Government & Commercial Department. Previously he was affiliated with the CAA, NRL and the U. S. Air Force.

Radom is manager of Army and Navy liaison in the Government &
BENDIX-PACIFIC in Southern California needs ENGINEERS with DOCTORS'-MASTERS'-BACHELORS' DEGREES for electrical, mechanical and systems work in fields of Instrumentation—Telemetry Anti-Submarine Detection Systems/Operations Research Missile and Aircraft Fluid Controls.

Please send resume to MR. RALPH LAMM, DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

Other High-Level Electronic Engineering Positions Available

ONLY 1.01" IN DIAMETER —with positive detent

Grayhill Series 24 Rotary Tap Switch has a precision detent action that provides accurate, positive indexing unusual in miniature switches.

• 1 to 10 decks
• Up to 10 positions per deck
• Shorting or Non-Shorting

SPRING RETURN MODEL available with up to 4 detent positions and a momentary spring return position. 1 to 3 decks.

Write for Catalog

ARNOLD/ TOROIDAL COIL WINDER

sets up quickly...easy to operate...takes wide range of wire sizes

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Min. finished hole size: .18 in.
• Max. finished toroid O.D.: 4.0 in.
• Winding speed: 1500 turns/min.
• Wire range: AWG 44 to AWG 26
• Dual, self-checking turns counting system
• Loading (wire length) counter
• Core range: ¼" I.D. to 4" O.D. to 1½" high

LABORATORY USE
• Change wire and core size in 45 sec.

PRODUCTION USE
• 1500 turns per minute
• Insert core and load in 20 sec.

includes all rings, counters and accessories

immediate delivery, literature on request

ARNOLD MAGNETICS CORP.

6050 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif.
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How to keep computers compact

You can often save space, weight and money in equipment employing sine-cosine operations by "designing in" Gamewell Sinusoidal Potentiometers. Far lighter and more compact than gears, cams, and other complicated mechanisms, they're widely used in analog computers, data converters, Tacan systems, and radar components. Advanced design produces functions with smoothness and precision unobtainable by other resistive methods. For details and latest catalog, write THE GAMEWELL COMPANY, 1386 Chestnut Street, Newton Upper Falls 64, Mass.

CONDENSED SPEC OF RVG-30XS-4

Resistance .................. 16,000 ohms ± 5%
Conformity ................. 1.0% peak to peak
Starting Torque ............. 0.5 oz. in. max.
Angular Accuracy ............ ± 0.7°
Weight ........................ 2 oz. max.
Mechanical Rotation .......... Continuous
Electrical Rotation .......... 360°
Nominal Life ................ 350,000 cycles

Gamewell

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS

INTEGRALS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
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Which of these Craig skills and services can help you?

- Systems housing — light weight, high strength aluminum shelters, vans and trailers.
- Systems components — telescoping antenna masts, transit cases, cabinets, equipment racks.
- Systems installation service — layout and installation of transportable systems, through final checkout.
- Systems packaging research — engineering design and development for ground support and electronic equipment protection.
- Complete production facilities — to handle your complete packaging assignment.
- A unique "aluminum-chemical research" service — engineering "brainpower pool" for solving virtually any problem in aluminum and foam plastic fabrication.

Write today for Craig's new complete 16 page Capabilities Brochure.

Epsco-West

Hires Gerhard

F. H. GERHARD has joined Epsco-West, Anaheim, Calif., as senior design specialist. He will be responsible for all analog circuit design.

A specialist in transistorized amplifier circuitry, Gerhard comes to Epsco-West from Autonetics Division of North American Aviation. He was a senior research engineer at Autonetics.

Organize New Company

ANTENNA SYSTEMS, INC., Hingham, Mass., is a new corporation formed by a group of veteran employees from D. S. Kennedy & Co. The financing has been provided entirely Commercial Department. He joined Hazeltine in 1953 after serving with Bell Aircraft Corp., Bell and Howell, Inc., ITT Corp., and RCA.

In charge of the Test Engineering Department, Tyler joined Hazeltine in 1959 after serving as general manager of the Electronics Division of Gorham Mfg. Co. He also has been an engineer with the Western Electric Co., Bell Telephone Laboratories, Wired Radio, Inc., and Hogan Laboratories.

Winningham is presently deputy for operations in the office of the executive vice president for operations of Hazeltine Electronics Division.

Mrs. Ramm joined Hazeltine in 1945 and has been assistant secretary of the corporation since 1961.

Write Dept. E-11 for new Indium bulletin: "INDALLOY" Intermediate Solders

THE INDIUM CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1676 Lincoln Avenue • Utica, New York

Since 1934 ... PIONEERS in the Development and Applications of Indium for Industry
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by the employees.

President of the new organization is Charles W. Creaser, Jr., and executive vice president, Walter W. VanderWolk, Jr.

The company is devoted exclusively to the design, manufacture and installation of reflectors, feeds, waveguide, rotary joints, towers, pedestals, and other related equipment.

Kuck Advances At Kinetics

Kinetics Corp., Solana Beach, Calif., manufacturer of electronic and electromechanical components for the aircraft and missile fields has appointed Burton M. Kuck senior project engineer. He joined Kinetics in January of this year.

Kuck was formerly with the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New Jersey, where he specialized in military communications system design and underwater sound development.

Jensen Takes New Position

E. William Jensen has joined Geoscience Instruments Corp., New York, N. Y., as sales manager. The company is marketing a new alumina abrasive, Corunda, designed for polishing semiconductor surfaces.

Until recently, Jensen headed the materials section at General Transistor's Research Division in New York.

The future... from your point of view

A good day's growth for a hard day's work.

A position to suit your talents, experience and ambition.

Opportunity to exercise full initiative in Research, Radar, Doppler Navigational Systems, Magnetic Memory Systems, Microwave and Computers.

PLUS

Management awareness encouraging exploration beyond the range of present knowledge.

APPOINTMENTS NOW AVAILABLE:

SENIOR ENGINEER
Air Traffic Control Systems
Experienced in problems involving the relation of overall ground-air environment to such elements as Navigation, Data Acquisition, Processing and Display.

SENIOR ENGINEER
Radar Systems & Techniques
Thoroughly grounded in existing systems, philosophies and techniques. To study, design and plan advanced programs for varied applications.

SENIOR ENGINEER
Airborne Electronic Weapon Systems
Experienced in existing systems and requirements. To plan the optimum integration of such various subsystems as radar, navigation, central data computers, communications, etc.

For a confidential discussion, please write:

Eugene Rust
Laboratory for Electronics
75 Pitts Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL REQUISITION

MICROWAVE PLASMA GENERATION
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION

ASTRO — the Research Division of The Marquardt Corporation — is offering challenging and highly rewarding opportunities to creative engineers. An important immediate opening exists for an experienced plasma physicist or electromagnetic theory specialist.

His work will involve research effort in space energy conversion and space electronics; electron optics, magnetic focusing, dynamics of electron beams and plasmas — or modes of wave propagation in electronic waveguides, interaction of electromagnetic waves and electron beams with electrostatic focusing. Level of position requires advanced education in Electrical Engineering or Physics with 3 to 5 years specialized service.

Send resume in confidence to:
Floyd Hargiss, Manager
Professional Personnel
16555 Saticoy Street
Van Nuys, California

THE Marquardt

Corporate offices: Van Nuys, California / CORPORATION
Operations at: Monrovia, Pomona, Van Nuys, California — Ogden, Utah

CHIEF ENGINEER

Expanding electronics company offers challenging opportunity for aggressive man to head Phila. division engineering department. The primary emphasis of this department is in applied phases of new product development. Electronic background and components or related experience necessary.

CALL COLLECT:
Walnut 2-8900, Ext 202 (Phila.)
or Write STANLEY SCHWARTZ
Philadelphia Plant Employment
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
401 North Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN

If • You have a B.S. degree in EE (with emphasis on Electronics),
• Three years' circuit design experience in an area other than communications,
Plus • An avid interest in many branches of science
And • Are looking for a real chance to prove your design ability in an extremely interesting and worthwhile non-defense field
With • A progressive organization (the leader in its industry, but just the right size to assure both excellent physical facilities and individual recognition.)

Then • You should explore the professional opportunity we have for you to design and develop the electronic and electrical portions of chemical laboratory instruments such as electrophorimeters, spectrophotometers, color analyzers, titrators, gas chromatographs, and many other precision devices.

Send full resume to S. G. DeChant,
Director of Personnel,
711 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh 19, Penn.

FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO.
"Serving science for over a century"
All replies confidential

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

CHALLENGING R & D OPPORTUNITIES

Fundamental and applied research in the fields of hydrodynamics, acoustics, electronics, network theory, servomechanisms, mechanics, information theory and noise reduction. Also design of electronic instrumentation for underwater ordnance and application of analogue and digital computers.

Opportunities for Graduate Study
Faculty Appointments for Qualified Applicants
Excellent Working and Living Conditions

Send Resume to

ARNOLD ADDISON, PERSONNEL DIRECTOR
ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
BOX 30, UNIVERSITY PARK, PA.

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
IN THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY

SAMUEL K. MACDONALD, INC.
manufacturers representatives over 25 years
1531 SPRUCE STREET, PHILA. 2, PA.

Territory: Pennsylvania • New Jersey
Other Offices: Pittsburgh • Baltimore
Delaware • Maryland
Virginia • West Virginia

District of Columbia
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AN OPEN LETTER TO ELECTRONIC PH. D's

With the purpose of describing our problem in the belief that it may solve yours. If your personal desire is to manage, from a technical standpoint, an engineering division, to include a R and D group, we may have your answer. We do not want a man who wants to be hampered, nor will he be, by general business engineering management. We need an individual, original in his thinking, who, with the aid of others, can help chart a course that will broaden our electronic product lines. In essence, he must think of himself as, and be, a top technical man in engineering.

The company, Wilcox Electric Company, Incorporated of Kansas City, Missouri, is a pioneer (1931), firmly established engineering manufacturer of communication-navigation equipment for the aviation industry. At our request, check the facts and then send a brief resume of your professional experience, with particular emphasis on your personal desires, to Phil Holderness,

WILCOX ELECTRIC CO., INC.
1400 Chestnut, Kansas City, Missouri

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS' AND SCIENTISTS

Almost any conceivable signal can be generated on GEESE; these signals can be carefully controlled in frequency, phase and amplitude, and their instantaneous relationship can be recorded. GEESE has the flexibility to fully evaluate advance radar, communications and guidance systems and the effects of various jamming and anti-jamming techniques.

EVOLVING LARGE-SCALE SYSTEMS CONCEPTS

AND DEVELOPING THE TOOLS THAT SPEED THEIR DESIGN CYCLE

Defense Systems Department is directing its technical capabilities toward the development of large-scale electronic systems. Inherent within this work program is the recognition, definition and solution of problems in every aspect of the systems technology.

To accomplish this ambitious task, a growing number of studies are being directed toward the development of unique tools that will aid in the design of superior systems in less time, at lower cost.

A recent contribution by Defense Systems Department in this technological area is GEESE (General Electric's Electronic System Evaluator). Utilizing advance computer techniques, it enables systems engineers to accurately predict, optimize and synthesize system performance prior to design.

GEESE is indicative of the scope of Defense Systems Department's involvement in the systems technology. Many programs offer systems-oriented engineers and scientists an opportunity to participate in new areas of long-term importance.

Senior members of our technical staff would welcome the occasion to discuss personally and in detail the career positions available with this growing organization. Address your inquiries in professional confidence to Mr. E. A. Smith, Box 4-E.

DSD DEFENSE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT
A Department of the Defense Electronics Division

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Northern Lights Office Building, Syracuse, New York
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Now available from these selected distributors

AKRON, OHIO
AKRON ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO.
ASHVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
FRECK RADIO & SUPPLY CO., INC.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
SPECLAITY DISTRIBUTORS CO.
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
KANN-ELLERT ELECTRONICS, INC.
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN
ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CORPORATION
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
MG ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
CRAMER ELECTRONICS, INC.
DEA' MBRO RADIO, INC.
SAGER ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.
CAMEON, NEW JERSEY
GENERAL RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
DEEGO, INC.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION
NEWARK ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
CINCINNATI, OHIO
UNITED RADIO, INC.
DENVER, COLORADO
DENVER ELECTRONICS SUPPLY CO.
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
BROWN ELECTRONICS, INC.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
RADIO DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
ELLINGTON RADIO INC.
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
SOUTHEAST DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
KODER ELECTRONICS, INC.
UNIVERSAL RADIO SUPPLY, Co.
MIAMI, FLORIDA
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT CO.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
RADIO PARTS COMPANY, INC.
MINEOLA, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
SCHWEBER ELECTRONICS
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
ELECTRA DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
HARVEY RADIO COMPANY, INC.
MILO RADIO & ELECTRICAL CORP.
TERMINAL ELECTRONICS
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
RADIO PARTS CO.
PORTLAND, OREGON
LOU JOHNSTON RADIO CORP., INC.
ROME, NEW YORK
ROME ELECTRONICS, INC.
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
RADIO PARTS CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
PACIFIC WHOLESALE
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
WESTERN ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
INTERSTATE SUPPLY COMPANY
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
MORRIS ELECTRONICS OF SYRACUSE
TOLEDO, OHIO
WARREN RADIO CO.
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
RADIO, INC.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ELECTRONIC WHOLESALE, INC.
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
GODDARD DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY
WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA
DALTON-HEGEE RADIO SUPPLY
CANADA
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
VARAH, LTD.
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Daven precision wire wound resistor...

Type 1282 actual size

makes other miniatures look like giants!

DOWN, DOWN, DOWN go the dimensions of Daven precision wire wound resistors. The latest: a micro-miniature resistor that is the smallest ever made! Developed for a major missile program to meet stringent space requirements without sacrificing reliability, this Type 1282 meets all specifications of MIL-R-938, Amendment 3, except physical size.

Specify Type 1282, or other units in the Daven micro-miniature family, for all of your small-size, high-reliability wire wound resistor requirements. Available in all tolerances and temperature coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Diam</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Max Watts</th>
<th>Max Ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>1 megohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1273</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>5/16</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>400K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1274</td>
<td>3/16</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>250K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1282</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>100K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1284</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>27/64</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>1 megohm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write today for complete information!

THE DAVEN CO. LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY

TODAY, MORE THAN EVER, THE DAVEN © STANDS FOR DEPENDABILITY
POWER AT LOW COST
It makes sense—with the new RCA-50FE5!

Here's a high-pervance beam-power tube with high-power sensitivity that won't let you down on the peaks. With only 3 tubes—two RCA-50FE5's and one RCA-12AX7—you can have a complete compact stereo amplifier.

At a B+ voltage of only 145 volts, this 3-tube stereo amplifier can deliver a power output of 11.2 watts (5.6 watts per channel).

Penny-pinching, power-packing features of the RCA-50FE5 include vacuum-melted, nickel-composition cathode-base material with a very low contaminant content to assure stable performance throughout life; high-heat-conductivity grid side rods and stem leads, and aluminum-clad plate material having very low gas content.

Meet today's demand for high power output at low cost. Design your stereophonic and monophonic circuits around the RCA-50FE5. There's a 6-volt-heater type (RCA-6FE5) available, too. Your RCA Field Representative has the facts. For technical data, write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section D-19-DE4, Harrison, N. J.

EAST: 744 Broad St., Newark 2; HU 5-3800 MIDWEST: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54; WH 4-2900 WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 22; RA 3-8961

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J.